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To Be a Pilgrim: The Canterbury Way

An ancient trail of pilgrimage runs through southeast England, a pathway along which so much of English identity converges. It is the way of St. Thomas Becket, the martyr who stood up to a King and inspired Christendom. It is a route that drew countless pilgrims in ages past and captured the imagination of Chaucer, and interest in this pilgrim path is strongly reviving again today. This beautifully photographed film follows Fr. Marcus Holden and Fr. Nicholas Schofield as they journey on pilgrimage from London to Canterbury. Along the way they discover the story of St. Thomas and various fascinating traditions: the Rood of Boxley, the splendor of Rochester, the “second Carmel” at Aylesford, and many more. By retracing the inspiring journey of the medieval pilgrims, this film reveals the rich Christian heritage of England and provides a profound reflection for all Catholics on what it means ‘To Be a Pilgrim.’ 126 minutes.

#101067D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Liberating a Continent
John Paul II and the Fall of Communism

This documentary poignantly captures the intricate role played by John Paul in the collapse of communism and the liberation of Central and Eastern Europe. Featuring the insights of intellectual and cultural leaders such as papal biographer George Weigel, esteemed Polish historian Norman Davies, Pontifical John Paul II Institute Vice President Carl Anderson, John Paul’s lifelong assistant Cardinal Stanislaw Dziwisz, Reagan National Security Advisor Richard Allen, and many others, this inspiring film gives an inside look at the improbable downfall of one of history’s most brutal regimes. Narrated by Jim Caviezel, this is the incredible story of one man’s unwavering faith born of deep personal suffering, his steadfast defense of the dignity of the human person amidst the horrors of Nazi and Soviet Occupation, and his unyielding belief in the spiritual unity of Europe. 92 minutes (EST).

#225030D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Happiness, Suffering, and the Love of God

In this series Fr. Robert Spitzer, S.J., Ph.D. explores happiness in the revealing light of human transcendence and immortality. Beginning with the commonly held principle that different forms of happiness correspond to different fundamental human desires, Fr. Spitzer guides viewers through four distinct but related sources of happiness (pleasure, achievement, contribution, transcendence), showing how they form a hierarchy and explaining why only the highest level (transcendent happiness) will ultimately fulfill us. Along the way he presents fascinating evidence for our spiritual nature from philosophy, psychology, and contemporary studies of near-death experiences and the resurrection of Jesus Christ. This is followed by an investigation into the mystery of suffering that begins with the parable of the Father of the Prodigal Son. Fr. Spitzer explains why an unconditionally loving God would allow suffering and also offers guidance on how to suffer well. Happiness, Suffering, and the Love of God provides answers to some of life’s most vexing questions and dispels many popular misconceptions as it charts a fascinating course towards authentic and lasting happiness. Five discs, 320 minutes total.

#101065D, $49.99 SALE! $39.99

Our God’s Brother

This is the true story of St. Albert Chmielewski, an acclaimed Polish artist and painter in the 1800’s who was a major inspiration for young Karol Wojtyla, later Pope John Paul II. Albert became dissatisfied with his painting and disillusioned about the meaning of life when he met several tramps that triggered his passion to help the poor. He gave up his promising painting career and became a monk who served the poor for the rest of his life. This movie is based on a play written by Wojtyla as a tribute to his love for St. Albert. Directed by famed Polish filmmaker Krzysztof Zanussi, and stars Christoph Waltz and Scott Wilson. 120 minutes.

#101066D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99
Guadalupe: The Miracle and the Message

A most significant event in the evangelization of the New World occurred in December, 1531. Over the course of four days, the Virgin Mary, under the title of Our Lady of Guadalupe, appeared to an indigenous convert named Juan Diego. As a result of this encounter, and the image miraculously imprinted on Juan Diego’s tilma (cloak), nine million Native Americans embraced the Catholic faith, and the Americas began their transformation into the Catholic hemisphere. Our Lady of Guadalupe’s message of love had replaced the institutionalized violence of the Aztec culture and built a bridge between two worlds. *Guadalupe: The Miracle and the Message* traces the history of this transformative event from the 16th century to the present. Featuring interviews with leading theologians, historians, and experts on the scientific inquiries into the miraculous image, this gripping film explores both the inexplicable mysteries behind the image and the continued relevance of the Guadalupe apparition to the modern world. Narrated by Jim Caviezel. 58 minutes (S).

#205859D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

All That Remains

Dr. Takashi Nagai, a pioneering scientist, embarks upon a quest for the meaning to life and death. His journey starts at his mother’s deathbed and leads him to discover the “hidden Christians” of Nagasaki and to meet Midori, the woman who will finally transform a skeptical man of intellect into a man of faith. When Japan declares war on England and America, Takashi is convinced that X-ray technology will be in high demand and absorbs himself in his work, risking his health and neglecting his family. But everything changes in a blinding flash, as the atomic bomb is detonated over Nagasaki. Midori is one of the 80,000 souls killed instantly. Takashi, now battling leukemia, left alone to raise their two young children, turns to God for help, and is inspired to rebuild Nagasaki from the rubble and ash. 120 minutes.

#101064D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Hidden Rebellion

This powerful docu-drama examines the events surrounding one of history’s most chilling stories of genocide, the slaughter of the noble Catholics of the Vendee region of France during the French Revolution. Combining insightful documentary with dramatic re-enactments of battle scenes, heroic resistance, and courageous faith, the film interviews many historians and experts on the French Revolution who give an eye-opening picture of this first progressive genocide in the name of “social justice.” A very timely and important film, and a stirring warning to the world in this age of increasing vicious attacks on the Catholic faith and family. It reveals to us the deeply moving story of those many “hidden martyrs”— simple, faithful people who “gave up the world for heaven.” Includes many extras and added special features. 75 minutes.

#37962D, $16.99

Miracles

What are miracles? Do miracles happen and, if so, what is their purpose? What attitudes should we take towards reports of miracles? How might miracles impact on our prospects for future happiness? What are the perspectives of science, theology, and philosophy on miracles today? The exploration of miracles raises some of the most important spiritual, intellectual, and personal questions that we face. An understanding of miracles is important for faith formation in churches and in the home, for personal spiritual and intellectual growth, for devotions, as well as many courses in religious studies and the humanities in general today. This inspiring film explores these questions from a Christian perspective, informed by historical and modern discussions in science, philosophy, and theology, as well as cases of particular miracles, ancient and contemporary. It is filled with many beautiful images, graphics, and art. 35 minutes.

#101068D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

**KEY TO SYMBOLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>Documentary program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC-DRAMA</td>
<td>Documentary &amp; drama program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAMA</td>
<td>Dramatic program</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DVD LANGUAGES**

A = Arabic  C = Cantonese  F = French  G = German  He = Hebrew

Hi = Hindi  In = Indonesian  I = Italian  J = Japanese  K = Korean

L = Latin  M = Mandarin  P = Polish  Pt = Portuguese  Ru = Russian

S = Spanish  T = Turkish  ST = Subtitles  E55 = Eng. Subtitles

Digital Download Available at www.CatholicVideo.com
New Releases

**Brother Francis: The Sacraments**

Come along with Brother Francis as he shows us the wonderful way in which God provides grace and strength for our entire life—from the time we are born until we are called to be with Him in Heaven. In this enlightening and fun episode, children will learn the fundamentals of the seven sacraments and the blessings given to us through them. 25 minutes (EST, SST).

#501680D, $12.99

See entire series on page 27.

**Catholicism: The Pivotal Players**

Bishop Barron is on a new journey to unlock the truth behind the Catholic Church’s most influential people. *Catholicism: The Pivotal Players* is a multi-part film series that illuminates a handful of saints, artists, mystics, and scholars who not only shaped the life of the Church but changed the course of civilization. Whether you use it for personal information or host a complete study program for your parish or group, you’ll go deeper with top experts from around the world, including:

- Fr. Raniero Cantalamessa, Franciscan priest and preacher to the papal household (St. Francis of Assisi)
- Dr. Matthew Levering, renowned Catholic theologian and Thomistic scholar (St. Thomas Aquinas)
- Fr. Paul Murray, O.P., Dominican preacher and spiritual master (St. Catherine of Siena)
- Fr. Ian Ker, world’s leading Newman scholar (Bl. John Henry Newman)
- Dale Ahlquist, founding president of the American Chesterton Society (G.K. Chesterton)
- Dr. Anthony Esolen, professor of Renaissance English Literature at Providence College (Michelangelo)

Six episodes, 50-60 minutes each, on six discs (EST, S, SST).

#294042D, $149.99 SALE! $119.99

**Joan of Arc**

At age seventeen, Joan of Arc led one of the greatest campaigns for freedom the world has ever witnessed. Born to a peasant French family, young Joan hears the voice of saints calling out to her to unite her besieged nation. Gaining an audience with the young French king, Joan convinces him to allow her to command an army into battle—an adventure that leads to thrilling victories and heartbreaking betrayals—as Joan of Arc defies all odds and marches into history. Starring Leelee Sobieski, Peter O’Toole, Robert Loggia, Jacqueline Bisset, Peter Strauss, Maximilian Schell, Olympia Dukakis, Powers Boothe, and Neil Patrick Harris. 180 minutes.

#101063D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

**Polycarp**

Anna, a young slave girl, is rescued and adopted by Christians in second-century Smyrna and befriended by their aged bishop, Polycarp. As Anna is taught by Polycarp and her new family, she struggles to reconcile her beliefs with those of the Christians. When the Roman proconsul demands that all citizens worship Caesar to show their allegiance to Rome, Polycarp and the Christians must find courage to stand for their faith against the growing threat of persecution. Anna is forced to come to grips with the truth and choose whom she is willing to live—and die—for. 90 minutes.

#74336D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

**The Mystery of God**

Atheism is on the rise. How should Christians respond? How can we turn the tide of secularism and draw people back to God? You’ll discover how in *The Mystery of God*, a new six-part film series and study program by Bishop Robert Barron. Using the insights of St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, and Pope Benedict XVI, you’ll uncover a clear yet sophisticated understanding of what we mean by “God.” 2 discs, 133 minutes total.

#202655D, $59.99 SALE! $49.99

See more from Robert Barron on page 48.

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
New Releases

The Ultimate Legacy
This Hallmark movie is a sequel to The Ultimate Gift and The Ultimate Life (below). The epic of Jason Stevens’ life carries on. Having dealt with the tragedies and perils of his own family, he must try to help a friend along a similar journey. The touching conclusion shows that if we learn something, we change our own life. And when we teach something, we change another’s life. But when we teach people to teach, we change the world. Based on the novel, The Gift of a Legacy by author Jim Stovall. 99 minutes.

God’s Not Dead 2
When high school history teacher Grace Wesley (Melissa Joan Hart) is asked a question about Jesus in class, her reasoned response lands her in deep trouble. The ensuing epic court case could expel God from the classroom—and the public square—once and for all!

God’s Not Dead 2 is a powerful call to action: Where will you stand? 98 minutes.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.

To Joey, with Love
Husband-and-wife singing duo Joey and Rory wanted more to life...so they chose less, simplifying their lives and placing their music career on hold. They planted roots deep into the soil of their small farm, and the community they loved. They believed God would give them a great story... and He did. From the arrival of their daughter Indiana, who was born with Down Syndrome, through Joey’s struggle with and ultimate surrender to cancer, this inspiring true story of hope and faith is a love story for the ages. Bonus features include: “I Am Not a Mistake,” “Not to Die, But to Live,” “Family Photo Album,” and new Joey and Rory Song— In the Time That You Gave Me. 90 minutes.

Vindication
Caught in the crosshairs of a criminal investigation, Derek Taylor recalls the details of his failing marriage to a team of suspicious detectives. As the intricacies of his alibi are presented, it becomes obvious that Derek’s story is too convenient for his circumstances. Did he truly experience an 11th-hour spiritual awakening the night of the crime, or do the holes in his story place the burden of guilt squarely on his shoulders? 26 minutes (EST).

God’s Not Dead
A college freshman finds his faith challenged when he must prove the existence of God in a head-to-head debate with his philosophy professor. 113 minutes (EST, SST).

Informed: Life is Worth Living
In order to make informed decisions about critical medical issues, citizens need to know what is really happening in healthcare today. This documentary features an impressive array of experts who share crucial information about euthanasia and doctor-assisted suicide. 56 minutes.

Buy all 3 for $18.99.
Use item #97455D

#501728D, $12.99 SALE! $9.99

#6192D, $14.99
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New Releases

Boundless Salvation
This four-part documentary explores the history of The Salvation Army. Host John Cleary traces the path of this powerful movement from its origins to the present day. Learn how The Salvation Army became a force for both gospel evangelism and social change. Meet the movement’s founders, William and Catherine Booth, and examine the innovative structures they introduced to meet the challenges of the 19th century. We’ll also see how The Salvation Army has continued its work into the 21st century. Episode 1: History is a journey through the first 25 years of Salvation Army history, using the perspective of one country, Australia, as a window on the early spirit and power of the movement. Episode 2: Theology takes us back to the theological origins of The Salvation Army in the teachings of John Welsey. Episode 3: Culture and Worship traces the development of the rich internal culture that sustained The Salvation Army through the twentieth century. Episode 4: Mission looks at the remarkable parallels between the world of William Booth and the world of today. The program examines the innovative structures introduced by The Salvation Army to meet the challenges of the 19th century and assesses their worth for the 21st century. Four parts, 191 minutes total (EST).

#501686D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99

DOCU-DRAMA

The Messengers
From The Voice of the Martyrs comes the sequel to God with Us (below). Having risen from the dead, Jesus Christ has appeared to His disciples and instructed them saying, “Remain in Jerusalem until you are filled with power from Heaven!” Waiting in prayer as Jesus has commanded them, the time comes when the Holy Spirit is poured out upon them with great power and wonder! Follow the small band of early Christian believers as they boldly proclaim Christ and His message in the face of great opposition resulting in the growth of the church and the unexpected conversion of its most zealous enemy. Based on the Book of the Acts of the Apostles Chapters 1-9. People of all ages will be inspired but this powerful and moving depiction of the first Christians. Recommended for ages 7 and up. Widescreen, 70 minutes (S, E, S†).

#501715D, $17.99 SALE! $14.99

DOCU-DRAMA

John Bunyan: The People’s Pilgrim
The Pilgrim’s Progress by John Bunyan is one of the most famous and influential works of English literature. Since its first publication in 1678 it has never been out of print and is reported to have sold more copies of any other book except for the Bible. But who was the man behind this great work? This docu-drama reveals the story of John Bunyan’s life, his personal struggles, his triumphs, and his remarkable legacy. The uneducated son of a tinker, Bunyan survived the horrific English Civil War, only to be jailed during an era of great religious persecution. From his jail cell Bunyan wrote his great allegory of the Christian life. Join us as we follow the well trod path of John Bunyan from the “Slough of Despond” through the narrow gate and on to the “Celestial City.” 50 minutes (E†).

#501685D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

DOCU-DRAMA

God with Us
(formerly Jesus: He Lived Among Us)
From The Voice of the Martyrs comes the dramatic, animated retelling of the life of Jesus Christ as seen through the eyes of the last surviving apostle, John. Discover the power and love of Jesus Christ and see why His followers risked all to carry His message to the ends of the earth. Children and adults alike will be captivated by this account of Jesus’ life, featuring vivid storytelling and newly enhanced animation. Recommended for ages 7 and up. Widescreen, 90 minutes (S, E, S†).

#501724D, $17.99 SALE! $12.99

DOCU-DRAMA

Pilgrim’s Progress: Journey to Heaven
This modern adaptation of John Bunyan’s classic tale brings to life the story of Christian and his companions on the great journey from the City of Destruction to the gates of Heaven. Widescreen, 103 minutes (extras).

#400005D, $19.99 $9.99

DRAMA

The People’s Pilgrim & Journey to Heaven, only $19.99. Use item #97461D

After hours, “Audrey,” our automated order taker, is standing by to serve you.
The Two Thieves
(formerly entitled Once We Were Slaves)

Two thousand years ago, two Jewish prisoners await their fate in a Jerusalem jail cell. One, a lifelong criminal and a rebel against the Roman occupation, is resigned to his death. The other, a lifelong rabbinical student and peacemaker, refuses to accept his fate. As the afternoon progresses, their history is revealed, a history that leads them to a shocking encounter with a mysterious man who changes their lives forever. *The Two Thieves* captures the uncommon grace and redemption of the crucifixion from a perspective that’s never before been captured on film. Directed by Dallas Jenkins, *The Two Thieves* will serve as a powerful teaching tool for church or individual use. Widescreen, 27 minutes (EST).

#501625D, $9.99 SALE! $7.99

Cries from the Cross

No other act, event, or movement in history has had more impact than the sacrifice of God’s Son. Obedient to His Father’s will, Jesus hung from a wooden cross with thorns pressing into His flesh. He uttered seven cries as He suffered for us all. These seven cries come to us in a new program that helps us understand what the cross meant to Christ and what the cross should mean to us. God is always willing to forgive because His judgment on sin was satisfied by Christ’s death on the cross. 120 minutes.

#704390D, $24.99 SALE! $12.99

Risen

As seen in theaters, *Risen* is the epic Biblical story of the Resurrection as told through the eyes of a non-believer. Calvius (Joseph Fiennes), a powerful Roman military tribune, and his aide, Lucius (Tom Felton), are tasked with solving the mystery of what happened to Jesus (Cliff Curtis) in the weeks following the crucifixion in order to disprove the rumors of a risen Messiah and prevent an uprising in Jerusalem. Rated PG-13 for violence. 108 minutes.

#46568D, $30.99 SALE! $14.99

The Six Miracles of Calvary

Almost 2,000 years ago, extraordinary things happened at Calvary that modern science and human reasoning consider impossible. A midday sky turned dark; the veil in the temple suddenly split; an earthquake shook the land; graves opened; Jesus’ graveclothes were found undisturbed; and saints rose to life and walked the streets of Jerusalem. *The Six Miracles of Calvary* looks historically and reflectively at these remarkable events surrounding the death and resurrection of Christ. In interviews with leading scholars, the meaning and purpose of each occurrence are examined, highlighting their significance to Christ’s suffering and relevance to the challenges faced by those who follow Him. 65 minutes.

#78603D, $16.99 SALE! $11.99

The Week that Changed the World

The resurrection happened. It’s not just the belief of Christians, it’s borne out by history, archaeology, and science. This documentary takes viewers step by step through the events of Holy Week, shedding light on the key players, unraveling the political intrigue, and answering longstanding questions about what happened and why. Professor of ancient history and world-renowned expert Dr. Paul L. Maier details the story, along with maps, graphics, and remarkable dramatic re-creations to bring Holy Week alive in a whole new way. 33 minutes (EST).

#501638D, $9.99
Easter

Jesus of Nazareth

*Jesus of Nazareth* is a unique film depicting the life of Christ from His birth through His resurrection. Franco Zeffirelli’s production is acclaimed for its thorough Biblical and historical research and features a distinguished international cast and locations specially chosen for their pure and simple resemblance to Palestine at the time of Jesus. Starring Robert Powell, Olivia Hussey, Lawrence Oliver, James Mason, Anthony Quinn, and many more. 6 hours, 22 minutes.

**#10166D, $24.99** SALE! $14.99

I Believe in Easter

Discover the origins of Easter in this thoroughly researched and emotionally charged documentary. The history of Easter is traced to ancient Egypt where the story finds its roots in the deliverance of the Israelites from slavery. The program describes how Passover symbolism is intricately woven into the events surrounding the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, the Lamb of God. See how the church adapted and transformed pagan tradition into the celebration of the Resurrection, and learn how culture, emperors, apostles, and popes have influenced how we celebrate Easter today. The program features powerfully dramatized scenes from the gospels along with documentary footage shot in the Holy Land and at the Vatican, plus insightful commentary from church scholars and historians. Widescreen, 53 minutes (E*).

**#501608D, $19.99** SALE! $9.99

Gospel Films Archive: The Easter Collection

Gospel Films Archive presents four rare classic short films that celebrate the spirit of Easter as manifested by Christ’s Crucifixion and Resurrection. *Dawn of Victory* (1966, Concordia Films), 29 minutes; *The Antkeeper* (1966, Lutheran Church in America), 28 minutes; *The Other Wise Man* (1969, Family Films), 29 minutes; *The Lord’s Ascension* (1952, Family Films), 12 minutes. 98 minutes total.

**#501627D, $14.99** SALE! $9.99

Also Available:

- Christopher Films - #501591D
- Loyola Films - #501590D
- Family Films - #501587D
- Cathedral Films - #501589D
- Missions Collection - #501588D
- Christmas Collection - #501592D
- Children’s Collection - #501668D

The Gospel of John

This production of the Gospel of John is much more than a drama about the life of Christ because it uses the New Testament as its script, word for word. This faithful presentation of Jesus’ story takes the words of the Bible and makes them visual, enabling you to see the context as never before. This DVD includes three text translations: New International Version, King James Bible, Reina-Valera 1960 (Spanish), 161 minutes plus extras.

**#22728D, $14.99** SALE! $12.99

The Story of Jesus

This series will take you from Bethlehem and the scene of the nativity to Jerusalem where Jesus was crucified and where He rose from the dead. Along the way, scholars such as N.T. Wright and others from such universities as Oxford, Cambridge, and Yale, reveal the evidence for Jesus’ life and ministry and illuminate the fascinating historical context in which Jesus and the disciples operated. You’ll learn about the radical nature of Jesus’ message and learn why He was such a threat to the religious and political establishment of his time.

This acclaimed series, narrated by David Suchet, was produced for the BBC and seen on public television in the United States. Includes three DVDs, each containing an hour-long episode plus special bonus commentary. 180 minutes.

**#26199D, $29.99** SALE! $14.99

My Son, My Savior

From the makers of the award-winning biblical dramas *Road to Emmaus* and *Come Follow Me* comes *My Son, My Savior*, a powerful portrayal of the life of Jesus as seen through the eyes of his mother, Mary. *My Son, My Savior* imagines Mary’s childhood, growing up in a strict Jewish household, celebrating the annual feasts such as Passover, and hearing the prophecies about a coming Messiah who would redeem Israel. Little did she know the vital role she would play in the fulfillment of those prophecies. Using the Gospel accounts as its framework, this film imagines how Mary responded to the events of Jesus’ life and how her understanding of Jesus’ mission grew over time. 55 minutes (S, E*).

**#26199D, $29.99** SALE! $14.99

NEW!

Gospel Films Archive

Gospel Films Archive: The Easter Collection

**#501608D, $19.99** SALE! $9.99

Also Available:

- Christopher Films - #501591D
- Loyola Films - #501590D
- Family Films - #501587D
- Cathedral Films - #501589D
- Missions Collection - #501588D
- Christmas Collection - #501592D
- Children’s Collection - #501668D

**#501650D, $14.99** SALE! $9.99

Order online at www.VisionVideo.com
Easter

Come Follow Me

From the day Peter heard Jesus call his name to the post-resurrection conversation in which Jesus charges Peter to “feed my sheep,” this short film beautifully illustrates Peter’s transformation from fearful deny to the bold leader of the early church. This program is also a way to introduce friends to the gospel message. Starring Bruce Marchiano and Emilio Doorgasingh. 30 minutes (EST, S).

Road to Emmaus

Mourning the death of Jesus, two first-century travelers were joined by a mysterious stranger. Over the next few hours, the stranger revealed many mysteries that lay hidden in the ancient Scriptures. Soon, the purpose of Jesus’ life became clear...and the travelers’ sadness turned to great joy. Now you can learn what they learned. Discover the key to life...on the Road to Emmaus. 30 minutes (S).

A.D.

Picking up where the events of the acclaimed Jesus of Nazareth left off, A.D. vividly recreates the turbulent years following the death of Christ. The earliest experiences of the Christian church after Jesus’ ascension are powerfully dramatized in this remarkably authentic TV miniseries covering the years A.D. 30-69. The perfect resource for any church or home study group wishing to explore the New Testament period, the Early Church, or the Book of Acts. This is the six-hour version adapted from the nine-hour television version (not currently available on DVD). Starring Anthony Andrews, Colleen Dewhurst, Ava Gardner, David Hedison, John Houseman, James Mason, Susan Sarandon, Ben Vereen, and many others. Includes a PDF study guide, providing a 12-week course. 360 minutes.

Story of the Twelve Apostles

Discover the extraordinary stories of the men chosen by Jesus to bring God’s plan to the world. Among them are Peter, who denied Christ three times but later became a “Rock,” James and John, the fiery tempered “sons of thunder,” Matthew, the tax collector, Simon the Zealot, and Judas Iscariot. From their early fear and discouragement at the shock of the Crucifixion, to the final acceptance of the resurrection and their epic mission to spread the Gospel through the known world, it’s an inspiring, astonishing story of the little-known men who became The Twelve Apostles. 100 minutes.

Peter and Paul

Paul, originally known as Saul of Tarsus, was at the forefront of efforts to stamp out the early church until Jesus stopped him on the road to Damascus, forever changing his life and mission. He joyfully faced persecution, imprisonment, and peril in order to share the love and redemption offered by Christ. 145 minutes (EST).

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
The Life of Christ

Jesus and His Times

Step back to the days and the lands where Jesus walked as a man. Meet the people and experience everyday life in the time of Yeshua, the Hebrew name for Jesus the Messiah. Filmed on location and covering many events in His life, this documentary takes you through the fields of Nazareth as Jesus did. Hear the prayers and songs sung in His youth. Travel with Jesus to Jerusalem’s awesome Temple. Stand beside Jesus from His birth to His crucifixion and resurrection. *Jesus and His Times* is truly an enlightening experience of everyday life in the time of the Messiah. Includes two bonus programs: "The Song of the Holy Land" combines magnificent views with favorite Christian hymns and Hebrew songs of praise. "The People of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John" looks at seventeen people in the Bible, many close to Jesus, who witnessed or were involved in His ministry, trial, crucifixion, and death. What happened to them after Jesus’ resurrection? 150 minutes plus extras.

Son of God

From the producers of *The Bible: Epic Miniseries*, Mark Burnett and Roma Downey, comes *Son of God*—the most important chapter of the greatest story ever told for a whole new generation of families to enjoy. Acclaimed Portuguese actor Diogo Morgado delivers a spectacular portrayal of Jesus as this powerful and inspirational feature film depicts the life of Christ from His humble birth through His teachings, crucifixion, and ultimate resurrection. Rated PG-13. Widescreen, 138 minutes.

#704050D, $24.99
SALE! $16.99

Both *The Bible* (page 13) and *Son of God*, $44.99 - Use item #97658D.

The Passion of the Christ

Here is Mel Gibson’s powerful drama of the last twelve hours of Christ’s life. This film was praised for its intense realism. You will experience Christ’s passion as never before. (Rated R for sequences of scourging and violence.) Spoken in Aramaic, Latin, and Hebrew. Widescreen, 127 minutes (E37).

#6366D, $19.99
SALE! $9.99

How Jesus Died: The Final 18 Hours

*How Jesus Died: The Final 18 Hours* captures every detail of the last few hours leading up to Jesus’ death on the cross. Four world-renowned experts explore various aspects of Jesus’ crucifixion, each revealing important understandings from their points of view as medical examiner, an historian, an archaeologist, and a medical expert on pain. 35 minutes.

#66470D, $14.99
SALE! $9.99

Yeshua/Jesus

In this two-part documentary investigation, we explore the intriguing heritage of biblical Israel and the Jewish origins of the Christian faith.

This DVD uncovers some wonderful truths about the character, background, and personality of Jesus which have been overlooked by much of the church. Journalist Peter Darg and film-producer Marc Villiger take you on a fascinating journey of discovery to Israel.

In part one, discover the intense Jewish religious atmosphere in which Jesus grew up and began his Messianic mission.

In part two, gain new insights into the message Jesus proclaimed to his own people, the Jews, that would transform the entire world. 54 minutes (F)

#500814D, $14.99
SALE! $9.99

Jesus: The New Way

This award winner is our most popular study series introducing Jesus—who He is and why He came. Noted British scholar, Dr. N.T. Wright, uncovers fascinating backgrounds from the first-century world of Jesus and shows how He was indeed a “new way,” both then and now. The DVD includes PDFs of the leader’s guide, worksheets, and scripts. 160 minutes total.

DVD with PDFs - #500811D, $29.99
SALE! $19.99

Printed worksheets (16 pages) - #99503, $1.00

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
The Mysterious Prophecy of Isaiah 53
Exploring the ancient prophecy of Isaiah 53 is one of the most fascinating studies one can make. Some say it reveals the story of the Bible in just a few verses. At the heart of the mystery is identifying the one called “My Servant.”
Judaism most often identifies the suffering servant as the people of Israel who have suffered throughout history. Those who believe Jesus was the Messiah of Israel see Isaiah 53 as predicting Jesus’ death, burial, and resurrection, centuries before he lived. Can both interpretations find common ground?
Hosted from Israel, this four-part DVD presents biblical scholars who discuss the clues and interpretations. Participants include Dr. Michael Rydelnik, Dr. Walter Kaiser, Dr. Michael Brown, and Dr. Darrell Bock. 150 minutes.

The Passover
This unusual and delightful presentation welcomes you into a Jewish home for the traditional festival meal celebrated on the first night of the Passover. Zola Levitt, as the grandfather, reveals the meal’s symbols and the true Messiah to whom these symbols point, making the Old Testament tradition more meaningful to New Testament Christians. Three generations of a family are portrayed in The Passover. One generation teaches, making the next generation aware of its heritage. Filmed in Dallas, TX, in a home designed for historical preservation, this film has a timeless feeling that both Jew and Gentile will not only find helpful but most enjoyable. 30 minutes.

I Beheld His Glory
Set in the days immediately following the crucifixion, a Roman centurion tells the story of Christ’s last days on earth from his unique perspective. This classic 1952 production portrays the timeless story of the Gospel with uncomplicated sincerity. It is faithful to the scriptural accounts yet brings new insights to the familiar story. You will be captivated and inspired by this enduring film. 54 minutes.

Jesus: Son of God?
For centuries Christians have been declaring that Jesus is the Son of God. It’s a bold statement—and one that bears questioning. When did all this begin? How could men and women, who believed in one God, think that God had a Son? What does ‘Son of God’ actually mean? Did Jesus himself have anything to say on the matter? On location in Turkey and the UK, Luke Waldock sets out on a journey to discover where, when, and how this vital Christian belief originated. 33 minutes (EST).

The Last Supper
Filmed and dramatized entirely on authentic locations of the Holy Land and the Middle East, this is the most elaborate and extensive film ever made on the Last Supper. Jesus met with his twelve disciples in the “upper room” in Jerusalem, where they shared that historic meal. It was the traditional Jewish Passover “Seder” meal, which to this day symbolizes thedeliverance from slavery to freedom and is commemorated for the last supper the ancient Hebrews shared before leaving Egypt, on their long journey to the Promised Land. Includes recipe booklet in PDF. 60 minutes (S).

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Biblical Dramas

**TNT Bible Collection**

**Jeremiah/Solomon**

This two-disc double feature from *The Bible Collection* includes *Jeremiah* and *Solomon*. Jeremiah tells the story of the prophet (Patrick Dempsey) who abandons his family and the woman he loves in order to relay God’s message in Jerusalem.

After defeating his older brother, Solomon (Ben Cross) is crowned King of Israel and rules the land with love, peace, and respect. 267 minutes total.

Also available in the Bible Collection:

- *Esther*, 91 min. (SST) - #7455D, $14.99
- *Paul the Apostle*, 145 min. - #501420D, $14.99
- *Jesus*, 176 min. - #31999D, $14.99

**The Apocalypse**

From the Emmy Award-winning *Bible Collection* featuring the critically acclaimed movies *Abraham, Joseph, Moses*, and *Paul the Apostle*, comes a production starring Richard Harris as the Apostle John in *The Apocalypse*.

In the late first century, the Roman Emperor Domitian unleashes a virulent campaign against Christians. Held captive by the Romans on the Island of Patmos, the aged Apostle John receives strange visions, including messages directly from Jesus to the seven persecuted churches on the nearby mainland. Key aspects of the story are firmly rooted in the biblical text and historical research. To propel the story, a few fictional characters are imagined, including a young Christian woman named Irene, who becomes important to John’s mission. Driven by her wish to meet the last living witness of the Lord’s passion, Irene succeeds in gaining access to John’s prison. Entrusting the written record of his visions to her, he begs Irene to spread its message among the Christians.

These visions form the contents of the Book of Revelation, the mysterious prophecy of Jesus’ return and a spiritual message for Christians of all eras. 96 minutes (EST).

- *Moses*, 182 min. (S, SST, FST) - #6896D, $19.99
- *David*, 185 min. (S, SST, FST) - #68932D, $19.99
- *Jacob*, 94 min. (S, SST, FST) - #6894D, $19.99
- *Joseph*, 185 min. - #6895D, $19.99
- *Samson & Delilah*, 200 min. - #68972D, $19.99
- *Abraham*, 150 min. (S, SST, FST) - #68982D

*These six, $59.99 SALE! $24.99, #68982D*

**Get All 11 TNT Bible Collection DVDs above for only $49.99, #98481D**

**The Visual Bible**

The *Gospel of John* meticulously re-creates the era of Jesus during a tumultuous period that changed the course of history. Starring Henry Ian Cusick as Jesus, and narrated by Christopher Plummer, and with a cast of over 2,500, the Gospel of John has been adapted for the screen, word for word, based on the American Bible Society’s Good News Bible. The film is produced by Emmy-nominated John Goldsmith and is directed by acclaimed British director, Phillip Saville. Rated PG-13. 3 hours (EST).

- #100025D, $12.99 SALE! $9.99
- (Deluxe version with extras) - #98802D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

**Matthew**

The year is about A.D. 62, and the aging Apostle Matthew recalls the remarkable events he witnessed as a young man. As his story unfolds, the centuries melt away, and we are intimately involved in the life of Jesus. Text in NIV. Approximately 4 1/2 hours (S).


**Acts**

As a sturdy merchant ship plunges through ancient seas, journey with the physician Luke (Dean Jones) as he tells the enthralling story of danger, struggle, and triumph that marks the birth of the Christian church. Taken word for word from the NIV text. Also stars Henry O. Arnold, Jennifer O’Neill, Francesco Quinn, Bruce Marchiano and James Brolin. Approximately 3 hours.

- #0339D, $24.99 SALE! $14.99

**Get All 3 Visual Bible DVDs for $34.99, #98398D.**

After hours, “Audrey,” our automated order taker, is standing by to serve you.
**Biblical Dramas**

**The Book of Daniel**
Daniel is forced to serve the most powerful king in the world, King Nebuchadnezzar. Faced with imminent death, Daniel proves himself a trusted advisor and is placed among the king’s wise men. Daniel never ceases to serve the king until he is forced to choose between serving the king or honoring God. With his life at stake, Daniel has nothing but his faith to stand between him and the lion’s den. 96 minutes.

**A.D.: The Bible Continues**
From the renowned producing team of Roma Downey and Mark Burnett, *A.D.: The Bible Continues* starts with the Crucifixion and the Resurrection—catalysts that altered history. The complicated birth of the early Church was a time filled with enormous faith, persecution, political intrigue, brutal Roman oppression, and the desperate Jewish revolt. *A.D.: The Bible Continues* tells its story through the eyes of the Apostles, Pilate, Caiaphas, the Jewish Zealots, and the Herod family. With the Book of Acts and Paul’s letters as its foundation plus some artful use of history, *A.D.: The Bible Continues* shows why little has changed in two thousand years, but the church continues to change the world. 647 minutes.

**Jesus**
This television mini-series, which aired on CBS in May 2000, looks at the life of Jesus from His humble beginnings as a carpenter through His extraordinary life and the mission of His spiritual destiny, 176 minutes.

**The Bible: Epic Miniseries**
The Bible features powerful performances, exotic locales, and dazzling visual effects that breathe spectacular life into the tales of faith and courage from Genesis through Revelation. This historic television event which premiered on The History Channel in March, 2013, quickly became one of the top-rated shows in its time slot, a fact that confounded the Hollywood entertainment industry. Produced by husband-wife team, Mark Burnett and Roma Downey, two professing Christians, *The Bible Miniseries* is sure to inspire the whole family! The DVD includes multiple extra features that shed light on both the production and on the Bible itself. Widescreen, 440 minutes (EST, SST, FST, PtST).

**The Story of Joseph**
Alan Bates narrates these two impressively told stories. The first tells the story of Jacob and Esau as they fight over their birthright. The second tells the story of Joseph, who is sold into slavery by his brothers. Starring Colleen Dewhurst, Herschel Bernardi, Harry Andrews, and Julian Glover. Rated PG. 104 minutes (EST, SST, FST, PtST, MST, and KST).

**The Story of David**
Timothy Bottoms and Jane Seymour lead a talented cast in this two-part story of the life of King David. It begins with his legendary battle with the giant Goliath, and ends with his romance with Bathsheba and struggle to preserve Israel. The story of David is a legendary saga of a man after God’s own heart. A PDF guide is available. 191 minutes (EST, FST).

**One Night with the King**
With lush cinematography, a mesmerizing score, and an all-star cast that includes Peter O’Toole, Omar Sharif, and John Rhys-Davies, *One Night with the King* is a sweeping epic about Esther, the Jewish girl who becomes the Queen of Persia. Despite her position, Esther’s life is in danger, as the state has decreed that all Jews will be put to death. Defying warnings to remain silent, she struggles to save her people, even as she seeks to win the heart of the king in this fascinating and inspiring drama from Fox Faith. 100 minutes (EST).

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Children’s Easter Sampler

Vision Video offers some excellent DVDs for children, and we have compiled a sampler set to help you get the best value. When you purchase this set, you will receive the DVDs pictured below: Bedbug Bible Gang: Easter Party, Storyteller Cafe: Beyond the Manger, Cherub Wings: And It Was So, The Easter Promise, and The First Easter, for one low price! See full descriptions and more episodes on our website!

#97913D, $18.99 • THAT’S LESS THAN $4 PER DVD!

The Story of Jesus through the Eyes of Children

This is the story of Jesus as seen through the eyes of children who might have lived during the time Jesus lived on earth. Follow the lives of Benjamin, Caleb, Sarah, Joel, Leah, and Nathan, living in Jerusalem about A.D. 30. Hear the stories of the Man from Nazareth who heals the sick and raises the dead. They struggle to make sense of it all—some from families who believe Jesus is the Son of God, others from families who do not. They watch Jesus from the crowds. They follow Him to see what this incredible man, who loves children, will do next. They see Him betrayed, wrongly accused, crucified, and buried. But, they remember the promise of Jesus and believe they will see Him again. Children of all ages will enjoy this captivating retelling of the true story of Jesus from a child’s perspective 67 minutes (EST, S, SST, F, A, J, Ru, Hi, G, C, M, I, Pt).

#60996D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Messiah’s Promise

Have you ever wanted to float on the Sea of Galilee, see where Jesus grew up, and visit the places where He performed His miracles? For this trek, Stevie is going to come to the end of the one story that flows throughout the whole Scripture. We have seen its many different heroes and villains and discovered even more twists and turns. Uncover the life and ministry of the Messiah and join Stevie as he discovers how God uses one man to keep a promise designed for the whole world! Perfect for teens and tweens! 25 minutes (EST).

#501573D, $9.99 SALE! $5.99

Three Easter Classics

Three favorites on one DVD!

**Easter Is** Benji’s dog Waldo gets lost. Just as Waldo comes back to Benji on Easter morning, Jesus also returned! Animated. Ages 3-8. 25 minutes.

**The Magic Boy’s Easter** Ten-year-old Josh, who suffers from a bone disease, dreams that Christ heals him on His way to the cross. Drama. Ages 5-10. 30 minutes.

**The Puzzle Club Easter Adventure** Buzz asks The Puzzle Club for help in finding his cat, but then Buzz turns up missing too! Animated. Ages 6-10. 23 minutes.

All 3 on one DVD - #500880D, $12.99 $7.99

Legend of the Three Trees

The Legend of the Three Trees is a timeless retelling of the classic folk tale of three distinct trees, each with its own hopes, dreams, and aspirations. We follow a beautiful olive tree blossoming in the valley, a knotty oak tree clinging to the shore, and a strong pine standing high on the mountainside. They each dreamed of becoming great—perhaps a majestic treasure chest, or a magnificent sailing ship, or maybe the tallest tree in the forest. But their dreams didn’t seem to come true. Disappointed and deserted, the trees despair about their existence until they each finally interact, in their own unique ways, with Jesus Christ in His birth, ministry, and ultimate sacrifice. In these experiences, they learn that God has a special purpose for each of them in His kingdom. 30 minutes.

#5943D, $9.99 Sale! $7.99

See more Stevie’s Trek DVDs on page 28.

Order online at www.VisionVideo.com
The Fourth Wise Man
For 33 years, Artaban and his faithful servant pursue Jesus, only to miss Him at every turn. Starring Martin Sheen and Alan Arkin. 72 min. (S, Pt, E, extras). #4416D, $14.99 $5.00

At Jesus’ Side
A sure-to-become classic animated movie that brings the teachings of Jesus to life for today’s families through the story of five misfit animals on a journey towards love and forgiveness. 82 minutes.

Jesus
Filmed on location in Israel in Biblical settings, Jesus includes a cast of more than 5,000 Israelis and Arabs. Virtually every word is taken directly from the Gospel of Luke. Jesus has been translated into hundreds of languages and is used internationally as an evangelistic tool. Starring Brian Deacon. 120 minutes (S, F, Pt, A, J, M, K, extras).

All About Jesus
Two programs on one DVD!

Who Is This Jesus?—This fast-paced documentary provides explanations to some of the most important questions ever asked regarding the most controversial man who ever lived.

What If Jesus Had Never Been Born?—A landmark production that sets the record straight on the issue of Christ’s true impact on history. 98 minutes total.

Dateline Jerusalem
Here is the Lenten and Easter story as you have never experienced it. You’ll feel like you are back in Jerusalem during Holy Week, the most momentous week in the history of the world, and the setting for this “special news report.” 120 minutes.

He Is Risen
Relive the real story of Easter as you watch He Is Risen, the story of the greatest miracle of all. Sorrow and despair become complete joy and love as the disciples behold their resurrected Master. 25 minutes. Includes nine more animated Bible stories.

Ashes to Glory
This DVD takes viewers on a devotional journey from Ash Wednesday to Resurrection Sunday. Each day contains a brief devotion (2-3 minutes) that reflects on a song, poem, tradition, Scripture, or work of art that enhances the meaning of the season. 130 minutes (E").

Jeremy’s Egg
Jeremy, encumbered with physical and mental disabilities, gives his entire class a new appreciation for the meaning of Easter. Inspired by Ida Mae Kempel’s award-winning true story, “What Was in Jeremy’s Egg?” 95 min.

Jesus: The Desire of Ages
This artistic portrayal of Christ’s passion is set against the backdrop of the many lives He touched during his earthly ministry. Among them are the woman at the well, the two demoniacs, the woman caught in adultery, the girl brought back to life, and the leper. 61 minutes (EST).

Mark’s Gospel
Max McLean’s powerful stage performance takes you inside the story of Jesus so you can experience the events and characters that have inspired so many people. Re-recorded live, in high definition, on a state-of-the-art stage. 94 minutes.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
$5 DVDs

Soldier Love Story
A young boy’s letter to a soldier serving overseas forever changes lives. When Sgt. Vince Carerra returns and meets the boy and his mother, he finds himself falling for her. Widescreen, 88 minutes (E).

Wednesday Morning Breaksfast Club
Waitress Megan gets a challenge when three elderly men walk into the restaurant one Wednesday morning. The three men give Megan a run for her money. Megan endeavors to be the best server possible, and a slow but warm friendship blossoms. Widescreen, 49 minutes (E).

Christian Cowboy: Volume 1
It is high adventure, full of intrigue, but also clearly presents the wonderful Good News of the Gospel. Your kids will love the fantastic, colorful, animated stories from acclaimed Christian film producer, Ken Anderson. Two movies, 58 minutes total.

My Mother’s Future Husband
Five years after the death of her father, fifteen-year-old Headly decides her mother needs some romance in her life and sets out to help her find a new love. 89 minutes.

For Love’s Sake
Based on a true story. After the death of her husband, Mary Walker falls into a spiral of suicidal depression and loses custody of her two boys. Through the intervention of a Christian therapist (Bruce Marchiano), Mary regains her faith and fights for custody of her children. 96 minutes plus extras (E).

Life Fine Tuned
A self-absorbed teen pop idol throws a tantrum and drives off in a fury. Now lost in rural Virginia, she is taken in by a Christian family whose lifestyle stands in stark contrast to that of the pop diva. 90 minutes (EST).

God’s Not Dead
A college freshman finds his faith challenged when he must prove the existence of God in a head-to-head debate with his philosophy professor. If he fails, he will fail the course. Starring Kevin Sorbo, Shane Harper, Dean Cain, and David A. R. White. 113 minutes (E, S).

WWJD: The Journey Continues
A pastor seeks to lead his wayward ex-con brother to Christ as they work together to renovate a dilapidated church. But when a man robs the church at gunpoint, one brother’s sacrifice sets events into motion that lead the pastor, the gunman, and the community on an improbable journey of faith and redemption. Widescreen, 90 minutes.

My Name Is Paul
Paul Cambio is the leader of a totalitarian police force responsible for stamping out members of a new religious movement called “The Way.” Set in an apocalyptic future, this dramatic film creatively retells the story of the Apostle Paul and recounts the persecution of the early church. Dove approved (12+). 100 minutes.

Heaven Is Waiting
Years after his wife died, Ned still hates the idea of dating. But when his daughter Liz brings a surprise home with her from college, Ned will learn that with love, there are always second chances. Rated PG. 80 minutes.

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

Prices in this catalog are subject to change.
**Ordinary Miracles**
Judge Kay Woodbury (Jaclyn Smith), takes a troubled teen (Lyndsy Fonseca) into her home after no one else seems to want her. 99 minutes. This DVD also includes four other movies: *Angel in the Family, What I Did for Love, Terror in the Family,* and *Thicker than Water.*

[DRAMA] #501693D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

**Beyond the Next Mountain**
The Hmar people of northeast India were known as “the worst headhunters,” until a single copy of the Gospel of John reached their village. This is the story of one tribesman’s son, Rochunga Pudaite. 97 minutes (EST, S, K, Hi, bio on Rochunga).

[DRAMA] #4790D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Pawn’s Move**
A young man inherits a pawn shop and $4 million from a recent collectible. He moves to a small town and assumes a new identity. There he meets some new friends and discovers some important life lessons about how God works in our lives. 72 minutes.

[DRAMA] #601819D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Finding Normal**
A run-in with the law as she’s passing through the country town of Normal, North Carolina leaves Dr. Leland with a choice—jail or community service. Quickly, Lisa finds that there’s a lot more to Normal than she could ever have imagined. 80 minutes.

[DRAMA] #300342D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Different Drummers**
When David, who is bound to a wheelchair, accurately foretells the death of his fourth grade teacher, a doubtful Lyle decides to test the existence of God by attempting to get David to run again. Based on an inspiring true story. Widescreen, 107 minutes + extras.

[DRAMA] #88818D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**The Song**
Jed King is suddenly thrust into a life of stardom and a world of temptation. Inspired by the life and works of King Solomon, *The Song* has a vital message for a culture in need of clear direction about romance, intimacy, and marriage. Rated PG-13. 116 minutes.

[DRAMA] #64510D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Common Chord**
After the tragic death of his ex-girlfriend, Kyle Foster accepts the responsibility of being a father to their young daughter, Teigan. Amidst pressure from Teigan’s grandfather and Kyle’s desire to become a professional musician, he strives to find his way. 89 minutes.

[DRAMA] #700502D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

**Hemingway**
When the owner of the huge Hemingway publishing empire suddenly dies, his long-feuding family must resolve all of their issues in just eight hours or his wealth will be donated to charity. The family secrets and plot twists will surprise you, make you laugh, and tug at your emotions. 90 minutes.

[DRAMA] #74436D, $7.99 SALE! $5.00

**In Gramp’s Shoes**
After years of prayer, 65-year-old Ty is reunited with his prodigal daughter, who needs his help with her rebellious teenage son. Ty’s first encounter with his grandson leads to a challenge for a two-mile race that alters the course of life of the young man as well as the grandfather. Widescreen, 115 minutes.

[DRAMA] #300008D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
$5 DVDs about Horses

**Natalie’s Rose /Second Chances**

*Natalie’s Rose* is a simple, metaphorical story of comfort and assurance for all of us who struggle with death, and discover the truth—love never dies. 94 minutes. (Also includes Second Chances, 107 minutes).

*Drama* #88491D, $9.99 $5.00

**Healed By Grace**

Dancer Riley Adams is faced with the greatest setback of her life after a terrible accident, yet Riley clings to her faith, determined to recover in time for the national competition. Through equine therapy, she develops a special bond with a mare named Grace, and a most unexpected burgeoning romance as well. 111 minutes.

*Drama* #88484D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Running Wild**

Dayton O. Hyde is single-handedly rescuing the wild Mustang from slaughter on his 12,000-acre Black Hills Wild Horse Sanctuary. *Running Wild* showcases one cowboy’s quest to save the American West. Widescreen, 93 minutes.

*Doc* #801337D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Long Road Home**

When 12-year-old Seth and his grandfather ride together by horseback into the high mountain country to round up their grazing cattle, grandfather is attacked by a bear. Seth must confront man-sized danger to save him. 90 minutes. This 5-Movie-Pack includes *The Wild Stallion*, *Wolf Mountain*, *Fury*, and *The Little Kidnappers*.

*Drama* #24014D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

**Horse Tales Collection**

Four inspiring movies for horse lovers of all ages: *Wind Dancer*, *Wildfire: The Arabian Heart*, *Misty*, and *Mary White*. 360 minutes total.

*Drama* #52208D, $9.99 $5.00

**Thicker Than Water**

A faded photograph leads attorney Natalie Jones to the bitter-sweet secrets of her late father’s past—where horses run free, families are bound by honor, and true love really exists. Starring Melissa Gilbert. Widescreen. 87 minutes. This DVD also includes four other movies: *Angel in the Family* (starring Meredith Baxter, 88 minutes), *What I Did for Love* (starring Sally Struthers, 88 minutes), *Terror in the Family* (starring Hilary Swank, 86 minutes), and *Ordinary Miracles* (starring Jaclyn Smith, 85 minutes). 434 minutes total.

*Drama* #22884D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

**Wild Horse, Wild Ride**

Each year, 100 people across the country attempt to tame a wild Mustang in 100 days. Complete with first-hand footage and interviews, *Wild Horse, Wild Ride* provides an in-depth look at the incredible relationship that blossoms between man and animal. Widescreen, 106 minutes.

*Doc* #801253D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Fury**

This popular 1950’s Western series revolves around a recently widowed horse rancher named Jim Newton (Peter Graves), his adopted son, Joey, and Joey’s faithful horse Fury. 17 classic episodes. 300 minutes.

*Drama* #22044D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

**Grand Champion**

A young boy and his prize-winning calf reach for the coveted title of Grand Champion. Starring Bruce Willis, Julia Roberts, George Strait, and more. 94 minutes.

*Drama* #90023D, $9.99 $5.00

**Black Stallion Six Episodes**

Though the Black’s spirit is untamed, his speed is unmatched and he is becoming the fastest racehorse in the world. Six 30-minute episodes.

*Drama* #49009D, $19.99 $5.00

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

Order online at [www.VisionVideo.com](http://www.VisionVideo.com)
$5 DVDs about Animals

Where the Red Fern Grows
This heartwarming classic tells the story of a boy and his dogs growing up in the majestic Ozark Mountains, and the love between parents, children, and grandfather. 108 minutes.

Drama #95629D, $14.99 $5.00

Where the Red Fern Grows 2
Billy returns from WWII to his grandfather’s home and tries to readjust to civilian life. Through the gift of two puppies and a new friend, Billy rediscovers himself. Starring Doug McKeon and Wilfred Brimley. 92 minutes.

Drama #93503D, $14.99 $5.00

Miracle Dogs Too
A young boy finds a pair of lost dogs who seem to have miraculous healing powers, but his determination to keep the dogs forces him into confrontation with a dangerous criminal, and brings him face-to-face with the potential of his own human spirit. 85 minutes.

Drama #52368D, $9.99 $5.00

Angel Dog
Jake Bryant has to learn to love, to smile, and to live again after he loses everything that matters to him. His inspiration is a lovable stray named Cooper. Widescreen, 85 minutes. Also includes Chilly Dogs, 86 minutes.

Drama #53460D, $9.99 $5.00

Lassie: The Painted Hills
After Jonathan strikes gold, he returns to town only to discover that his partner has since died and left Tommy fatherless. He leaves Shep (played by Lassie) with Tommy to cheer him up. This 5-movie pack also includes Snowbound, Castle Rock, River’s End, and Baker’s Hawk. 440 min. total.

Drama #99959D, $14.99 $5.00

Bear with Me
The family of eleven-year-old Emily (Kaitlyn Burke) searches desperately for her after she becomes lost in the Great Bear Rain Forest. They do not know that Emily has been reunited with an old friend, Masha, an orphaned bear cub that Emily’s family raised before releasing her back into the wild. 97 minutes.

Drama #703694D, $14.99 $5.00

Puppy Love
Single mom Megan Nolan adopts a shelter pet for her ten-year-old daughter. When the dog’s original owner—a handsome ball player—comes for him, he agrees to share custody of the mischievous pup. Starring Candace Cameron Bure. Widescreen, 83 minutes.

Drama #609222D, $14.99 $5.00

Little Heroes / Last Great Ride
Little Heroes: A girl’s heroic spirit and her faithful dog’s phenomenal courage join to perform an impossible rescue! The Last Great Ride: Young Ian and Jules meet Jimmy Murano and his devious lawyer who are trying to force Franklin off the property. Can they solve the mystery of who owns the house...really? 168 minutes total.

Drama #822232D, $9.99 $5.00

Walking Thunder
In the 1850s, a boy and his family become stranded in the Rockies. With the help of a mountain man, a Sioux medicine man, and a bear known as “Walking Thunder,” the boy learns to become a man. 95 minutes. DVD also includes four other classic films: Lost in the Barrens, Tom Alone, Captains Courageous, and White Fang.

Drama #24004D, $14.99 $5.00

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
### $5 DVDs for Sports Enthusiasts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Perfect Game</strong></td>
<td>Here is the true story of the underdog foreign Little League team that inspired two nations. Starring Clifton Collins, Jr., Jake T. Austin, Cheech Marin, and more. 117 minutes.</td>
<td>#70682D</td>
<td>$19.99 $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Milltown Pride</strong></td>
<td><em>Milltown Pride</em> tells of a young man who dreams of playing professional baseball. Follow his rise as a baseball star, his fall from grace, and the redemption he finds through faith and love. Widescreen, 135 minutes (E55, S55).</td>
<td>#501410D</td>
<td>$19.99 SALE! $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>God Gave Me Wings</strong></td>
<td>Alex, blind since age two, dreams of running for his school’s cross-country team. His father, a probation officer, finds a running partner who spends his time ‘running’ from the law. Rated PG-13 for language. 87 minutes.</td>
<td>#63776D</td>
<td>$16.99 $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Perfect Summer</strong></td>
<td>Fatherless teenager Jake is happy living in Chicago, until his mother decides to uproot them to a small surfing town where her estranged father, Jake’s grandfather, lives. 83 minutes.</td>
<td>#801050D</td>
<td>$14.99 $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1500 Steps</strong></td>
<td>Jonas “Jobe” O’Brien lives in a struggling single-parent family. Jobe, a misfit and loner, has inherited his father’s athletic ability and love for running. A retired ex-Olympian, Harry White, must encourage Jobe to dig deep and decide what type of man he wants to become. A touching coming-of-age story. 98 minutes (E55).</td>
<td>#88809D</td>
<td>SALE! $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>When the Game Stands Tall</strong></td>
<td>Inspired by the true story. Jim Caviezel plays high school football coach Bob Ladouceur during the season that changed everything. Rated PG. 115 minutes.</td>
<td>#43944D</td>
<td>$19.99 $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>23 Blast</strong></td>
<td>When a high school football star is suddenly stricken with irreversible, total blindness, he must decide whether to live a protected life or summon the courage to continue playing football with the encouragement of his friends and determined coach. Based on a true story. Rated PG-13. Widescreen. 98 minutes.</td>
<td>#12620D</td>
<td>SALE! $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hometown Legend</strong></td>
<td>A teenage drifter finds an opportunity to turn his life around when he joins a high-school football program with a hard-nosed coach. From Jerry B. Jenkins, author of the Left Behind series. Rated PG for language and sports violence. 106 minutes.</td>
<td>#903127D</td>
<td>$9.99 SALE! $5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Home Run</strong></td>
<td>Baseball all-star Cory Brand knows what it takes to win the game. But off the field, his life is spiraling out of control, until he finds himself on a powerful journey of redemption. Rated PG-13. 90 minutes.</td>
<td>#100609D</td>
<td>$16.99 $5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
$5 DVD deals

The Sound of the Spirit
Rivka is a twelve-year-old Jewish girl who believes in Jesus. When her father dies, Rivka moves in with her traditional Jewish relatives and attends their synagogue, where she learns life lessons that stir her faith to new levels. 128 minutes.

Bless You, Prison
The true story of Nicoleta Valery Grossu’s amazing survival in a Romanian Communist prison camp and how faith in the Lord strengthened her. 86 minutes (Ro).

Path of the Wind
After prison, Lee returns home. When a stranger (Wilford Brimley) knocks on his door, Lee is confronted with the choices he made long ago. He must now decide how far he is willing to go to seek redemption. Not recommended for young children. 103 minutes. (E*).

The Printing
Fear of the KGB pervades society. Most believers cling to a hollow shell of Christianity tolerated in “registered” churches. However, some believers opt to remain “unregistered,” worshipping God openly and accepting the consequences. A brave few dare to print Bibles—right under the noses of the KGB. This story is about them. 137 minutes (EST, SST, GST, Ru).

Brother’s Keeper
When Pete Goodwynn is framed for murder, his twin brother Andy struggles to find a way to save him. Brother’s Keeper is a reminder that only forgiveness can truly heal. Rated PG-13. 118 minutes.

The List

Mr. Deeds Goes to Town
When small-town innocent Longfellow Deeds (Gary Cooper) heads to New York to collect a $20 million inheritance, he decides to give his fortune away, an act of charity his crooked lawyer will stop at nothing to prevent. B&W, 116 minutes.

Reconciliation
A soon-to-be father learns his own estranged father is terminally ill and his last wish is to see his son. Will Grant forgive his father for abandoning their family? 101 minutes.

Hidden in Silence
A true story as heartbreaking and inspiring as Schindler’s List. This is the true story of a young woman’s selfless commitment and unwavering resolve in the face of war. Rated PG-13. 90 minutes. *DVD includes additional movies, which we find objectionable and do NOT recommend.

In the Name of God
When 17-year-old foster kid Mason Jones starts attending a court-mandated support group, he learns important life lessons about humility, respect, and fresh starts. Starring Patrick Davis, Pete Freeland, Robyn Lively, Eric Roberts, Garrett Palmer, Susan Chambers, and John Ratzenberger. Rated PG. 86 minutes.

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.
Summer of the Monkeys
Based on the novel by Wilson Rawls. Fourteen-year-old Jay Berry spends the summer trying to catch monkeys that have escaped to the woods to return for a reward. Starring Michael Ontkean, Leslie Hope, Corey Sevier, and Wilford Brimley. 115 minutes.
#78689D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

The Current
After 13-year-old Jake witnesses a crime, his family moves to a campground in rural Minnesota. Then, the former city boy meets Peter and Brian, a father and son, across the river. Jake and Peter form a fast friendship that God uses to transform Jake’s life in unimaginable ways. Widescreen, 85 minutes.
#88657D, $19.99 SALE! $5.00

Two for the Show
Eleven-year-old Cory is a foster child nobody wants. Carlotta is an elderly woman the world has forgotten. Together, they find friendship and family when they join a traveling circus, and show “what an old has-been and a First of May can do.” 111 minutes.
#300002D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe (Animated)
While playing hide and seek, four siblings climb into a wardrobe that leads them into Narnia. To save Narnia from the evil witch, the children must team up with the creatures of Narnia as well as Aslan, a noble lion and the King of the Woods. 95 minutes.
#14898D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

You’ve Got a Friend
Bobby Graham is a twelve-year-old boy who dreams of winning the American Soapbox Derby Championship. With the odds against him, Bobby is determined to prove himself with a personal best and unbeatable new self-confidence. 85 minutes.
#608137D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

Never Alone
Lena’s dying wish is to take one last trip with her lifelong friend Jen to their childhood neighborhood at the beach where they evaluate the reason for life’s “Hard knocks” and the “Why God?” question that strain, not only their friendship with God, but friendship with one another. 119 minutes.
#700508D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

The 3 Worlds of Gulliver
Kerwin Mathews stars as Gulliver, the swashbuckling doctor who sets sail for fame and fortune in the fabled East Indies, but finds adventure, romance and danger instead in Brobdingnag and Lilliput, the infamous lands of the great and small. Widescreen, 98 minutes.
#605920D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Joseph: King of Dreams
Cast off by his jealous brothers, Joseph rises to honor in Egypt as his prophecies protect the Pharaoh from disaster. A sudden twist of fate reunites Joseph face-to-face with the very brothers who betrayed him! 74 minutes.
#86452D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

What Katy Did
When a serious accident confines thirteen-year-old Katy to her room, it changes the young girl’s outlook on life forever. Based on the classic novel by Susan Coolidge. Starring Kevin Whately, Alison Pill, Megan Follows, Dean Stockwell, and Martha Burns. 89 minutes.
#88485D, $19.99 SALE! $5.00

Bee Movie
From creator Jerry Seinfeld comes a comedy that will change everything you thought you knew about bees. Take a closer look at their world through the eyes of one bee in particular, whose aspirations lead him into the world of humans. 91 minutes.
#17944D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

After hours, “Audrey,” our automated order taker, is standing by to serve you.
$5 DVDs

**Freedom**
Two men separated by time are united in their search for freedom in this gripping tale of slavery, endurance, despair, and redemption. Starring Cuba Gooding, Jr. and Bernhard Forcher. Rated R for violence. 95 minutes.

- **DRAMA**
- #82942D, $9.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**Bonanza: Volume 1**
This is the wildly popular Western series about a patriotic Nevada rancher and his three spirited sons, with value-driven themes and a cast headed by Lorne Greene, Michael Landon, Pernell Roberts, and Dan Blocker. Volume 1 features eight episodes. 400 minutes.

- **DRAMA**
- #22439D, $9.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**Bonanza: Volume 2**
These are the Western adventure stories of the Cartwright family: father Ben (Lorne Greene), eldest son Adam (Pernell Roberts), middle son Hoss (Dan Blocker), and youngest son Little Joe (Michael Landon). Eight episodes.

- **DRAMA**
- #33049D, $9.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**New Chance**
Mark Miller’s life seems perfect, until he loses his job. Mark’s enviable life crumbles like a house of cards. He loses everything that was ever important to him, but in the meantime he finds God. After this point he changes something, and he has experiences he never would have expected. 102 minutes.

- **DRAMA**
- #700527D, $9.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**The Woodcarver**
Rebellious 15-year-old Matthew Stevenson finds himself working alongside Ernest Otto, a talented but reclusive woodworker. Laboring together, an unlikely friendship forms and both come to realize that all things are possible with faith, family, and friendship. Rated PG. 90 minutes.

- **DRAMA**
- #606224D, $14.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**The Book of Daniel**
Threatened by death at every turn, Daniel never ceases to serve the king until he is forced to choose between serving the king or honoring God. With his life at stake, Daniel has nothing but his faith to stand between him and the lion’s den. 96 minutes.

- **DRAMA**
- #300333D, $14.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**Saul and David**
This beautifully filmed story of David’s life with King Saul has all the power and sensitivity of the Biblical account. 113 minutes.

- **DRAMA**
- #84232D, $9.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**Cry the Beloved Country**
James Earl Jones and Richard Harris are two fathers whose lives seem destined for a violent collision. But in the wake of a tragic killing, these extraordinary men form an unlikely union. Rated PG-13. Includes two additional movies.

- **DRAMA**
- #26314D, $14.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**Spirit Bear**
Though just fifteen, Simon Jackson shows the world how one boy can truly make a difference. Attacked in the remote wilderness, Simon is rescued by a rare white Kermode bear. When he learns that only 400 of these beautiful endangered creatures are left, he finds his voice and transforms into a political activist. 91 minutes.

- **DRAMA**
- #704030D, $19.99 **SALE! $5.00**

**The Watchers: Revelation**
Who are the Watchers? Is a race of benign extraterrestrials secretly influencing the world’s governments? Are these creatures really ancient aliens sent to protect humanity from self-destruction, or are they evil beings set on deception as the world approaches its final days? 90 minutes (EST).

- **DRAMA**
- #501540D, $19.99 **SALE! $5.00**

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Hope for Hurting Hearts
Narrated by Dr. James Dobson, Hope for Hurting Hearts tells the stories of how Greg and Cathe Laurie, Jeremy Camp, Nick Vujicic, and their families stood at a “spiritual crossroads” marked by challenging and painful circumstances, and how each chose the road of trusting, following, and glorifying God. 80 minutes.

Charlton Heston Presents the Bible
Academy Award-winning actor Charlton Heston recaptures all the passion, the power, and the drama of a great storyteller with his own dazzling new exploration of the greatest Bible stories ever told. Shot on location in the Holy Land, this incredible production is more than great literature come to life. It is a walk through history itself. 5 hours.

The Narnia Code
Michael Ward takes us on an illuminating adventure into medieval cosmology and spiritual symbolism of The Chronicles of Narnia series. 59 minutes.

Untold Stories of Columbine
Here is an amazing story of hope from the horrific massacre at Columbine High School on April 20, 1999, where many innocent lives were lost. One of those was Rachel Joy Scott, mercilessly murdered for her faith in God. 80 minutes.

Where Was God?
In May 2013 an EF5 tornado ripped through Moore, Oklahoma. Several families and individuals recount the timeline of destruction and share their experiences of both devastating and miraculous events that changed their lives forever. 89 minutes plus extras (ESt).

Linsanity
Linsanity chronicles the path of Jeremy Lin to international stardom, the adversities he faced along the way, and how he drew strength from his faith, family, and culture. Rated PG. Wide-screen. 88 minutes.

Fanny Crosby
This is the amazing biography of the blind hymn writer, Fanny Crosby. As the writer of more than 10,000 hymns, she is credited with authoring more verse than any other person in history. Widescreen, 46 minutes (ESt, S, director’s commentary, out-takes).

Heaven Is Real
Heaven Is Real reveals the spiritual mysteries and physical characteristics of Heaven and Hell. This compelling program will strengthen the faith of those who believe and challenge the skepticism of those who doubt the existence of either place. Featuring Joni Eareckson Tada. 61 minutes.

God Grew Tired of Us
Narrated by Nicole Kidman, God Grew Tired Of Us explores the indomitable spirit of three “Lost Boys” from the Sudan who are forced to leave their homeland due to a tumultuous civil war. 90 minutes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In the Shadow of the Moon</strong></td>
<td>Combining original NASA film footage and interviews with surviving astronauts, this film draws you into the fascinating world of space travel between 1968 and 1972. 110 minutes.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Juggler of Notre Dame</strong></td>
<td>Barnaby ekes out a bare existence juggling in the street for coins. As Christmas approaches, all are making special gifts for the Lord. Barnaby despairs over having nothing to offer until he discovers a most profound truth about the meaning of Christmas and giving. 50 minutes.</td>
<td>50 minutes</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Monumental</strong></td>
<td>Presented, produced, and starring Kirk Cameron, this true story follows this father of six across Europe and the U.S. as he seeks to discover America’s true “national treasure”—the people, places, and principles that made America the freest, most prosperous and generous nation the world has ever known. 90 minutes</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Exorcism of Emily Rose</strong></td>
<td>Based on a true story, Teenager Emily Rose was the target of terrifying demonic forces that would ultimately shock the town and torment her soul. But was she, as many believed, possessed? A skeptical attorney awakens to the discovery that powerful spiritual forces may actually exist.</td>
<td>117 minutes</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>There Be Dragons</strong></td>
<td>This epic action-adventure romance is set during the turmoil of the Spanish Civil War. The story traces the lives of two young men who are separated by the political upheaval of pre-war Spain to find themselves on opposite sides as war erupts. Rated PG-13. 117 minutes (E6, S7).</td>
<td>117 minutes</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Get Coached by Mike Singletary</strong></td>
<td>Two time defensive player of the year, Super Bowl champion, Hall of Fame inductee, and current 49ers head coach Mike Singletary shows that drive, focus, loyalty and faith are unmatched assets in sports...and in life. This great player, coach, motivator, ordained minister, and true believer now shares his vision of faith in 21 intense, on-demand chapters. 42 minutes.</td>
<td>42 minutes</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Get Coached: Bobby Bowden</strong></td>
<td>Legendary Florida State football coach Bobby Bowden has led his teams to championship victories over seven different decades. As a faith-based inspirational speaker, Coach Bowden has addressed hundreds of thousands of people and now, he brings his best inspiration and advice to you. 47 minutes.</td>
<td>47 minutes</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Everything in Between</strong></td>
<td>Harnessing sheer determination and faith, Tim Tebow defies the odds and astounds critics as he makes the journey from two-time national champion and Heisman trophy winner to NFL rookie quarterback. 90 minutes.</td>
<td>90 minutes</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tim Tebow</strong></td>
<td>From being born on a mission through his astonishing playoff run and trade to New York, this film explores Tim Tebow’s life through insightful interviews and rare footage few have ever seen. 53 minutes.</td>
<td>53 minutes</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In the Arms of Angels</strong></td>
<td>When eight-year-old Belle Richards disobeys her father, she puts herself and her younger brother in grave danger. Through this event, Belle drew closer to God and learned the tough lesson of obedience. 14 minutes (extras).</td>
<td>14 minutes</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.
FROM CCC OF AMERICA

**Patrick: Brave Shepherd of the Emerald Isle**
Sixteen-year-old, fun-loving Patrick had it easy until the day raiders kidnapped him and brought him to nearby Ireland. Turning to God for strength, he began a saga of faith against which no enemy could prevail. 30 minutes (S, F). - #14069D

**Nicholas: The Boy Who Became Santa**
Nicholas was still a child when he discovered a very special secret that changed his life forever. It was the gift of giving, by which he brought happiness to many people. More than sixteen centuries later, the entire world celebrates the kindness and generosity of the man we call Santa Claus. 30 minutes (S, F). - #0003D

**My Secret Friend: A Guardian Angel Story**
Little Angie was sure she had a guardian angel, but when her brother Danny made fun of her, she began to wonder. Then on their family vacation, something happened that made the question very important indeed. 30 minutes (S, F). - #81406D

**Bernadette: The Princess of Lourdes**
This film gives a lively and inspiring account of Our Lady’s appearances to little Bernadette, the trials and misunderstandings that she faced, the important spiritual messages of Mary, and the wonderful miracles she performed at Lourdes. Highly recommended for young people. 30 minutes (S, F). - #14063D

**The Day the Sun Danced: The True Story of Fatima**
With outstanding animation, this program accurately portrays the story of Our Lady’s appearances to the three children in 1917. From the angel’s appearance to the Miracle of the Sun, the full story is so captivatingly presented that young viewers will want to watch it again and again. 30 minutes (S, F). - #0606D

**Also available in this series:**
- Francis Xavier & Samurai’s Lost Treasure - #14067D
- Ben-Hur: A Race to Glory - #900657D
- St. Francis: Knight of Assisi - #14061D
- Juan Diego: Messenger of Guadalupe - #0012D

**Joy Toons**
Join the ever-joyful Brother Francis as he teaches children about the blessings that come when heart and mind are filled with praise to God and thoughts of His goodness. Children will learn what the Bible has to say about singing and music. This special episode includes visualized songs from “Brother Francis” episodes 1-9 along with short, thought-provoking quotes from the saints. 40 minutes (ESt, SSt).

#501644D, $12.99

**Following in His Footsteps**
This episode shows what it means to be a true follower of Jesus in action and deed, and includes: “The Parable of the Sheep,” “The Story of the Wise and Unwise Builders,” and “This Little Light of Mine.” Brother Francis: Following in His Footsteps will help children to appreciate the blessings of personal holiness and devotion to God. 26 minutes (ESt, SSt).

#501575D, $12.99

**DVDs** - $14.99 each
Three or more, $9.99 each

All 9 DVDs from CCC for only $89.99, #98288D—SAVE $35

**Brother Francis**
This entertaining and instructive series features stories, visual examples, music, and practical application to inspire children in their faith.

Order online at [www.CatholicVideo.com](http://www.CatholicVideo.com)
**Brother Francis Series**

**Born into the Kingdom**
In this happy presentation, Brother Francis invites us to share in the realities of the Sacrament of Baptism and the union it provides us with God’s big family. This episode includes: “In the Garden” — an animated presentation of the story of Adam and Eve and what led to their disobedience; “I’ve Got a Family” — a colorful, musical celebration of God’s grace and the blessing He bestows upon us through the Sacrament of Baptism; “Jesus is the Light of the World” — a heart-warming song that shows us how God is present in the world today. Filled with instruction and inspiration, *Brother Francis: Born into the Kingdom* is a great reminder of God’s wonderful grace.

Widescreen. 25 min. (E, S).

#501506D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Bk., 16 pgs. - #380969, $1.99

**Also available in the Brother Francis series:**

*The King is Born* DVD - #501552D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #918223, $1.99

*The Saints* DVD - #501574D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #18228, $1.99

*The Mass* DVD - #501551D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #18227, $1.99

*Forgiven* DVD - #501460D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #80964, $1.99

*The Bread of Life* DVD - #501391D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #80960, $1.99

*He is Risen* DVD - #501643D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #380969, $1.99

Get three or more *Brother Francis* DVDs for only $9.99 each!
Buy all 12 DVDs for $99.99, #97503D

**Brother Francis: The Sacraments**
Come along with Brother Francis as he shows us the wonderful way in which God provides grace and strength for our entire life—from the time we are born until we are called to be with Him in Heaven. In this enlightening and fun episode, children will learn the fundamentals of the seven sacraments and the blessings given to us through them. 25 minutes (E, S).

#501680D, $12.99

**The Rosary**
Join Brother Francis in this entertaining and guidance-filled presentation that will inspire children to deepen their faith by praying the Rosary! The prayers of the Rosary as well as the Apostles’ Creed are each wonderfully visualized! Also includes The Annunciation—an animated portrayal of Mary’s joyful submission to God’s will—and two visualized songs. 25 minutes (E, S).

#501432D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #80961, $1.99

**Let’s Pray!**
Practice makes perfect! This is a true saying whether one is playing basketball, drawing a picture, reading, or even praying. This wonderfully fun inaugural episode, “Let’s Pray!” will help children establish a personal relationship with God. 25 minutes (E, S).

#501360D, $12.99
Activity/Coloring Book, 16 pgs. - #80963, $1.99

Brother Francis 16-Page Coloring and Activity Books

Saint Nicholas - #18201, $1.99
Prayers of the Church - #80967, $1.99
Our Heavenly Friends: Vol. 1 - #80968, $1.99
Our Heavenly Friends: Vol. 2 - #18215, $1.99
Our Heavenly Friends: Vol. 3 - #18222, $1.99

Our Heavenly Friends: Vol. 4 - #18230, $1.99
Our Heavenly Friends: Vol. 5 - #182315, $1.99
Saint Valentine - #18214, $1.99
The Resurrection - #18234, $2.49
What is Lent? - #918233, $2.49

Six or more books at $1.49 each.

To order, call 1-800-476-2492 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
How Can I Celebrate Passover?
A young Christian’s introduction to the Seder. Some of Digger’s friends celebrate a holiday he has never heard of before. Spend a night of celebration with Digger as he learns the significance of the ancient feast of Passover while helping his friend, Beth, prepare the Seder meal. This delightful program uses a combination of live-action puppets, illustrations, and 3-D computer animation. Recommended for ages 5-10. 27 minutes.

#203089D, $19.99
SALE $14.99

Mother Teresa: Seeing the Face of Jesus
Mother Teresa said that she saw the face of Jesus in the face of each sick and dying person she helped. She asked the whole world to look for Jesus’ face there, too. This DVD presents the life and work of Mother Teresa with words and pictures that even the youngest child will enjoy. 35 minutes.

#500917D, $9.99

The Best of Little Children
The Best of Little Children features Broadway and Hollywood actress Jennifer Naimo. Through these children’s videos, Jennifer has ministered to thousands of little children and led them closer to Jesus. This DVD includes The Rosary for Little Children, Prayers for Little Children, and A Sing-A-Long for Little Children on one DVD! 2 hours.

#0656D, $19.99
SALE $9.99

Catholic Heroes of the Faith: Saint Augustine
Bright, young Augustine thinks his mother’s religion is foolishness. When he finds himself in an important position as “The Voice of the Emperor,” Augustine must choose whom he will serve. A moving and powerful presentation of the story of two of the most revered Doctors of the Church, Saint Augustine and Saint Ambrose, and the powerful intercession of a devoted mother, Saint Monica. 30 minutes plus extras (EST, S, SST).

#501511D, $14.99
SALE! $9.99

Catholic Heroes of the Faith: Saint Perpetua
In the days of the Early Church, Perpetua, an affluent young mother, is charged with converting to Christianity and is sent to prison. But Perpetua’s freedom can be secured easily. All Perpetua has to do is offer one pinch of incense in honor to the Roman gods. With this simple act of devotion and loyalty to the Roman Empire, Perpetua can regain her freedom and return to her son and a life of comfort. 36 minutes (EST, S, SST).

#501302D, $14.99
SALE! $9.99

You’re a Better Parent Than You Think
Dr. Ray Guarendi, nationally known child psychologist and author, appears before a standing-room-only crowd and delivers a 90-minute presentation that will have you rolling on the floor non-stop with laughter. It will convince you that you can be a better parent and raise great kids through strong discipline. 95 minutes (EST).

#17496D, $19.99
SALE $14.99

Get both Catholic Heroes of the Faith for only $24.99 $14.99, #97780D — SAVE $5
First Valentine

In this adventure of imagination, young Tess, a shy girl of 13, discovers a new meaning for love on Valentine’s Day. Through a very special book, she meets the third century martyr Valentine and his Christian friends. They show her what it means to love others as Jesus loves us, and to receive that love in return. Recommended for ages 8-14. 24 minutes (S, E*).

#4729D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

10 Bible Stories

Ten high-quality animated Bible stories on one DVD! Stories include The King is Born, The Lord’s Prayer, He Is Risen, Joseph in Egypt, Moses, The Good Samaritan, David and Goliath, The Messiah Comes, and more! 238 minutes total.

#501688D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

Stephen’s Test of Faith

When twelve-year-old Stephen is mocked for his faith, he takes a faith-building journey during a dream. He travels through history meeting Jesus, Stephen the martyr, families about to enter the Roman coliseum, William Tyndale, and others who dared to share their faith. Free downloadable PDF guide available. Especially recommended for ages 7-13. 22 minutes (EST, S, Pt, A, bios).

#4637D, $9.99 SALE! $7.99

The Treasure Map

Edward White Eyes, a troubled Cherokee boy, encounters an unfriendly welcome when he is forced to bunk in Nathan’s room at Thornridge Manor. The two boys remain at odds, until a treasure map captivates them both and a thief’s scheme forces them to team up. Edward, Nathan, and their friends discover a mansion’s secret, a mysterious treasure map, and a thrilling adventure, but Nathan makes the most valuable discovery of all! 87 minutes (EST).

#501479D, $12.99 SALE! $7.99

Project Dinosaur

Mikey’s chances of winning the science fair take a nose-dive when his experiment suffers a crash landing, but the discovery of a dinosaur bone revives his dashed hopes. When Mikey realizes that evolution doesn’t agree with his Christian beliefs, he resolves to evaluate the theory himself and embarks on an adventure in learning. Mikey must decide what he believes and then have the courage to defend it, even if it means losing the science fair — and the respect of his classmates and teacher. Children will gain insight into the debate of creation and evolution from this video. 64 minutes.

#501427D, $12.99 SALE! $7.99

Jesus Stories

Growing up has its challenges, and no one knows it better than best friends Charlie, Margie, Molly, and Todd. Whether at playtime, working on a project, or simply having a birthday party, these four friends learn valuable lessons every time they get together—especially when their comical dilemmas trigger a “Jesus Story” from their favorite book. Volume 1 includes: The Lost Little Sheep: How losing a pet can teach us about God’s amazing love; The Unforgiving Servant: How playtime fun can teach us to be merciful; and The Good Samaritan: How working on a project together can teach us the value of each individual. Recommended for ages 7 and younger. 30 minutes.

#501655D, $12.99

Steve: Beloved Son, Rejected Slave, Exalted Ruler

The biblical story of Joseph is told in this high quality animated feature film for children. Young Joseph is a dreamer, indulged by his father and resented by his older brothers who soon sell him into slavery without their father’s knowledge. Now captive in Egypt, Joseph experiences hardship and imprisonment. But his faith and his gift for interpreting dreams soon lead him to an exalted position in the kingdom. When his brothers come calling for help, Joseph responds in a surprising way. The program powerfully demonstrates God’s sovereign hand in all things. Recommended for ages 7 and up. 90 minutes (EST).

#501688D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

Stephen’s Test of Faith

When twelve-year-old Stephen is mocked for his faith, he takes a faith-building journey during a dream. He travels through history meeting Jesus, Stephen the martyr, families about to enter the Roman coliseum, William Tyndale, and others who dared to share their faith. Free downloadable PDF guide available. Especially recommended for ages 7-13. 22 minutes (EST, S, Pt, A, bios).

#4637D, $9.99 SALE! $7.99

The Treasure Map

Edward White Eyes, a troubled Cherokee boy, encounters an unfriendly welcome when he is forced to bunk in Nathan’s room at Thornridge Manor. The two boys remain at odds, until a treasure map captivates them both and a thief’s scheme forces them to team up. Edward, Nathan, and their friends discover a mansion’s secret, a mysterious treasure map, and a thrilling adventure, but Nathan makes the most valuable discovery of all! 87 minutes (EST).

#501479D, $12.99 SALE! $7.99

Project Dinosaur

Mikey’s chances of winning the science fair take a nose-dive when his experiment suffers a crash landing, but the discovery of a dinosaur bone revives his dashed hopes. When Mikey realizes that evolution doesn’t agree with his Christian beliefs, he resolves to evaluate the theory himself and embarks on an adventure in learning. Mikey must decide what he believes and then have the courage to defend it, even if it means losing the science fair — and the respect of his classmates and teacher. Children will gain insight into the debate of creation and evolution from this video. 64 minutes.

#501427D, $12.99 SALE! $7.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
After hours, “Audrey,” our automated order taker, is standing by to serve you.

**The Mormons**
From its clean-cut bicycling missionaries and imposing Salt Lake Temple to its cryptic rituals and closed-door secrecy, the Mormon Church (The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints) is both intriguing and mystifying. Despite the growing appeal of Mormonism, its history is fraught with controversy. Individual and often fanciful “revelations” from God, the murder of its founder, polygamy, and other peculiar doctrines—past and present—have cast suspicion upon today’s LDS Church. This study examines the group’s origins, the discrepancy between Mormon beliefs and orthodox Christian teaching, the meaning of its rituals, and the prominence of the temple. Includes PDF guide. Six parts, 99 minutes total (EST).

#501640D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

**World War I Military Chaplains**
Military chaplains, men of faith serving in World War I, found themselves facing the gruesome reality of modern warfare. Serving side by side with soldiers in the trenches, chaplains became essential to the spiritual and psychological needs of those under their care. This four-part series takes you inside the lives of military chaplains who served during the Great War. Dramatic reenactments and interviews with key experts shed new light on an often overlooked but important role. 100 minutes (EST).

#501664D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

**The Bible on Trial**
Set in a courtroom, this DVD examines the contributions of biblical analysis, ancient historical voices, archaeology, and the testimony of first-century followers of Jesus Christ in its quest to determine the reliability and accuracy of the Bible’s message. Attorney Craig Parton leads the investigation. Along the way, Bible scholars Dr. Paul Maier, Dr. Randall Price, Dr. Jeff Kloha, and Joel Lampe contribute insights and analyses from their respective fields. The authenticity of the Bible is evaluated according to the “Bibliographical,” “Internal Evidence,” and “External Evidence” tests. Includes 45-minute version and a four-part Bible study version with a PDF study guide (EST).

#501556D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

**7 Churches of Revelation**
In this 7-part presentation, you’ll travel to what remains of the ancient sites of the churches in Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamum, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodicea. Join host and president of Cornerstone University Joe Stowell as he takes a closer look into the struggles of the New Testament churches that are just as apparent in churches today. Seven 25-minute programs:

- Part 1: Introduction: The Conquering King
- Part 2: The Church that Left Its First Love
- Part 3: The Church About to Be Tested
- Part 4: The Church that Compromised
- Part 5: The Promiscuous Church and the Church Before an Open Door
- Part 6: The Dead Church
- Part 7: The Lukewarm Church

Bonus Feature: A Contemporary Story from Ancient Smyrna

200 minutes total.

#42683D, $24.99 SALE! $14.99

**Exodus Revealed**
The Exodus Revealed follows the footsteps of the children of Israel on an unforgettable journey of discovery. This journey reveals physical evidence for the Exodus, including the remains of 3,800-year-old Hebrew settlements in Egypt’s Nile Delta, Egyptian records of the Israelites’ bondage under Pharaoh, the precise route they may have followed to freedom, their crossing site on shore of the Red Sea, and the location of Mt. Sinai. 60 minutes. (extras).

#3214D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

**Taking the Hill**
Forty years after fighting in the jungles of Vietnam, Pastor Raul Ries experienced flashbacks for the first time. His struggle motivated him to find three of his closest comrades, men who had fought along side him in the Marine Corps. This documentary is the result of a passionate desire to help those who have experienced combat and to lead these warriors on their journey home. 54 minutes.

#501445D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

**NEW!**

World War I Military Chaplains

#501664D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99
Music & Majesty
These DVDs feature beautiful music against a backdrop of stunning scenery to help you reflect on God’s Word, soothe your spirit, and gain an eternal perspective to your day. Each DVD includes 10 songs, such as “It Is Well with My Soul,” “Breathe on Me, Breath of God,” “Peace Like a River,” and more. They are suitable for use in worship services or quiet meditations at home. 45 minutes each.

Heaven, #601813D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99
Christmas, #20873D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99
Prayer, #600413D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99
Praise and Wonder, #645003D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

All Music and Majesty DVDs for only $39.99
Use item #97672D

Abide with Me
Here are beautiful instrumental arrangements of best-loved hymns, accompanied by inspirational footage of English villages and churches, countryside, and coastline. Song selections include “Praise, My Soul, the King of Heaven,” “O God, Our Help in Ages Past,” “Be Thou My Vision,” “All Things Bright and Beautiful,” and more. The two-disc set includes a DVD with on-screen Scriptures and optional sing-along lyric subtitles, and a bonus audio CD. A PDF of the lyrics is available on our website. 61 minutes.

Also available: Celtic Hymns, 58 minutes.
#501209D, $19.99 $12.99

George Frideric Handel’s Messiah
The Upper Galilee Choir and Ranaana Symphonette Orchestra perform Handel’s Messiah at Tabgha, the traditional site of Jesus Christ’s miracle of feeding the five thousand along the Sea of Galilee. A professional video and audio team with 5 digital cameras and 16 microphones assembled in the sanctuary of the Church of the Multiplication of Loaves and Fish and recorded this inspiring performance on December 14, 2002. Mixed in Dolby Digital 5.1 Surround Sound, this recording puts you smack in the middle of the choir and orchestra. 121 minutes.

#501406D, $15.99 SALE! $9.99

Music and Inspiration
To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Documentaries

Judea
Judea was a blessed location because that’s where God the Provider would reveal Himself as never before and become center stage for the Bible’s story of redemption. Explore this ancient land with Mart De Haan and Jimmy DeYoung, as they walk you through this geographical, political, and spiritual center where both the Jewish and Christian faiths were born. 90 minutes.

#39823D, $13.99 SALE! $9.99

Land of the Bible: Jordan & Judea
#97663D, $19.99 $14.99

Galilee
Galilee is the place where Jesus grew up. Explore the shores of the Sea of Galilee with Mart De Haan and Jimmy DeYoung, as they relive the stories that rippled from its shore, changing the course of history. You’ll also see the 9,000-foot-tall snow-covered peak of Mt. Hermon, which some believe was where one of the most remarkable events in history took place — the transfiguration of Christ. 90 minutes.

#98057D, $16.99 SALE! $11.99

Wisdom From Ephesus
On the western coast of Turkey sits one of the most stunning archaeological sites in the modern world: Ephesus. It was here that John, referred to in the New Testament as Jesus’ beloved disciple, lived for most of his life and recounted stories that no one else could tell. Journey with host and author Michael Card through this ancient site, and gain a fresh look at the life and times of John, the last living disciple. 75 minutes.

#55943D, $16.99 SALE! $12.99

Babylon:
Past, Present, and Future
Bible history and prophecy depict Babylon as a social, economic, and religious power. Babylon has fascinated countless people over the centuries, but its story is an important one for Christians living today. Discover the common thread that weaves Babylon past and future with Babylon present. Explore Babylon—one of the most intriguing mysteries of the Bible. 80 minutes. (EST).

#500875D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Hebron: City of Promise
Hebron, place of the patriarchs’ tombs, is revered by three world religions. To this ancient city, many centuries ago, a man named Abram came with his family and all his worldly possessions, following a promise he had received from God. Join Jimmy DeYoung for a tour of Hebron that will bring immediacy and life to the biblical accounts of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. 30 minutes.

#85343D, $9.99 SALE! $7.99

Iran in the Bible
Woven together in the Bible are prophecies and accounts of Persian kings, epic battles, and royal decrees that changed the world. Surprisingly to many, the Bible speaks of Persia as being chosen and favored for God’s grand purposes. This remarkable story is told using ancient Persian texts, archaeological discoveries, and insights from scholars. Showing how God is directly involved in history, Iran in the Bible offers comfort to those living in a world of uncertainty. 27 minutes.

#44543D, $9.99

Iran in the Bible
Woven together in the Bible are prophecies and accounts of Persian kings, epic battles, and royal decrees that changed the world. Surprisingly to many, the Bible speaks of Persia as being chosen and favored for God’s grand purposes. This remarkable story is told using ancient Persian texts, archaeological discoveries, and insights from scholars. Showing how God is directly involved in history, Iran in the Bible offers comfort to those living in a world of uncertainty. 27 minutes.

#44543D, $9.99

The Seven Churches of Revelation Rediscovered
David Nunn takes us to Turkey for a firsthand visit to the seven cities to which the messages of the Risen Christ were addressed in Revelation 2-3. Their significance is explained in detail, and viewers will gain many insights from David’s enthusiastic commentary. 40 minutes.

#4792D, $19.99 NOW! $12.99

More from David Nunn:
In the Steps of Moses, 48 minutes. - #501461D
Journeying with Jesus, 56 minutes. - #501288D
Paul in Greece, 41 minutes - #4849D
Exploring Biblical Jordan, 50 minutes - #4845D
The Holy City and a Garden, 23 min. - #501364D
Galloping Through the Gospels, 43 min. - #4830D

$14.99 SALE! $9.99 each!

All 7 David Nunn DVDs - #97822D, $49.99

Prices in this catalog are subject to change.
The Footprints of God Series
This series by Ignatius Press is hosted by best-selling author and popular Bible teacher Stephen Ray. Each program is a travel documentary, biography, Bible study, apologetics course, and Church history study—all rolled into one! (EST, SST).

Abraham: Father of Faith and Works
Learn how Abraham was justified before God by faith, obedience, and good works. This amazing saga sweeps through the Book of Genesis from creation to the journey into Egypt. 90 minutes.

DVD - #101056D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

The Apostolic Fathers
Take a fascinating journey to the world of the first Christians. Retrace the steps of the Apostles through Israel, Turkey, France, and Italy. 120 minutes.

DVD - #98391D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

David and Solomon: Expanding the Kingdom
Discover not only where David and Solomon lived and reigned, but also the meaning of their lives and kingdoms. 90 minutes.

DVD - #98554D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

Paul: Contending for the Faith
Join Stephen in Israel, Syria, Turkey, Greece, and Italy as he explores the life, ministry, and sufferings of Paul the Apostle. 90 minutes (extras).

DVD - #98736D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

Moses: Signs, Sacraments and Salvation
Discover how Moses, the Exodus, and the Hebrew experience in the wilderness beautifully point to the coming of Christ and our Salvation. 90 minutes.

DVD - #98894D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

Jesus: The Word Became Flesh
Stephen explores the places Jesus lived and performed His miracles. Gain a deeper appreciation for our Savior and the salvation He purchased for the world. 90 minutes.

DVD - #98891D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

Mary: The Mother of God
Travel the dusty paths that took Mary to the heart of the salvation story. Discovering the Mary of the Bible will help you to know and love her Son. 77 minutes.

DVD - #98734D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

Peter: Keeper of the Keys
Join the amazing adventure about the man Jesus chose to lead His Church. Follow Peter from Galilee to Rome to discover answers about the major role of the Papacy in the saga of salvation. 70 minutes.

DVD - #98733D, $29.99 NOW! $19.99

Buy any 4 and get a 5th FREE!
All 8 for $119.99, #97548D

Christians in Turkey
Turkey became a refuge for St. John and the Blessed Virgin Mary in Ephesus after Our Lord’s crucifixion, a pulpit for preaching the Gospel for Saints Peter, Paul, and Philip, and the site of the first church in Antioch, whose parishioners first called themselves Christians. Add to this the first ecumenical councils of Nicea, Constantinople, and Nicea. The historical importance of this EWTN documentary cannot be overstated. We are brought up-to-date with the current fate of Christians in Turkey, and the bravery of the Catholic clergy amidst their persecution in this 98% Muslim country. 60 minutes.

#97612D, $9.99

To order, call 1-800-476-2492 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
His Irish Wit and Wisdom

Bishop Sheen’s Irish heritage was evident in many of his television programs as he shared the wit and the wisdom he inherited from his Emerald Isle ancestors. This DVD includes three humorous 30-minute programs: “Psychology of the Irish,” “The Divine Sense of Humor,” and “Why Do People Laugh?” 90 minutes total.

Sheen Gems

Here are excerpts remastered from many of Fulton J. Sheen’s Emmy Award-winning television programs titled, “Life is Worth Living.” Two volumes on one DVD, 110 minutes.

Good Friday Special

In this superb and timeless message, Bishop Sheen’s words ring with answers for today’s realities and changing world. They offer inspiring guidance, encouragement, peace of mind, philosophical daylight called “common sense,” and spiritual comfort that touches every heart. 50 minutes.

A Man for All Seasons

This four-volume set of Bishop Sheen’s TV shows is themed to correspond with major holidays of each season. Each volume, narrated by Cameron Mitchell and Joe Campanella, includes three half-hour shows with timely graphics and breathtaking scenery.

Vol. 1: Spring, DVD - #500896D
Vol. 2: Summer, DVD - #500897D
Vol. 3: Autumn, DVD - #500898D
Vol. 4: Winter, DVD - #500899D

Each volume on DVD - $12.99
DVD set of 4 - #98559D, $24.99

Also available:
Angels, 30 min. - #500886D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

His Last Words

On Good Friday, 1979, a television crew visited St. Agnes Church in New York to tape a news piece. They were so enthralled by the speaker, Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, they taped his entire talk. This long lost tape has now been found and digitally remastered. It is titled “His Last Words.” Bishop Sheen died later that year. This is the Bishop at his best: in a pulpit, not a TV studio. It is a new Sheen experience seen here for the first time. The Bishop’s wit and wisdom transcend the years. His words remain a masterpiece of sacred prose and poetry. 49 minutes.

Servant of All

This special double-DVD film package includes an acclaimed new film on Archbishop Fulton Sheen, along with five of his most popular television programs from his #1 rated TV series, “Life Is Worth Living.” His TV series reached 30 million viewers weekly, and his profound words were captured in over 100 books. This powerful film introduces the beloved bishop to a new generation that greatly needs his inspiring example of love for God and neighbor. The film reveals how the impact of Sheen’s prolific life and work continues on in those whose lives he forever changed. The five films from his award-winning TV series present Sheen himself with his unique, captivating teaching style on the crucial importance of faith, love, and spirituality. 200 minutes.

Faith, Hope, and Love

Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s eloquence at its very best. This collection of timeless messages offers inspiring guidance, encouragement, peace of mind, and spiritual comfort that will touch the heart. The boxed set includes four 55-minute volumes, each with two messages:

Volume 1 – Love is FAITH: “Ages of Man” and “Temptation.”
Volume 2 – Love is HOPE: “Hope for a Wounded World” and “False Compassion.”
Volume 3 – Love is TRUTH: “Love Is a Garden” and “Are We More Neurotic Today?”
Volume 4 – Love is ETERNAL: “The Touch of Your Hand” and “Intimacies of Love.”

DVD set - #501141D, $39.99 SALE! $24.99

Also available:
Angels, 30 min. - #500886D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99
Celestine

This is the riveting and mysterious story of Pope St. Celestine V, the pope who retired from the papacy after a very short reign. At the close of the tumultuous Middle Ages, this future monk and pope seemed destined from birth to save the world. Born Peter Morrone, he became a hermit and the founder of a religious order. The hidden designs of divine providence would, practically overnight, transform this humble servant of God into the most powerful man in the Catholic Church. Half a year later, he would be the only pope in history until then to abdicate the chair of St. Peter. This docu-drama investigates the secrecy of this dramatic time in history and reveals a story that involves deadly dealings, apocalyptic maneuverings, and papal intrigue. Shot on location in Italy, it makes use of classic medieval art to illustrate the story of Celestine. Historians, professors, and monks provide insightful commentary about the life and times of this controversial and enigmatic saint. 60 minutes.

#101052D, $14.99

---

Pius XII

Under the Roman Sky

After the Nazis take over Rome in 1943, Hitler’s plan to kidnap the Pope is revealed as the Nazis make an all-out attempt to silence the one authority figure in Italy standing strong against them. Everything comes together with great intensity in this dramatic story that retraces history from the documents and the testimonies of witnesses that was not fully known until now. Hitler and the Pope—on one side the man who catapulted the whole world into war and, on the other, the man who, more than any other, fought for peace. Starring James Cromwell, Alessandra Mastronardi, Marco Froschi, and Ettore Bassi, and directed by Christian Duguay. Widescreen, 200 minutes.

#101020D, $19.99

Sale! $14.99

---

Testament of Mother Teresa

This rare interview captures on film one of the greatest humanitarians of our time. Director Marcel Bauer had to wait many years before Mother Teresa reluctantly gave him permission for an interview. This program is the film record of that historic interview, filmed just months before Mother Teresa’s death, and contains her thoughts and views on many important subjects. This film may well be regarded as the spiritual testament of one of the most exceptional women of our time. 43 minutes.

#46939D, $19.99

Sale! $14.99

---

Thérèse

Her mother died when she was four years old; her surrogate mother abandoned her a few years later, plunging Thérèse Martin (Lindsay Younce) into a mental collapse. Then something miraculous happened. Thérèse tells the true story of Thérèse of Lisieux, the most popular saint of modern times. It’s a story of struggle and tragedy, and the greatest of all romances—the story of an ordinary girl with an extraordinary soul. 96 minutes.

#43462D, $14.99
St. Francis of Assisi

This docu-drama on the life and miracles of St. Francis is based on the official writings of Brother Thomas Celano, a close companion and friar with St. Francis. Filmed on location in Assisi and other Italian towns where Francis made an impact, this film tells the story of his whole life. We see the wealthy young Francis, who dreamed of being a great knight becoming transformed by a mystical experience of the Lord who asked Francis to “rebuild my Church,” leaving all his possessions and uniting himself with his “Lady Poverty,” serving the poor and outcast. The film uses many famous works of medieval art by Giotto and other Italian artists to illustrate the life of Francis. Various historians, professors, priests, and friars offer insightful commentary about the life and times of this greatly loved saint. 60 minutes.

Faustina

Apostle of Divine Mercy

This beautiful representation of the life of St. Maria Faustina tells the story of her mystical experiences as a nun living in a convent in Poland in the early 20th century. It is to her that Jesus appeared and commanded that she be his instrument for promoting devotion to his Divine Mercy, and that the Feast of Divine Mercy be established and celebrated on the Sunday after Easter. The story and film are based on her own writings from her “Diary,” which has become a worldwide best-selling spiritual work. She was canonized by Pope John Paul II in 2000 as the first saint of the new millennium. Starring Dorota Ségda. Film includes a 30-minute bonus extra of the “Making of” the movie. In Polish with English or Spanish subtitles. 88 minutes.

Who Cares about the Saints?

Let James Martin, SJ, author of the bestselling book My Life with the Saints, introduce you to his favorite saints in this fascinating DVD. Perfect for personal reflection, parish groups, or educators. The DVD features 12 episodes on the lives of Dorothy Day, Thomas Merton, Joan of Arc, Francis of Assisi, Mother Teresa, Ignatius Loyola, Bernadette Soubirous, Pope John XXIII, Thérèse of Lisieux, Joseph, Peter, and Mary, Mother of Jesus. The DVD also includes insights from Fr. Jim on how to appreciate the saints today. 139 minutes. (S$5).

Saint Augustine

This documentary, hosted by EWTN’s Mike Aquilina, explores the conversion story of one of the most significant figures in church history. Widescreen, 58 minutes, (S, EST, SST).

The Secret of St. Thérèse

Thérèse of Lisieux lived a hidden life in a Carmelite monastery and died at only 24 years of life. Yet, her “secret” of sanctity has made her not only a great modern saint, but a Doctor of the Church. Her simple spirituality, humility, and complete trust in God revolutionized the 20th century. Over 100 years after her death she continues to inspire millions of people, help them in their lives, and draw them closer to God. This film tells the story of her life and message, intertwined with very rare footage of the inside of her monastery at Lisieux and the personal stories of twelve people from around the world who share their moving stories of how Thérèse and her “secret” have changed their lives. 51 minutes.

Saint Augustine

Father Groeschel does a labor of love by introducing the viewer to his teacher of fifty years, St. Augustine. This preeminent Father of the Church left over five million published words—ranging from history and philosophy to scriptural commentary and mystical writings. Father Benedict is your guide in this three-part series on St. Augustine’s works as he enthusiastically invites you to climb the heights of the Augustinian Alps with him. 90 minutes.

St. Kateri: In Her Footsteps

For 350 years, a young Christian Mohawk woman has been interceding for and inspiring natives and non-natives around the world. On October 21, 2012, Kateri Tekakwitha became the first Native North American woman to be recognized as a Saint. This documentary takes us on a journey from northern New York State to Montréal and Kahnawake, from Washington State to New Mexico, as we follow St. Kateri’s incredible journey of faith, heroic sacrifice, and love of Christ. 50 min.

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
History of Christianity

An understandable overview of the unfolding of the Christian Church. This is a survey course designed to further stimulate your curiosity by providing glimpses of some of the pivotal events in the spread of Christianity and sketches of great Christian figures who have significantly affected Christian history, thereby shaping the history of the world. Host of the six-part series is Dr. Timothy George, historian and Dean of Samford University’s Beeson Divinity School. The DVD includes a leader’s guide, workbook, and scripts in PDF. The six parts are as follows:

PART I: The Early Church
PART II: The Church in the Middle Ages
PART III: The Reformation Era
PART IV: The Age of Reason and Piety
PART V: Christianity in the New World
PART VI: Christian Movement in an Age of Uncertainty

DVD with PDF guide - #500794D, $39.99 $15.99

Patrick

He’s been shrouded in myth for centuries, but who is the real Saint Patrick of Ireland? This DVD explores the true story behind the legends and inspects the life of a real man who most likely lived in the fifth century. As a 16-year-old boy he was captured and sold as a slave to Ireland. In the loneliness of his captivity he encountered the freedom of God’s grace. After escaping enslavement he returned home, but in an astonishing twist, he clearly heard God’s call to return to Ireland and bring the Gospel to his former captors. With a combination of fiery boldness and gentle compassion, he pushed back the forces of darkness and lit the flame of faith in pagan Ireland. This docu-drama features enlightening interviews with noted scholars and captivating reenactments of Patrick’s life. 45 minutes.

#501401D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Catholicism: Five DVD Set

Journey with acclaimed author, speaker, and theologian Fr. Robert Barron to more than 50 locations throughout 15 countries. Be illuminated by the spiritual and artistic treasures of this global culture that claims more than one billion of the earth’s people. From the sacred lands of Israel to the beating heart of Uganda...from the glorious shrines of Italy, France, and Spain, to the streets of Mexico, Kolkata, and New York City, the fullness of Catholicism is revealed. Journey deep into the faith as you watch each episode. Mike Leonard, a veteran NBC Today Show correspondent and acclaimed filmmaker, is the executive producer of this groundbreaking series. The boxed set includes ten episodes, 50-60 minutes each. (EST, SST)

#501408D, $29.99 SALE! $19.99

Malcolm Muggeridge's: A Third Testament

A Third Testament is the television documentary presented by Christian apologist, Malcolm Muggeridge (1903-1990). This documentary profiles six men whose search for God forms a kind of modern testament to the reality of Christ: Saint Augustine, the former hedonist who turned his back on prestige in order to serve Christ; Blaise Pascal, the brilliant scientist who taught about the impossibility of life without God; William Blake, the artist and poet who argued fervently for the life of the spirit; Soren Kierkegaard, the renegade philosopher who taught the importance of a subjective relationship to Jesus Christ; Leo Tolstoy, the idealistic novelist who understood both his sinfulness and God’s grace; and Dietrich Bonhoeffer, an uncompromising pastor martyred at the hands of the Nazi party. Filmed in Denmark, Germany, France, Russia, and North Africa. 6 hours total + extras (EST).

#501408D, $29.99 SALE! $19.99

The Crusades

This new four-part miniseries presents the myths, the legends, and the truths of the Crusades. Includes dramatic re-enactments filmed on location in the Holy Land and Europe, with commentary on the historical event of the medieval era. Episode 1: Journeys of Faith. Episode 2: The Crusader States. Episode 3: Christendom Responds. Episode 4: Failures and Successes. 115 minutes.

#97520D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
From Christ to Constantine: The Trial and Testimony of the Early Church

The first three centuries were decisive for Christianity. The very existence of the church was threatened by powerful opponents who wanted to destroy it. These programs, shot on location, use dramatic re-creations to bring you close to the lives of the early believers. The complete curriculum kit on DVD includes six half-hour programs with printed leader’s guide and reproducible student worksheets. The DVD is also available with PDFs of the leader’s guide, student worksheets, and scripts.

Highlights from the six programs:

1. Foundations How did it all begin, and what happened to the twelve apostles?
2. Spread The Word was for all. How did they bring their message to the world?
3. Accusations Believers were subject to many charges, some outrageously false and others true. How did they answer them?
4. Persecutions The mightiest empire in history outlawed and persecuted the believers. What happened and why?
5. Testimony A close-up look at heroes who would pay with their lives rather than deny their faith.
6. Transition Constantine granted the church legality and favor. Was this a bane or blessing? Why did the church succeed?

DVD with PDFs - #500823D, $29.99 SALE! $19.99

DVD, printed guide - #97929D, $39.99 SALE! $24.99

Augustine

Augustine of Hippo (354-430) is one of the greatest theologians of the Christian Church. His works, including The City of God, On the Trinity, and Confessions, have had an inestimable impact on the Church and, by extension, on Western Civilization at large. Yet, where did such faith begin? After rejecting his mother’s Christianity, Augustine embarked on a path towards self-gratification, marked by the pursuit of money, political power, and sexual pleasure. Hosted by Augustine expert Mike Aquilina and shot on location in Rome and Milan, this documentary explores the conversion story of one of the most significant figures in church history. 55 minutes. (E5, S, St).

#501515D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

Paul the Emissary

This acclaimed drama on the life of the apostle Paul provides an authentic feel for the world in which Paul lived and the opposition that he continually faced. Free downloadable PDF guide available. Widescreen, 54 minutes (E3, S, Pt, Ru, A, He, bios, questions, bonus feature: “I, Paul”).

#4636D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Perpetua:

Early Church Martyr

Journey to ancient Carthage in North Africa with Dr. Rex Butler and Dr. John Mark Yeats to uncover the fascinating, true story of a courageous young woman of the early church who dared to claim Jesus as her Lord in the face of Roman opposition. Faced with the risk of death, Perpetua gave up wealth, freedom, and eventually life itself, rather than renounce her faith. Hosted by Perpetua expert Mike Aquilina and shot on location in Carthage, Tunisia. This documentary will inform as well as inspire. 55 minutes (E3, S, St).

#501317D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Exploring Ephesus

Join expert hosts Dr. Andrew Jackson and Dr. Mark Wilson as they explore one of the great biblical regions. Walk in the steps of the apostles along ancient Roman streets and pass through marble gates into the wonderfully excavated city of Ephesus whose extensive ruins resound with millennia of history. Take an excursion by boat to the Isle of Patmos where Christ revealed his apocalyptic vision of the end of days. Visit the ruins of pagan temples once dedicated to the gods of Greece and Rome and explore a hidden cave where early Christian believers worshipped the one God. Exploring Ephesus combines the fast-paced adventure of a travelogue with truly rich biblical scholarship and relevant spiritual insights. 60 minutes (E3).

#501629D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

After hours, “Audrey,” our automated order taker, is standing by to serve you.
The Life of Christ / The Early Church

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.

The Living Christ

*The Living Christ* series is timelessly faithful to the accounts in Scripture, yet graced with dramatic fill-ins to bring new life to the familiar figures of Christ’s time. Beginning with the prophetic foretellings of Isaiah, the prophecies and events leading up to and including the birth, life, and ministry of Christ are chronicled. This abiding three-disc series concludes with the climactic appearance of the resurrected Lord Jesus. Three discs, 346 minutes total.

**Drama** #501444D, $29.99 **NOW! $14.99**

Unlocking Old Testament Prophecy

It’s often said that there are hundreds of prophecies about Jesus in the Old Testament. But are they really there? What does the Old Testament actually reveal about Jesus?

In this Day of Discovery DVD, Mart De Haan unlocks the confusion and opens the door to a better understanding of these predictions. Using the book of Matthew, he explains how to understand Old Testament passages that appear vague or appear to be simply historical references. Find out what Jesus meant when he said He came to fulfill both the law and the prophets. Join us as we walk through the city of Jerusalem, along the banks of the Jordan River, and down the shoreline of the Sea of Galilee. Together, we’ll discover God’s ultimate plan of rescue for Israel and the world through Jesus—the Messiah. 26 minutes.

**Doc** #24273D, $9.99 **SALE! $7.99**

In the Footsteps of St. Peter

Join beloved actor David Suchet (PBS’s *Poirot* series) as he embarks on an epic journey from Galilee to Rome in search of the Apostle Peter. In this major two-part documentary series produced for the BBC, Suchet explores how a humble fisherman, known for his stubborn and impetuous personality, became a leading figure in the early church and played a key role in keeping the movement from splintering. Suchet travels from Peter’s humble Galilean birthplace to Jerusalem, where Peter denies his beloved friend and teacher on the eve of the crucifixion. Encounter Peter’s miraculous transformation on the day of Pentecost and explore this question: what happened to Peter after he mysteriously vanished from the biblical account? 135 minutes (EST).

**Doc** #501580D, $19.99 **SALE! $12.99**

In the Footsteps of St. Paul

In this revelatory documentary, David Suchet sets off in search of one the great figures of the Bible—St. Paul the Apostle. Controversial in his own time, Paul remains so today, a remarkable man of contrasts and confusions, a persecutor of Christians who experienced a miraculous conversion and an all-consuming drive to spread the faith. More than any other single person, Paul transformed Christianity from a small Jewish sect into the most powerful religion on earth. 108 minutes.

**Doc** #122169D, $29.99 **SALE! $24.99**

Both David Suchet DVDs, $34.99.

Use item #97564D.

Luke: Gospel of Reassurance

Take a fascinating journey through the lands of the New Testament as host Michael Card examines the Gospel of Luke and stirs your imagination with insights into the life of Christ. Explore the historical and social context in which this Gospel was written. Discover in this eight-lesson interactive study how God used the research skills of a doctor to communicate the amazing life and teachings of Jesus. Includes 78-page leader’s guide. Eight segments, 11-14 minutes each.

**Doc** #19513D, $19.99 **SALE! $14.99**

The Gospels: Open the Bible

Host Christopher Gornold-Smith, historian and Bible teacher, takes you into the heart of each of the Gospels. Combining remarkable shots of the Holy Land with dramatized scenes and clear analysis of each Gospel account, Christopher invites us into the world of Jesus. You will be entertained, inspired, and informed by this unique series of four video programs. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John will open your heart and mind. But first, we must open the Gospels! Four segments, approximately a half hour each. 112 minutes total.

**Doc-Druma** #501369D, $19.99 **SALE! $9.99**
Ten Commandments

This series presents many fascinating personal case studies where real-life experiences engage the Ten Commandments in urgent and practical circumstances. It shows the Ten Commandments not as repressive do’s and don’ts, but as a charter of liberty for a people released from servitude. It does so in a way that communicates uniquely to people today through firsthand contemporary experience. Hosted by composer, singer, and communicator Adrian Snell. Ten 30-minute segments.

Program 1: “Have No Other Gods but Me”
Program 2: “Do Not Bow Down to Anything”
Program 3: “Do Not Misuse My Name”
Program 4: “Keep the Sabbath”
Program 5: “Honor Your Father and Mother”
Program 6: “Do Not Kill”
Program 7: “Do Not Commit Adultery”
Program 8: “Do Not Steal”
Program 9: “Do Not Lie”
Program 10: “Do Not Covet”

COMPLETE SET ON DVD!
(includes 3 sample lessons in PDF from guide and workbook)
#500819D, $39.99 $24.99

Meeting God in Quiet Places

Every year American author F. LaGard Smith goes to England to walk, write, and meditate in the beautiful tranquility of its countryside. In this film, set against a moving soundtrack, Smith walks us through fields and country lanes of the Cotswolds in rural England, reflecting on themes that touch us all at points in our lives in a series of short timeless parables. 59 minutes.

Part One: The Word - #501367D
Part Two: The Body - #501381D
Part Three: The Feast - #501386D
Part Four: The Music - #501405D
Part Five: The Expression - #501440D
Part Six: The Embrace - #501451D

All six DVDs for only $79.99 $29.99
Use item #97892D

George for Real

George Verwer is a phenomenon. At the age of 77, this Christian leader and teacher leaves his younger colleagues struggling to catch up as he jets from country to country. With his trademark multi-colored jacket depicting the nations of the world, and his no-holds-barred speaking style, Verwer might appear somewhat eccentric. However his passion to bring the gospel to the nations is what has fueled his 50 plus years of ministry. As founder of Operation Mobilization, Verwer inspired a generation to reach the world for Jesus. In this documentary George holds nothing back as he shares about his life and his ministry. Widescreen, 55 minutes (E-ST, S).

#501662D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

The Apostles’ Creed

This series traces the origin of the Apostles’ Creed, placing it in its historical context. It examines each phrase, emphasizing its relevance and application to our lives today. Producer-director for the series is T.N. Mohan, who has achieved the remarkable feat of translating historical theology into a briskly-paced, interesting experience. These programs demonstrate the timeless power and importance of the Creed and feature an international and interdenominational cast of notable theologians, including Dr. Timothy George, Dr. N.T. Wright, Dr. Robert Mulholland, Dr. Alistair McGrath, Dr. Martin Marty, and more. This is an outstanding resource for Sunday school or small groups. A free PDF guide is available on our website. Available in 9.5-hour full-length version or 2-hour abridged version (E-ST).

Abridged version - #501176D, $29.99 $19.99
Full-length version - #501308D, $99.99 $29.99

Prices in this catalog are subject to change.
If God Is God
Why Do Bad Things Happen?
Cruelty, injustice, and pain are facts of everyday life—some call it evil. No matter how it is encountered, the response is most often the same. Why me? Where is God? How can I stand it? Although no one has all the answers, this Day of Discovery presentation, If God Is God, Why Do Bad Things Happen?, offers hope and encouragement to help you explore these questions. Author and speaker Os Guinness, a graduate of the University of London and Oxford, introduces the problem of evil from an Eastern, secular, and biblical perspective, and examines the difference between evil and suffering. He also provides seven steps to help you think through the problem of evil. 45 minutes.

#18113D, $13.99 SALE! $9.99

Affectionately Yours, Screwtape
Journey inside the mind of C.S. Lewis in this review of The Screwtape Letters, a thin volume of imaginative letters between two devils. Explore the Biblical, historical, and cultural depictions of Satan and hell and gain a deeper understanding of the nature of temptation and redemption. Whether you’re a devoted C.S. Lewis fan or just reading his work for the first time, you’re sure to develop a new appreciation for The Screwtape Letters through this modern look at his timeless classic. 52 minutes + extras (EST).

#501167D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

The Challenge of Islam
This two-part study explores the beliefs of Islam and Muslim religious practice. Guiding the discussion is Sam Shamoun, an Arab-Christian. Shamoun’s presentation is centered on the goodness of God’s saving grace through the redemptive work of Jesus Christ. Part One: “What is Islam?” is 84 minutes, Part Two: “Defending the Christian Faith” is 75 minutes. Includes study guide in PDF.

#501368D, $24.99 SALE! $12.99

Through a Lens Darkly
Loss comes in many forms: The grief over the death of a loved one, the devastation of a physical or mental impairment, the pain of divorce or separation, or the distress of job loss and foreclosure. The physical and emotional responses to grief can be as heart-wrenching as the loss itself. So where does a person turn for answers and encouragement in a time of despair, doubt, or fear? This film shares the stories of people touched by a significant loss, and who share their thoughts on the timeless wisdom of C.S. Lewis’s book, A Grief Observed. This literary review offers real-life examples to help viewers recognize and cope with the many emotions and seasons of their own grief and identify the best approaches to help others through the grieving process. 56 minutes (EST).

#501407D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Sing Over Me
Since the early 1990s, Christians all over the world have been singing the songs of modern-day psalmist Dennis Jernigan, including “You Are My All in All,” and “When I Fell in Love with You.” His music and ministry, sparked by his lifelong struggle with homosexuality and the healing that came through his relationship with Jesus Christ, have led him on a remarkable journey of redemption. Now he shares his inspiring story so that all may have a deeper understanding of God’s love. This is a film about hope, identity, and the transformative power of the Gospel. By telling his story, he puts forth an example of what God can do in the lives of those who put their trust in Him. 87 minutes (EST, SST).

#501604D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Sing Over Me Church Resource Kit
This resource kit contains everything your church needs to lead a small group study on homosexuality, identity, and the church. Kit includes Sing Over Me (also available separately above), the Stand in Love Teaching Video in which Dennis gives biblically based answers to some of the most common questions Christians ask about homosexuality, and a 68-page study guide. 159 minutes total.

#97535D, $29.99
Additional guide - #314307, $9.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
World War II

THE DUTCH RESISTANCE

The Reckoning
War erupts in Europe as Germany invades Poland. Eight months later, the small country of Holland is engulfed in World War II. The preservation of human life becomes a life-and-death mission for a small minority of ordinary Dutch citizens. This international award-winning documentary captures the compelling story and eyewitness account of six survivors in war-torn Netherlands during World War II. With the revelation of Hitler’s “Final Solution” and the uncertainty of liberation, it reveals the intensely human aspect of the Dutch struggle against Nazi tyranny. Widescreen, 96 minutes (E50, bios, commentary and “Creating the Reckoning”).

Making Choices
The Dutch Resistance During WWII
Explore the dramatic lives of four Dutch citizens who took a stand to protect Jews and resist the overwhelming power of the Nazis during World War II. Widescreen, 57 minutes.

Hidden Heroes
The rescue of Jews in Nazi-occupied Holland is a story of unimaginable courage and faith. As told by those who lived through the Nazi terror, this evocative documentary recounts what it was like for Dutch Jews to face systematic isolation, persecution, and elimination. Our subjects were mere children at the time — children who witnessed their family and friends being arrested and dragged away and, for most, never to be seen again, children for whom unbearable pain and loss was cruelly compressed into a single experience of terror. Hitler’s plan to eliminate an entire race of people may have succeeded if not for those who saw the lie in his quest for perfection, those willing to stand against the Nazi evil—the Dutch resistance. These were Holland’s Hidden Heroes. 50 minutes.

Heroes: Saving Jewish Lives
During World War II the residents of the Plateau du Vivarais, a remote region in the French countryside, resisted the Nazis, thus saving over 3,000 Jews and other persecuted people. This documentary will introduce you to a few of those who remember those harrowing days. Heroes include pastors, school teachers, and other French citizens who courageously risked their lives by giving shelter and protection to refugees. Hear from several eyewitnesses, who as children participated in acts of generosity toward persecuted people. You will also meet a Jewish Holocaust survivor who was rescued by the people of Plateau du Vivarais during his childhood. 70-minute and 40-minute versions (E50).

The Hiding Place
In wartime Holland, Corrie ten Boom and her family of watchmakers quietly sheltered Jews in their small house until Nazis discovered the “hiding place” and arrested them all. This is the gripping, true story of Corrie and her sister’s endurance in the horrors of the Ravensbruck death camp, and their sure hope that God is the true hiding place. This classic film stars Julie Harris and Jeannette Clift. Widescreen, 145 minutes (S, Pt, F, G, extras).

Return to the Hiding Place
In WWII Holland, Corrie ten Boom leads a secret resistance army of untrained university students who navigate a deadly labyrinth of hijackings, rescue missions, and underground networks to save and transport over 880 Jewish people in their panicked exodus from death. Watch this harrowing, true tale of ordinary students who dare to resist one of history’s cruelest tyrants and prove that young people can change the course of history. 102 minutes.

Get The Hiding Place and Return to the Hiding Place for $22.99, #97552D

All 3 DVDs above for $24.99, #98428D

Order online at www.VisionVideo.com
Bonhoeffer: Agent of Grace

Dietrich Bonhoeffer was a German clergyman of great distinction who actively opposed Hitler and the Nazis. His convictions cost him his life. His last years, his participation in the German resistance, and his moral struggle are dramatized in this film. Bonhoeffer: Agent of Grace sheds light on the little-known efforts of the German resistance and brings to a wide audience the heroic rebellion of Bonhoeffer. Starring Ulrich Tukur, Robert Joy, and Johanna Klante. Widescreen, 90 minutes (E, S, Pt, G, actors’ bios).


Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Memories and Perspectives

For those who want a close and intimate portrait of Bonhoeffer. This video follows the life of the martyred theologian as vividly recalled by those closest to him: his friends, family, and students. Included are Bonhoeffer family photographs that have never been shown before. An emotionally-wrenching documentary that probes the struggles and motivations of Bonhoeffer in a way that makes one ask anew: “What does it mean to be a Christian in the 21st century world?” B&W, 90 minutes.

#500957D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Hanged on a Twisted Cross

This documentary captures the context, political environment, and cultural issues of Bonhoeffer’s day. Using rare archival footage, documents, and visits to original locations, we get an intimate portrait of a man whose life and writings grow in their influence and speak powerfully to today’s issues more than 70 years later. 120 minutes.

#4863D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Buy all three Dietrich Bonhoeffer DVDs above for only $24.99 - #98568D.

From Vengeance to Forgiveness

After the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, Corporal Jacob DeShazer became bent on revenge. As a bombardier in the Army Air Corps, he volunteered for a top secret mission and flew with the legendary Doolittle Raiders in their surprise attack on Japan. After successfully bombing their targets, the Raiders were forced to bail out over occupied China. Jake and seven other airmen were captured by the Japanese and imprisoned. He survived over three years as a POW, enduring torture, starvation, and solitary confinement. During that time, Jake began a personal relationship with God, and his life was never the same. 81 minutes.

#51013D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99

The Desperate

On a rainy night in a WWII concentration camp, a condemned Jewish doctor is recruited to perform emergency surgery on a Nazi general’s dying son. With nothing left to lose, the doctor refuses to aid his hated enemy, but when offered his freedom in exchange, he is faced with an unthinkable moral dilemma. Based on a true story, The Desperate offers a provocative reflection on the relationship between justice and mercy. 32 minutes.

#501583D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Corrie ten Boom

When Nazi forces invaded Holland in 1940 and began rounding up Jews, Corrie ten Boom, her sister Betsie, and their elderly father risked their lives to save as many as possible. Corrie and Betsie were sent to the notorious concentration camp at Ravensbruck where they suffered relentless cruelty. Featuring an interview with Pam Rosewell Moore, Corrie’s longtime assistant, and scenes filmed in the ten Boom house in Holland where the actual events took place, Corrie ten Boom: A Faith Undefeated recounts this unforgettable story for a new generation. 55 minutes (EST, SPT).

#501550D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Hidden in Silence

A true story as heartbreaking and inspiring as Schindler’s List. This is the true story of a young woman’s selfless commitment and unwavering resolve in the face of war. Rated PG-13. 90 minutes. "This DVD includes three additional movies, which we find objectionable and do NOT recommend.

#23304D, $12.99 $5.00

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
The Dawn of War
The Dawn of War: The Early Battles of WWII takes viewers to the front lines of the European, the Pacific, and the African theatres of the deadliest conflict in human history. Entire hours are devoted to the rise of the Axis powers, the horrific battle over Stalingrad, the diplomatic pleas and military ambuses that would unite the Allies, and much more. 9 hours, 34 minutes.

#50970D, $29.99 $9.99

The Fight for Freedom
This series takes us to the front lines of the European, the Pacific, and the African theatres of the deadliest conflict in human history. Hours are devoted to the great battles that would define the era and the devastating conclusion that would introduce the world to the terrible possibilities that exist with atomic weaponry. 8 hours, 43 minutes.

#50978D, $29.99 $9.99

Victory at Sea
This 26-episode program chronicles naval warfare during World War II. Includes bonus disc: America’s Wars—over five hours of gripping war documentaries from the Revolutionary War, the Civil War, WWI, the Korean War, and Vietnam, as well as the feature-length documentary about WWII, True Glory. 16 hours, 37 minutes total.

#52824D, $29.99 $9.99

BEST VALUE!

WWII: America Joins the Fight
This seven-disc set includes all three collections pictured above: The Dawn of War: The Early Battles of WWII, The Fight for Freedom, and Victory at Sea: The Complete 26-Episode Series Plus 6 Bonus War Documentary Programs. Hours of rare and authentic archive footage will help you to see history as you’ve never seen it before. Seven discs, 39 hours total.

#89128D, $39.99 SALE! $12.99

The Scarlet and the Black
This outstanding film tells the thrilling true story of an Irish priest in the Vatican who organizes an underground network in Rome to hide the Jews and others from the Nazis during World War II. Gregory Peck stars as Msgr. Hugh O’Flaherty, who uses disguises to do his dangerous work and hide from the ruthless Nazi commander. Also starring Christopher Plummer and Sir John Gielgud. Two hours.

#1395D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

The Little Riders
When the Germans start crossing over the border and her mother is killed in Rotterdam, young Joanne is thrown headlong into the restrictions of Nazi occupation. Joanne reaches her breaking point when it appears that The Little Riders, a group of statues held near to the hearts of local villagers, may become the next victims of war—a sacrifice this brave little girl simply cannot fathom. Widescreen. 97 minutes.

#30814D, $19.99 SALE! $7.99

Hitler: The Rise of Evil
Robert Carlyle portrays Adolf Hitler, the most feared figure of his time and the focus of this Emmy-winning miniseries. Carlyle embodies a pure evil that no history book could ever describe and deep hatred rooted in the soul of a dangerous man. Starring Liev Schreiber, Julianna Margulies, Jena Malone, Matthew Modine, Peter O’Toole, Stockard Channing, and Peter Stormare. Not recommended for children. Widescreen, 187 minutes. Includes four bonus documentaries: Hitler Stole My Ideas; The Battle of Germany: The Final Act; Hitler’s Religion; and The Battle of Berlin: Death of a City.

#21624D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
Guadalupe: A Living Image

December, 1531, Mexico. The Virgin Mary appears to Juan Diego, a humble Indian peasant. At first, no one believes him. On the Virgin’s request, he wraps some Castilian roses in his cloak. The roses had mysteriously bloomed on the barren rock at his feet. Juan Diego is given an audience with his Bishop to tell his amazing story. When he meets the Bishop, he opens his cloak to a miraculous scene — the image of the Virgin is impressed upon it. The image is extraordinarily real. Centuries later, the results of scientific analysis are amazing. In the Virgin’s eyes the thirteen figures who witnessed the miracle are visible. The stars on her cloak are positioned exactly as they were in the skies on the day of the miracle. 52 minutes.

What Catholics Really Believe

A fabulously insightful, illuminating, and, at times, entertaining dialogue between Dr. Ray Guarendi and Rev. Kevin Fete as they explore the common misunderstandings of Catholicism. With a mixture of history, doctrine, and fun debate, they mine what is often overlooked. Far from two guys’ opinions, the programs quote extensively from Scripture, the Catechism of the Catholic Church, and writings from Early Church Fathers. This series is great as a gift for your Church’s Religious Education department or library, for homeschools, formal religious education classes, and personal study. 13 episodes on two DVDs. 6 hours total.

Why Be Catholic?

Dr. Ray Guarendi is an esteemed child psychologist and author. On this DVD, Dr. Ray relates the story of his return to Catholicism after ten years as an Evangelical Protestant. Christian apologetics has never been so entertaining, or logical. 55 minutes plus bonus features, including two audio CDs and optional English subtitles.

Finding Fatima

Produced by the award-winning filmmakers of the highly acclaimed feature film The 13th Day, this is a powerful and in-depth documentary that combines archival footage, dramatic reenactments, original interviews with Fatima experts, and stunning visuals to tell the whole story of the apparitions of Our Lady of Fatima. With high production values and a beautiful look, this compelling documentary by artists and filmmakers Ian and Dominic Higgins presents all the crucial details about the appearances and messages of Our Lady in Fatima in 1917, a message of prayer, penance, and conversion that is desperately needed in our modern world. From the initial apparitions of the Angel who prepared the children for Our Lady’s coming, to the Miracle of the Sun, including moving film footage from The 13th Day, this illuminating and inspiring film will impact all those who see it to personally take heed of the critical messages of Our Lady of Fatima. 90 minutes.

Catholic Ireland

Long known as the “land of saints and scholars,” Ireland has cultivated a vibrant faith life for hundreds of years. In spite of growing trends of global secularization, it still boasts a culture suffused with devotion to Christ and His Church. In this magazine-style program you’ll encounter the living faith of its people as you visit its shrines and churches, see unique expressions of its culture, hear interviews with its religious leaders, and much more. This is a journey you will not want to miss! Three-disc set, 5 hours total.

The Shortest Way Home

The Shortest Way Home: C.S. Lewis & Mere Christianity is an introductory review to Lewis’s classic work on issues of faith and reason. Viewers will find honest discussion and helpful insights to the tough questions asked by believers and skeptics alike, including: How do we know right from wrong? If a good God made the world, why has it gone wrong? Why did God give us free will to choose to do good and evil? Those who journey to the heart of Lewis’s most famous apologetic work will find that the longest way round—the hard way of discipleship, of learning to truly love God and man—is the shortest, and only way home. 60 minutes (E+2).
Blue Collar Apologetics
Have you ever been approached by a non-Catholic friend with a theological question you couldn’t answer? That doesn’t have to happen again. John Martignoni, President of the Bible Christian Society, shares his no-nonsense, fool-proof methods for defending the Catholic faith—it’s apologetics for the average person. 2-disc set, approximately 150 minutes.

DOC #97521D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99

The Francis Effect
From the moment he appeared on the balcony of St. Peter’s Basilica, Pope Francis won the hearts of the people. With characteristic humility, simplicity, and closeness to the poor, he has initiated a fundamental reform of the Vatican’s government, challenged a “globalization of indifference,” and become the most talked about person in the world. The Francis Effect takes a critical and in-depth look at how one man has quickly changed the face of Catholicism at a moment when no one really expected it. 72 minutes.

DOC #205799D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Powers and Dominions
This film explores the spiritual world, that very real but unseen realm: God, the human soul, angels, demons (fallen angels), spiritual warfare, demonic possession and exorcism, the dangers of the new age movement and the occult, and much more. Featuring well-known speakers and authors Steve Ray, Fr. Andrew Pinsent, Fr. Marcus Holden, Joanna Bogle, Fr. Jeremy Davies, and Fr. Behruz Rafat, this film offers an insightful presentation about the reality of the powers and dominions of the spiritual world. Widescreen, 55 minutes.

DOC #101016D, $19.99

7 Secrets of the Eucharist
This compelling presentation by Vinny Flynn will forever change your view of the Eucharist. It will give you a whole new understanding of the Mass, a new appreciation of the way Jesus is present in this sacrament, and a new awareness that the Eucharist is not just about receiving Communion, it’s about transforming your daily life. 76 minutes.

DOC #40712D, $14.99

The Way of St. James
Over the lovely “Camino de Santiago,” lies the Way of St. James—the ancient route from the Pyrenees to the ancient shrine of Santiago de Compostela. This documentary follows the journey of several pilgrims who differ in culture and religious faith, united only by a mysterious attraction towards the same spiritual destination. Across breathtaking landscapes, we experience a journey that is at once concrete, mystical, and metaphorical in a continued alternation between past and present, between the history and legends that have fashioned the destiny of the Way of St. James. This ancient route that concludes at the shrine where St. James the Apostle is buried is the most famous Christian pilgrimage in the world. Now you can take this ancient journey through this beautifully produced film. 105 minutes.

DOC #101003D, $19.99

No Turning Back: Confessions of a Catholic Priest
Donald Calloway was raised without any religion or a father figure. Satisfaction of the senses became his rule of life that escalated to a life of crime and an involvement with the Japanese Mafia. During this time, his mother became Catholic and fervently prayed for her son. He finally reached a breaking point when he discovered a book on Marian apparitions and devoted its powerful message of repentance. Here is the story of his inspiring and unforgettable journey. 90 minutes.

DOC #98616D, $19.99 NOW! $16.99

The Splendor of the Church
Prepare to fall in love with Christ and His Church all over again! Rediscover what it is about the Church that sets her apart from all denominations, how the Catholic Church is the “family of God,” what the theme of the Mystery of Christ is, how faith means obedience to the truth taught by the Church, what it takes to be a saint, and much more. Hosted by Dr. Scott Hahn, Ph.D. 84 minutes.

DOC #58877D, $19.99
Engaging Documentaries

Stalingrad Madonna
In 1942, Russian troops fight to hold off the advancing German Army at Stalingrad. In his frozen foxhole, German staff physician and Protestant pastor, Kurt Reuber, creates a simple charcoal drawing of the Virgin Mary and the Christ child. At the bottom of the drawing he writes an inscription, “Licht, Leben, Liebe” (“Light, Life, Love”). After the German loss, Reuber became a prisoner of war and died in a Russian prison camp in 1944. However, his drawing, which has become known as the Stalingrad Madonna, was flown out on the last German transport plane to leave the Russian front. After the war, copies of the drawing were hung in Volgograd (formerly Stalingrad), Berlin, and Coventry, England. It has become a symbol of peace and forgiveness between nations. This documentary tells the story of the Stalingrad Madonna and how it continues to serve as a motivation for reconciliation between nations. 47 minutes. (E6).

Religious Mysteries
Volume One
Three films, 150 minutes total:
The Secret of Bernadette — An exploration into the apparitions of Our Lady of Lourdes and the character and holiness of St. Bernadette.
The Pope of Mercy — The story of the deep relationship between Pope John Paul II and St. Faustina Kowalska.
The Lost Ark — Journey to Ethiopia in search of the Ark of the Covenant.

Religious Mysteries: Vol. 2
The Houses of the Virgin Mary, The Road to Compostela, and Children of the Prophecy. Three films, 120 minutes total.

Defeating the Devil
This powerful film describes the origin of the evil spirit, the devil’s descent, and his interruption in the world from the temptation of Adam and Eve to the present day. The devil’s powers, his tactics, objectives, and limitations, are discussed by several renowned experts in the field of demonic phenomena, including the most famous of all, Fr. Gabriele Amorth, the Official Exorcist of the Diocese of Rome and author of perhaps the definitive scholarly work on demonology. We discover how the devil works, by using temptation, curses, infestations, hexes... and possession. We learn what his preferred victims are like and how they fall in his traps. We also explore the world of spiritualism, Tarot cards, astrology, Satanism, and other occult practices. The Dark Side... that which is vanquished by the light of faith in Christ who is more powerful than all evil. 55 minutes (S).

Rosary for the World
Rosary for the World is a prayerful, reflective meditation on all 20 mysteries of the Rosary including the Luminous Mysteries. The CAI Television team traveled to Lourdes, France, and ten other countries throughout the world to capture in HD the amazing images of some of the world’s most Holy Cathedrals, Basilsicas, Missions, Churches, Chapels, and Gardens that are the spectacular visuals for each mystery of the Rosary. Includes behind the scenes and special features with EWTN featured guests Fr. Doug Lorig, Fr. Julio Gonzalez, Fernando Bimonte, and Emmy award-winning producer/director Dan J.P. Ciernia. 120 minutes.

500 Years of Saint Peter’s
April 18, 1506 saw the beginning of the end for the almost 1,200-year-old St. Peter’s Basilica on the Vatican Hill in Rome. On this day, under the supervision of the chief architect Donato Bramante, the foundation stone was laid for a new St. Peter’s Basilica. In a sequence of bitter power struggles, shattering defeats, and glorious triumphs, Bramante, Sangallo, Raphael, Michelangelo, Maderno, and Bernini created this world famous center of the Roman Catholic Church. Here is an intriguing program that shows how St. Peter’s Basilica was built with many struggles and triumphs. We discover how the Basilica was built, by using temptation, curses, infestations, hexes... and possession. We also explore the world of spiritualism, Tarot cards, astrology, Satanism, and other occult practices. The Dark Side... that which is vanquished by the light of faith in Christ who is more powerful than all evil. 55 minutes (S).

To order, call 1-800-476-2492 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Father Robert Barron is one of the great spiritual teachers of our time who can clearly explain what the Church believes and why. He was recently appointed Auxiliary Bishop of Los Angeles by Pope Francis.

**Seven Deadly Sins, Seven Lively Virtues**
Join Bishop Robert Barron for this engaging presentation concerning the seven deadly sins, those great spiritual blocks that inhibit our flourishing in relationship with God and one another. Bishop Barron shows us how to counteract these seven sinful patterns through a conscious process of opposition, which are the “seven lively virtues.” The seven lively virtues offer antidotes to each sin and help set us on the right path to healing and happiness. 112 minutes (EST, S, SST).

**Priest, Prophet, King**
Using biblical insights and engaging stories, Father Barron affirms that we see Jesus most clearly through the lens of the Old Testament. Through this presentation, you will better understand Jesus, become more familiar with Scripture, and realize your own mission. 137 minutes.

**Conversion**
Following the Call of Christ
Father Robert Barron presents biblical stories of true conversion. They were people just like you who were called by Christ to become better: Bartimaeus, The Man Born Blind, The Rich Young Man, The Calling of Matthew, Jonah, The Woman at the Well, and Journey of the Magi. 120 minutes total.

**Untold Blessing**
Rev. Robert E. Barron paints a beautiful and mysterious image of what it takes to be a follower of “the One who is Jesus Christ.” The greatest calling for all of us is to be a saint. Our ultimate path to holiness is full of untold blessing. 126 minutes.

**Catholicism: Five-DVD Set**
Journey with acclaimed author, speaker, and theologian Bishop Robert Barron to more than 50 locations throughout 15 countries. From the sacred lands of Israel to the beating heart of Uganda... from the glorious shrines of Italy, France, and Spain, to the streets of Mexico, Kolkata, and New York City, the fullness of Catholicism is revealed. Journey deep into the faith as you watch each episode. Mike Leonard, a veteran NBC Today Show correspondent and acclaimed filmmaker, is the Executive Producer of this groundbreaking series. The boxed set includes five DVDs, each containing two episodes running 50-60 minutes each. 600 minutes total (EST, SST).

**Catholicism: The New Evangelization**
Catholicism: The New Evangelization takes us on a fascinating tour to witness examples of new methods of evangelization in action. Four discs, six hours total.

**Conversion**
Following the Call of Christ
Father Robert Barron presents biblical stories of true conversion. They were people just like you who were called by Christ to become better: Bartimaeus, The Man Born Blind, The Rich Young Man, The Calling of Matthew, Jonah, The Woman at the Well, and Journey of the Magi. 120 minutes total.

**Eucharist**
Bishop Barron offers inspiring insights into the mystery of Christ’s presence in our lives and the centrality of the Eucharist as an important part of that presence. So many believers do not understand the mystery of the Eucharist, which Vatican II said is the “source and summit of the Christian life.” This fresh look at the Eucharist brings to light its reality as sacred meal, the sacrifice necessary for communion with God, and the real presence of Christ. 77 minutes (EST, S, SST).

**Seven Deadly Sins, Seven Lively Virtues**
Join Bishop Robert Barron for this engaging presentation concerning the seven deadly sins, those great spiritual blocks that inhibit our flourishing in relationship with God and one another. Bishop Barron shows us how to counteract these seven sinful patterns through a conscious process of opposition, which are the “seven lively virtues.” The seven lively virtues offer antidotes to each sin and help set us on the right path to healing and happiness. 112 minutes (EST, S, SST).

**Priest, Prophet, King**
Using biblical insights and engaging stories, Father Barron affirms that we see Jesus most clearly through the lens of the Old Testament. Through this presentation, you will better understand Jesus, become more familiar with Scripture, and realize your own mission. 137 minutes.

**Conversion**
Following the Call of Christ
Father Robert Barron presents biblical stories of true conversion. They were people just like you who were called by Christ to become better: Bartimaeus, The Man Born Blind, The Rich Young Man, The Calling of Matthew, Jonah, The Woman at the Well, and Journey of the Magi. 120 minutes total.

**Untold Blessing**
Rev. Robert E. Barron paints a beautiful and mysterious image of what it takes to be a follower of “the One who is Jesus Christ.” The greatest calling for all of us is to be a saint. Our ultimate path to holiness is full of untold blessing. 126 minutes.

**Catholicism: Five-DVD Set**
Journey with acclaimed author, speaker, and theologian Bishop Robert Barron to more than 50 locations throughout 15 countries. From the sacred lands of Israel to the beating heart of Uganda... from the glorious shrines of Italy, France, and Spain, to the streets of Mexico, Kolkata, and New York City, the fullness of Catholicism is revealed. Journey deep into the faith as you watch each episode. Mike Leonard, a veteran NBC Today Show correspondent and acclaimed filmmaker, is the Executive Producer of this groundbreaking series. The boxed set includes five DVDs, each containing two episodes running 50-60 minutes each. 600 minutes total (EST, SST).

**Catholicism: The New Evangelization**
Catholicism: The New Evangelization takes us on a fascinating tour to witness examples of new methods of evangelization in action. Four discs, six hours total.

**Conversion**
Following the Call of Christ
Father Robert Barron presents biblical stories of true conversion. They were people just like you who were called by Christ to become better: Bartimaeus, The Man Born Blind, The Rich Young Man, The Calling of Matthew, Jonah, The Woman at the Well, and Journey of the Magi. 120 minutes total.

**Eucharist**
Bishop Barron offers inspiring insights into the mystery of Christ’s presence in our lives and the centrality of the Eucharist as an important part of that presence. So many believers do not understand the mystery of the Eucharist, which Vatican II said is the “source and summit of the Christian life.” This fresh look at the Eucharist brings to light its reality as sacred meal, the sacrifice necessary for communion with God, and the real presence of Christ. 77 minutes (EST, S, SST).

**Seven Deadly Sins, Seven Lively Virtues**
Join Bishop Robert Barron for this engaging presentation concerning the seven deadly sins, those great spiritual blocks that inhibit our flourishing in relationship with God and one another. Bishop Barron shows us how to counteract these seven sinful patterns through a conscious process of opposition, which are the “seven lively virtues.” The seven lively virtues offer antidotes to each sin and help set us on the right path to healing and happiness. 112 minutes (EST, S, SST).

**Priest, Prophet, King**
Using biblical insights and engaging stories, Father Barron affirms that we see Jesus most clearly through the lens of the Old Testament. Through this presentation, you will better understand Jesus, become more familiar with Scripture, and realize your own mission. 137 minutes.

**Conversion**
Following the Call of Christ
Father Robert Barron presents biblical stories of true conversion. They were people just like you who were called by Christ to become better: Bartimaeus, The Man Born Blind, The Rich Young Man, The Calling of Matthew, Jonah, The Woman at the Well, and Journey of the Magi. 120 minutes total.

**Untold Blessing**
Rev. Robert E. Barron paints a beautiful and mysterious image of what it takes to be a follower of “the One who is Jesus Christ.” The greatest calling for all of us is to be a saint. Our ultimate path to holiness is full of untold blessing. 126 minutes.

**Catholicism: Five-DVD Set**
Journey with acclaimed author, speaker, and theologian Bishop Robert Barron to more than 50 locations throughout 15 countries. From the sacred lands of Israel to the beating heart of Uganda... from the glorious shrines of Italy, France, and Spain, to the streets of Mexico, Kolkata, and New York City, the fullness of Catholicism is revealed. Journey deep into the faith as you watch each episode. Mike Leonard, a veteran NBC Today Show correspondent and acclaimed filmmaker, is the Executive Producer of this groundbreaking series. The boxed set includes five DVDs, each containing two episodes running 50-60 minutes each. 600 minutes total (EST, SST).

**Catholicism: The New Evangelization**
Catholicism: The New Evangelization takes us on a fascinating tour to witness examples of new methods of evangelization in action. Four discs, six hours total.

**Conversion**
Following the Call of Christ
Father Robert Barron presents biblical stories of true conversion. They were people just like you who were called by Christ to become better: Bartimaeus, The Man Born Blind, The Rich Young Man, The Calling of Matthew, Jonah, The Woman at the Well, and Journey of the Magi. 120 minutes total.

**Eucharist**
Bishop Barron offers inspiring insights into the mystery of Christ’s presence in our lives and the centrality of the Eucharist as an important part of that presence. So many believers do not understand the mystery of the Eucharist, which Vatican II said is the “source and summit of the Christian life.” This fresh look at the Eucharist brings to light its reality as sacred meal, the sacrifice necessary for communion with God, and the real presence of Christ. 77 minutes (EST, S, SST).

Prices in this catalog are subject to change.
Reflections for People with Cancer

This series of meditations with Dr. Ken Curtis, founder and former president of Vision Video and Christian History Institute, is based on a holistic approach to coping with cancer. While made particularly for people facing the crisis of cancer, the reflections are relevant for anyone wanting to apply these Scripture passages to their lives. All episodes are available with optional English subtitles and include a PDF study guide (also available online).

Psalm 23 - In this video, Ken went to Israel to be with the shepherds, travel “through the valley of the shadow of death,” and enjoy the healing powers of the green pastures and still waters. 13 eight-minute segments. - #501093D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

The Lord’s Prayer - Join Ken on this journey into the world of The Lord’s Prayer from locations important in the life of Jesus. When the prayer is grasped and uttered from the heart, it will change us. Ten 8-minute segments. - #501260D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

The Beatitudes - Join Ken as he visits fascinating sites in Israel, among them the location said to be where Jesus gave the Beatitudes, and explores the richness and depth of the Beatitudes and challenges us to find blessedness out of our brokenness. Ten segments, 8-10 minutes each. #501372D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

All 3 Reflections DVDs for $24.99, Item #98108D - SAVE $20

We offer quantity discounts on these DVDs if you plan to give them away (not for resale).

2-4, $8.99 each • 5-9, $7.99 each • 10-24, $6.99 each • 25-49, $4.99 each • 50+, $3.99 each

Stretch and Pray

While on his pilgrimage trek through Thailand, Murray Finck discovered the benefits of daily stretching and quiet prayer. On the physical level, after only one week, the chronic back pain that had plagued him for twenty years disappeared. On a spiritual level, the poses deepened his prayer experiences. A companion to Murray D. Finck’s popular Stretch and Pray book, this helpful DVD features Pastor Finck guiding you through forty gentle stretches, movements, and postures to improve physical and spiritual well-being. Great for individual use or with small exercise and prayer groups. 25 minutes.

DVD - #501656D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99
Stretch and Pray book - #65137, $12.99 $10.99

In the Wildflowers

Abridged Version

Women who have endured sexual abuse relate their stories and share the ongoing healing and hope that comes as they discover the love of God and their identity in Christ. Also includes insightful commentary from leading Christian counselors and experts on sexual trauma, including John Eldredge and Dr. Diane Langberg. 55 minutes (EST).

#501657D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Plain Talk About Alzheimer’s Disease

This program provides an invaluable introduction to this progressive and incurable brain disease. Two parts: “Alzheimer’s and Related Dementia,” and “Wandering,” 61 minutes total.

#501295D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

The Daniel Plan in Action

The Daniel Plan in Action is a 40-day fitness system with an innovative approach to creating a healthy lifestyle, rooted and framed by five life areas: faith, food, fitness, focus, and friends. Three expert instructors lead the variety of inspiring workouts with a strong backbone of faith and community, complemented by a soundtrack of exclusive Christian music. This four-session system focuses on an abundance of healthy choices offering you the encouragement and inspiration you need to succeed.

You’ll see a dramatic improvement in your physical health by getting stronger, leaner, more toned, and fit. And, with the guidance of pastor Rick Warren, a dramatic improvement in your emotional and spiritual health too. All in just 40 days! Includes a Quick Start Guide, a Workout Calendar, and a Nutrition Guide. 134 minutes.

#43938D, $24.99 SALE! $9.99

Health and Recovery

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
**Science and Creation**

**Darwin’s Dilemma**
This film looks back to the origin of complex living organisms. This stunning exploration of the Cambrian fossil record reveals the sudden emergence of animals in an eye-blink of geological time — a revelation that stands in direct contradiction to Darwin’s theory of evolution through small, gradual steps. 72 minutes.

#106309D, $19.99  **SALE! $11.99**

**The Privileged Planet**
Many scientists and philosophers have claimed that Earth is an ordinary speck of dust adrift, without purpose or significance, in a vast cosmic sea. Yet current astronomical evidence seems to suggest just the opposite. The same factors that make a planet like Earth hospitable to life also provide the best conditions for scientific discovery. Through stunning computer animation, interviews with leading scientists, and spectacular images of earth and the cosmos, The Privileged Planet explores a connection between our capacity to survive and our ability to observe and understand the universe. 60 minutes.

#20749D, $19.99  **SALE! $11.99**

**Unlocking the Mystery of Life**
This DVD presents the scientific case for intelligent design based upon the latest discoveries in molecular biology. Through stunning computer animation, you’ll travel into the nucleus of the living cell to encounter the most efficient information processing system in the universe — the DNA molecule and its genetic code. 67 minutes.

#2239D, $19.99  **SALE! $11.99**

**The Intelligent Design Collection**
Includes Darwin’s Dilemma, Unlocking the Mystery of Life, and The Privileged Planet.

3-Disc Set - #20109D, $24.99  **$19.99**

**Our Fascinating Universe**
How did the universe come into being? What role do human beings play in it? Are we alone in the universe? Was it pure chance that brought us into being, or is there a higher Being behind it all? Featuring stunning space telescope images and captivating insights from leading scientists and theologians, including Alister McGrath and John C. Lennox, Our Fascinating Universe will take you on a journey into greater understanding. Includes 55-minute and 35-minute versions, plus 40 minutes of bonus material (interviews and music clip).

#501495D, $19.99  **SALE! $9.99**

6-Disc Set - #703838D, $39.99  **$19.99**

**The Wonders of God’s Creation**
This DVD collection presents the beauty, wonder, and miracle of God’s creation. Combining spectacular photography with decades of research, the series unlocks many of the mysteries of the universe, giving the viewer an even deeper appreciation for God’s infinite power, wisdom, and everlasting love. The six programs are Planet Earth, Animal Kingdom, Human Life, Whirling Winds, Thundering Earth and Roaring Waters, and The Milky Way and Our Solar System. Over 10 hours total.

**Journeys to the Edge of Creation**
Join scientists in this quest for discovery, enhanced by amazing tools of astronomy that draw the deepest regions of space into a clearer focus than at any other time in history. The two programs are Our Solar System and The Milky Way and Beyond. 80 minutes.

2-Disc Set - #67252D, $14.99  **$11.99**

**King of Creation**
King of Creation transports you to magnificent locations around our beautiful planet and universe for an unforgettable encounter with the maker of heaven and earth. Beloved scripture from Old and New Testaments is underscored by poignant renditions of enduring hymns. Eight segments, 40 minutes total.

#11149D, $9.99  **SALE! $7.99**

Order online at www.VisionVideo.com
Science and Creation

Creation or Evolution?
Can the Bible’s account of creation be reconciled with modern scientific fact? How did so many life-forms come into existence? This carefully researched video sheds light on the debate. Whether you’re a parent, teacher, student or are simply curious, you’ll appreciate the candid, informative, Christian perspective and analysis of both the geological record and the biblical account of creation. 58 minutes (EST).

#500874D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

Origin
Design, Chance, and the First Life on Earth
Today, most researchers insist life arose through simple chemistry that—without direction or plan—transformed inanimate matter into the first living cell. In Origin, you’ll travel through a molecular universe to encounter extraordinary biological engineering fundamental to the survival of every organism that has ever existed. Engineering that points clearly to intelligence and mind. 47 minutes.

#33311D, $19.99

Philosophy, Science, and the God Debate
Many people believe that science disproves the existence of God, thanks to high profile scientists such as Prof. Richard Dawkins and Prof. Stephen Hawking. But many other scientists and academics of the highest caliber are challenging this assault on faith. Among them are three top Oxford professors: Alister McGrath, John Lennox, and Keith Ward. This series of discussions covers a range of subjects in eight 20-minute programs.

2-Disc Set - #501404D, $24.99 $12.99

On the Wings of the Monarch
The Monarch, known as the king of butterflies, goes through four life cycles: the egg, the larvae (caterpillar), the pupa (chrysalis), and the adult butterfly. In March and April, the eggs are laid on the milkweed plants in North America. However, Monarch butterflies cannot survive cold weather, so they migrate in October or sooner to Mexico and Southern California. Monarch butterflies are the only insects that travel 2,500 miles away from their birthplace. Learn more about Monarch butterflies in this beautifully filmed documentary. 50 minutes.

#704380D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

The Design of Life
Introducing the special collector’s edition set of the internationally acclaimed documentaries: Living Waters: Intelligent Design in the Oceans of the Earth, Flight: The Genius of Birds (available separately below), and Metamorphosis: The Beauty and Design of Butterflies (available separately below). Together, they explore fascinating evidence for intelligent design, while confronting the myth of Darwinian evolution that has long dominated the scientific establishment. Photographed in North and South America, Europe, Greenland, and Antarctica, they combine stunning images and computer animation with cutting-edge research and original music to reveal the truth about the origin, beauty, and diversity of life on earth. 192 minutes.

#16789D, $24.99

God of Wonders
Join us on a journey of discovery as we explore the Creator’s handiwork and what His creation reveals about His character. Survey the unimaginable size of the universe and ponder the vast energy present in all matter. Examine the water molecule essential to all life and discover how God combines these molecules to form beautiful and symmetrical snow crystals. Learn about the incredible complexity of DNA and the miraculous workings of the tiny seed. From the functional design of birds to the transformation of butterflies, these and many other features of creation are highlighted in this visually stunning presentation. 85 minutes.

#89373D, $19.99 SALE! $11.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Fascinating Biographies

Sue Thomas: Nothing but the Truth
Diagnosed as totally deaf at the age of 18 months, Sue Thomas nevertheless went on to a successful career in the FBI. Her exploits were dramatized in the popular TV series, “Sue Thomas F.B.Eye.” As an international speaker, Sue has shared the story of God’s power to use her mightily in spite of tremendous obstacles. Now, Sue tells of her inner struggle to come to terms with her deafness. What did it take to bring Sue to a place of full surrender at the cross? Sue’s message is a personal call to “homecoming” for those who struggle to find their place in God’s plan. It is also a call to the church to turn from the distracting noise of popular culture and return to her first love. 55 minutes + extras (EII).

#501452D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Sue Thomas: Breaking the Sound Barrier
Sue Thomas tells her life story with special focus on the early years: being labeled a “dummy” in elementary school, her mother’s efforts to instill in her a love of music, Sue’s ice skating prowess, and the beginning of her FBI career. See how her loving parents taught Sue that with God’s help she could break through the Sound Barrier. 60 minutes. (EII).

#4702D, $14.99 SALE! $8.99

Nothing But the Truth and Breaking the Sound Barrier DVDs, only $14.99. Use item #97845D

Our People
This is the story of William and Catherine Booth and how they took God’s love to the poor. William Booth observed neglected, ragged children, drunken women, unemployed men, and prostitutes plying their trade. He decided, “These will be our people.” What followed makes an enthralling story of spiritual passion, courage, and faith leading to the birth of The Salvation Army. This DVD features historians and storytellers, voice artists, period music, over 500 images, rare archival footage, and recordings of two Booth grandchildren. 74 minutes (EII, S, SII).

#501342D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

The Gift of Hope
Although he has no arms, his spirit soars, inspiring others with his music and his courage. Tony Meléndez may have been born without arms, but that hasn’t stopped him from enjoying life to the fullest. Tony was born with this birth defect as a result of his mother’s taking the prescription drug Thalidomide. Today he is known around the world for playing the guitar with his feet. In this program we meet Tony and see him perform in many locations. After hearing his inspiring story, you’ll understand why he has appeared on numerous television shows including “Good Morning America,” “The Today Show,” “The 700 Club,” and many more. 45 minutes.

#4858D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Sue Thomas: Nothing But the Truth and Breaking the Sound Barrier DVDs, only $14.99. Use item #97845D

David Livingstone
In the early nineteenth century, Dr. David Livingstone took the Gospel to Africa. As a medical doctor he treated the sick, earning him the necessary trust and respect to teach the love of Christ which many Africans freely embraced. Then Livingstone turned his attention to exploration, seeing this work as much a spiritual calling as traditional missionary work. Facing danger and sickness, he forged routes deep into the African interior, sparking the imagination of many who would follow. Livingstone’s commitment and eventual martyrdom helped bring an end to the slave trade and opened a continent to the Gospel. Discover the story of David Livingstone and see how faith and sacrifice can change the world. 59 minutes.

#501458D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
Fascinating Biographies

Francis: Pope from the New World
Francis: Pope from the New World unveils the personality, passion, and extraordinary faith of the new Pope. Shot on location in Buenos Aires and featuring interviews with close friends, collaborators, and his biographer, this documentary film traces the remarkable rise of Jorge Mario Bergoglio. From growing up surrounded by soccer games and tango music to his defense of the poor and marginalized of Buenos Aires during his time as Archbishop, this film explores the abiding compassion and unwavering resolve of a priest, a bishop, and now a Pope seeking to bring the Church to the frontiers of society. 51 minutes.

#205569D, $24.99 SALE! $14.99

Solanus Casey: Priest, Porter, Prophet
This film explores the heroic life of Father Solanus Casey, who was relegated to doing little more than being a simple doorman in his monastery. But God would transform the role his superiors assigned him, appointing it a far greater significance to be continued even beyond his earthly life, that of prophet, healer, and intercessor. A gripping story of this priest's simple and unshakable faith in God's goodness unfolds through interviews with his friends, colleagues, eyewitnesses, biographers, and those direct recipients of his healing and prophecy. Rare film footage and historical photographs are included with actual footage from the exhumation of this exemplary Servant of God. 90 minutes.

#101029D, $19.99

Father Placido Cortese
In 1944, a 37-year-old Italian priest named Father Placido Cortese exited the Basilica of St. Antonio in Padua and got into a waiting car which then drove away. He was never seen again. It was World War II and Father Cortese played a vital role in an underground resistance network ultimately responsible for saving hundreds of lives. Using a secret Vatican fund, Cortese rescued Jews, Slovenians, Croatians, and Americans from the hands of Italy’s Fascist regime and from their Nazi allies. This documentary tells the story of their heroic efforts and of Father Cortese’s disappearance. Through eyewitness accounts and official records, we learn about the young priest’s abduction by the Gestapo and of his refusal, in the face of brutal torture, to name his collaborators. 64 minutes.

#501528D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Birth of the Franciscans
These fascinating docu-dramas use expert commentary, on-location footage, and dramatic vignettes to trace the origins of the Franciscan movement.

Friar Bernard was the first to join Francis in ministry. Although from a noble family, Bernard was convicted by Francis's vow of poverty. He decided to follow in Francis’s footsteps.

Friar Leo was a cultured man, a priest, and a skilled calligrapher. He joined the Franciscan order and soon became the saint’s confessor and secretary.

St. Clare first heard the preaching of Francis when she was 18 years old. Against her family’s wishes, she became a follower of the monk. Clare later founded the Order of Poor Ladies (commonly known as the Poor Clares), a religious order for women in the Franciscan tradition. Three segments, 100 minutes total (EST, SST).

#501578D, $19.99

Lead Kindly Light
A distinguished theologian, a man who endured many trials, a father of souls, Blessed John Henry Newman (1801 - 1890) remains as relevant today as he was during his lifetime. In this film, Fr. Nicholas Schofield and Fr. Marcus Holden, hosts of several other Ignatius films, present the inspiring story of Newman’s life and visit the places in England where he lived and worked. From London to Oxford, from Littlemore to Birmingham, each reveals an important stage of Newman’s life. Along the way they explore his writings and teachings, his pastoral zeal for his students and parishioners, his journey of conversion to the Catholic faith, and his enduring message for Christians of today. 70 minutes.

#101057D, $19.99

Mary of Nazareth
Unlike any other story about Jesus, this feature-length film traces the life of Mary in her many roles—as mother to Jesus, wife of Joseph, and inspiration to all. Trace the steps of a simple, young girl from Galilee visited by the angel Gabriel who announces to her that she will give birth to a son, Jesus. Watch, from her unique perspective, as Jesus teaches, heals, and ministers, only to be later betrayed, humiliated, and finally crucified by the very people He came to save. 120 minutes.

#3421D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

To order, call 1-800-476-2492 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Ragman
Based on Walter Wangerin, Jr.’s classic short story of unconditional love and self-sacrifice. Businessman Will, on his quiet walk to work, meets the mysterious Ragman with his call of “new rags for old!” Will shadows the Ragman as he moves through the city encountering the broken, hopeless people that inhabit it, and he learns about life, hope, and redemption. 18 minutes.

Two Suitcases
Josephine was born in 1869 in Sudan. As a child of seven or eight, she was taken away by Arab slave traders and given the name “Bakhita,” meaning “fortunate,” and then sold no less than five times between 1877 and 1883. She was subjected to beatings which left deep scars on her body. Finally in 1883 she was purchased by an Italian Consulate agent. She later found a new life with the Canossian Sisters. Sister Josephine demonstrated that God’s love is stronger than any humiliation and suffering. Since her death in 1947, many miracles have been attributed to her. She was beatified in 1992 and declared a saint by Pope John Paul II in 2000. Dubbed from Italian. 58 minutes.

Romero

Entertaining Angels
Like many people, Dorothy Day (1897-1980) just wanted to find fulfillment in her life. Here is the dramatic story of how she found it serving New York’s poor and being a voice for the voiceless. Moira Kelly delivers a winsome portrayal of 20 years in Day’s life. Viewer discretion strongly advised. Includes PDF guide. 111 minutes (S, E³⁶, commentaries and bios).

The Reluctant Saint
Maximilian Schell stars as St. Joseph of Cupertino in this amazing, true story of the humble Franciscan friar who rose to sainthood. In the impoverished village of 17th-century Cupertino, Italy, Joseph’s peasant mother convinces the reluctant Abbott (Ricardo Montalban) to accept her son into the monastery. With the support of the kindly local Bishop, and by a series of miraculous incidents, the simple but pious Joseph is ordained a priest. Yet some are convinced that it is the devil, not God, who is responsible for Joseph’s miraculous powers—until a final miracle reveals to all his true sanctity. Includes a 16-page collector’s booklet. 106 minutes.

Hildegard
Hildegard of Bingen was one of the most remarkable women of the Middle Ages—an Abbess and woman of God, a visionary, naturalist, playwright, political moralist, and composer. Born in 1098, she was beset by the most extraordinary religious visions from the age of eight—visions which she wrote down, painted, dramatized, and set to music. 52 minutes.

Padre Pio:
Between Heaven and Earth
Based on the historical records and the personal testimony of his fellow friars, this is the story of the life of the famous stigmatic monk, St. Padre Pio, a contemporary saint who died in 1968. Blessed with incredible spiritual gifts, including healing, bilocation, reading of souls, and the stigmatic wounds, Padre Pio was a powerful witness for Christ. Filmed on location in Italy and starring Michele Placido, this film tells the whole story of the monk from San Giovanni Rotondo, a place where millions of pilgrims now go annually to visit Padre Pio’s grave. Music by legendary Ennio Morricone. Includes a collector’s booklet. 180 minutes.

Get both Bakhita and Two Suitcases for only $29.99, #97942D

After hours, “Audrey,” our automated order taker, is standing by to serve you.
Popular Dramas

Song of Bernadette
The classic film that beautifully portrays the appearance and miracle of Our Lady of Lourdes, and the life of the girl to whom Our Lady appeared, St. Bernadette. With a superb cast including Vincent Price, Lee J. Cobb, and Jennifer Jones, this film won five Academy Awards, including Best Actress for Jones as Bernadette, and Best Score. B&W. 156 minutes. (EST, S, S3).

#98945D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Life for Life: Maximilian Kolbe
Auschwitz, 1941. One of the prisoners, Jan, escapes from the German concentration camp. Thanks to the help of good-hearted people he finds shelter. There Jan hears tragic news about ten random inmates sentenced to death by starvation as a punishment for his escape. Among the convicts is Fr. Maximilian Kolbe, a Franciscan priest who volunteered to die in place of one of the inmates. Jan goes to visit a Franciscan monastery where Fr. Kolbe had been the founder and superior. Through contact with people who knew the priest, Jan wants to learn the motives behind his decision to die for another prisoner, a complete stranger. Though free from Auschwitz, Jan will continue to be confronted by the life of Maximilian Kolbe wherever he goes.

In Polish with English and Spanish subtitles. 90 minutes.

#101049D, $19.99

For Greater Glory
An impassioned group of men and women risk it all as the film’s adventure unfolds against the long-hidden, true story of the 1920s Cristero War, the daring people’s revolt that rocked 20th Century North America. The all-star cast includes Andy Garcia, Peter O’Toole, and more. Rated R for war violence. 150 minutes.

DVD - #82499D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99
DVD/Blu-ray combo - #82554D, $9.99

Popieluszko
Freedom Is Within
The powerful, true story of Blessed Jerzy Popieluszko, the courageous young priest martyr who was the chaplain and spiritual leader of the large Polish trade union, Solidarity, in the 1980s. At 37 years old, Fr. Popieluszko was brutally murdered by Communist agents for his outspoken defense of his people, and proclaiming the Church’s teachings on human rights and the dignity of the human person. Fr. Jerzy was a beacon of hope in those dark days, and his message of truth was devoured by the Polish people after 40 years of oppression. He was harassed, threatened, and imprisoned, but he would not be silenced. He was beatified in 2010. Widescreen, 149 minutes.

#101021D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99

St. Teresa of Avila
Here is a powerful epic mini-series shot on location in Spain that tells the story of one of the most amazing women in history, St. Teresa of Avila. Teresa of Avila was called by God to reform and renew the Carmelite order. She was joined in this work by her spiritual director, St. John of the Cross. This film reveals the conversion that Teresa had to go through to deepen her union with Christ as she endeavored to bring about that same deeper spiritual reform of her Carmelite order. In Spanish with English subtitles. 450 minutes.

(3 discs) - #98363D, $39.99 SALE! $29.99

The Nun's Story
Audrey Hepburn stars as Sister Luke, who is sent as a nurse to the Belgian Congo. But when her father is killed by the Nazis, she realizes she cannot remain true to her vows and returns to “civilian” life. 151 minutes.

#73986D, $14.99

The Shoes of the Fisherman
Anthony Quinn and Laurence Olivier star in this drama about the election of the first Russian Pope and its effect on world peace. 160 minutes.

#51742D, $14.99

The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima
The Warner Brothers production of the appearance of Our Lady to three children at Fatima in 1917. Starring Gilbert Roland. 102 minutes.

#75692D, $19.99

FILMS OF FAITH COLL. • All Three for only $29.99 SALE! $24.99, DVD - #75622D — SAVE $25

To order, call 1-800-476-2492 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Popular Dramas

St. Teresa of the Andes
This beautiful epic mini-series tells the story of a new, young Carmelite saint in the 20th century. St. Teresa of the Andes grew up in a close-knit, upper middle class Catholic family in Santiago, Chile, and was very popular with friends and relatives. She entered Carmel at the age of 19 with a deep spirituality and strong prayer life and died before her 20th birthday. Here is the inspiring story and message of her short life, for which she was canonized by Pope John Paul II in 1993. Starring Pauline Urrutia. In Spanish with English subtitles. 450 minutes on three discs (extras include a special film interview with Fr. Christopher La Rocca, O. Carm., about the life and message of St. Teresa, and a 16-page collector’s booklet).

#900175D, $34.99 SALE! $24.99

Miracle of Marcelino
(1991 Remake)
A heartwarming story set in the 16th century. It is wartime and the friars of a humble monastery find a baby on the doorsteps of an abandoned home. They lovingly raise the baby and name him Marcelino. When he turns 6 years old, a wealthy Count and his wife take Marcelino in, but he remains a very lonely boy. While the count’s home offers luxury, it lacks warmth. Experience the simple faith of an innocent child—who, while recovering, finds comfort in his special friend, the man on the crucifix—and the miracle he inspired. 93 minutes (S, E, extras).

#98750D, $12.99 SALE! $9.99

The 13th Day
The 13th Day dramatizes the true story of three young shepherds who experienced six apparitions of Our Lady between May and October 1917, which culminated into the final prophesized Miracle of the Sun on October 13th. Abducted from their homes, thrown into prison, and interrogated under the threat of death in the government’s attempt to silence them, the children remained true to their story about the crucial messages from Mary of prayer, repentence, and conversion for the world. 85 minutes (S, E, extras include a 16-page collector’s booklet).

#900174D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99

Bernadette
Anniversary Edition
To celebrate the 150th anniversary of the apparitions of Our Lady to Bernadette, here is a new, remastered widescreen special edition of the acclaimed movie, as shown daily at the shrine in Lourdes. Directed by Jean Delannoy, this renowned production of the story of St. Bernadette and the apparitions of Our Lady of Lourdes stars actress Sydney Penny in a beautiful performance as Bernadette, with a cast that is equally superb. 120 minutes (E, ST, EST, many new extras, including a 16-page collector’s booklet and a bonus music CD).

#98738D, $19.99

Kateri
This EWTN original movie presents the life of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha. Orphaned by disease and traumatized by war, Kateri, a young Mohawk maiden, was evangelized by French Catholic missionaries. Responding to the Christlike example of a missionary, Kateri becomes one of her people’s most fervent converts to the Catholic faith in North America, and our nation’s first Native American saint. 90 minutes.

#97518D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99

The Cardinal
Youthful pride. Yearnings of the flesh. Moments of doubt. The courage of conviction. All come into play during a dedicated American’s decades-long rise from priesthood to membership in Catholicism’s elite holy council: the College of Cardinals. The rich storyline embraces interfaith marriage, abortion, racism, and war. Single disc edition. 175 minutes.

#72427D, $14.99

The Last Appeal
Here is the story of Sister Faustina, a peasant girl chosen to bring the message of Mercy to mankind in preparation for The Last Day — The Day of Judgment. The drama unfolds through the revelations and visions of God to Helen Kowalska. The story of Helen vividly brings to light the struggles she went through in the process of delivering the message through the humble life of a nun in a convent in Poland at the beginning of the 20th century. B&W, 35 minutes.


The Miracle of Marcelino
(1991 Remake)
A heartwarming story set in the 16th century. It is wartime and the friars of a humble monastery find a baby on the doorsteps of an abandoned home. They lovingly raise the baby and name him Marcelino. When he turns 6 years old, a wealthy Count and his wife take Marcelino in, but he remains a very lonely boy. While the count’s home offers luxury, it lacks warmth. Experience the simple faith of an innocent child—who, while recovering, finds comfort in his special friend, the man on the crucifix—and the miracle he inspired. 93 minutes (S, E, extras).

#83182D, $12.99 SALE! $9.99

Prices in this catalog are subject to change.
Modern Challenges

**Human Trafficking**

This three-part program exposes the truth about human trafficking, a form of modern-day slavery that ensnares millions worldwide. This program will inform and inspire you to join the fight against this thriving injustice. **Part 1: Profile** gives a brief overview of the problem. Unbelievably, there are more slaves today than at any time in human history. **Part 2: Insatiable** is a 16-minute dramatic film portraying the plight of two young girls who are abducted by traffickers. **Part 3: Discussion** presents human trafficking experts answering the most common questions about the problem. Parents strongly cautioned: This program contains difficult, mature subject matter, some violence, and some graphic language in its realistic depiction of human trafficking. It is intended for adults. 35 minutes.

#501601D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99

**The Pink Room**

_The Pink Room_ tells the story of Mien and other young girls who have been victimized in the unspeakably dark world of child sex slavery. Mien grew up in a small Cambodian village notorious for the trafficking of children. At a young age Mien entered life in a brothel, and her virginity was sold for a high price. Held hostage and raped daily by eager pedophiles, Mien’s sense of self-worth was diminished with each customer. But this is not just a story about the problem… _The Pink Room_ is an inspiring story of restoration as ordinary people become heroes, lives are mended, and Cambodians rise up to take back their country. In a world where it is estimated that over one million children are held captive and sexually abused, a flower blooms in the heart of Cambodia. 57 minutes plus extras (EST).

#501543D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

**Somebody’s Daughter**

Pornography is one of the most difficult moral challenges of our time. Because of the internet with its accessibility, anonymity, and affordability, pornography addictions have risen to epidemic levels. Watch and listen as three men and a husband and wife share their intensely personal struggle of how pornography crept in and ravaged their lives. From abuser to victim, its introduction seemed harmless but proved to be an infectious destroyer. The groundbreaking DVD/CD, _Somebody’s Daughter_, confronts the darkness and lies of this alluring vice with compelling honesty and hope. 62 minutes (EST).

#501284D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

**Find Me**

Thousands of Chinese children now find themselves in the homes of families across America. With great love and personal sacrifice, people adopt these precious little ones, bringing them home to love them and raise them as their own. We see these children in our neighborhoods and communities. While many know of families that adopt, few are aware of the veiled back-story. Why do so many Chinese families feel they can’t keep their children? How do parents feel when they leave their sons or daughters behind? Who raises these children? What is it like for orphanage nannies to say goodbye to the children they’ve loved and raised for months... or years? So many unanswered questions. This film follows three families who have answered the quiet cry of China that says, “Find me.” 77 minutes (EST).

#501652D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

**Into My Arms**

This documentary shares the personal stories of five women who chose abortion. In their own words, they bravely share their struggles with remorse and the psychological challenges faced after their decision. Their stories are explored by some of the world’s leading Christian counselors who offer hope for forgiveness, healing, and restoration. It also offers vital information for those considering abortion. Featuring insightful commentary from John Eldredge, Dr. Diane Langberg, Christopher West, Georgette Forney, Theresa Burke, Jan Frank, and others. 58 minutes. (EST).

#501504D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

**Human Trafficking**

This three-part program exposes the truth about human trafficking, a form of modern-day slavery that ensnares millions worldwide. This program will inform and inspire you to join the fight against this thriving injustice. **Part 1: Profile** gives a brief overview of the problem. Unbelievably, there are more slaves today than at any time in human history. **Part 2: Insatiable** is a 16-minute dramatic film portraying the plight of two young girls who are abducted by traffickers. **Part 3: Discussion** presents human trafficking experts answering the most common questions about the problem. Parents strongly cautioned: This program contains difficult, mature subject matter, some violence, and some graphic language in its realistic depiction of human trafficking. It is intended for adults. 35 minutes.

#501601D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99

**The Pink Room**

_The Pink Room_ tells the story of Mien and other young girls who have been victimized in the unspeakably dark world of child sex slavery. Mien grew up in a small Cambodian village notorious for the trafficking of children. At a young age Mien entered life in a brothel, and her virginity was sold for a high price. Held hostage and raped daily by eager pedophiles, Mien’s sense of self-worth was diminished with each customer. But this is not just a story about the problem… _The Pink Room_ is an inspiring story of restoration as ordinary people become heroes, lives are mended, and Cambodians rise up to take back their country. In a world where it is estimated that over one million children are held captive and sexually abused, a flower blooms in the heart of Cambodia. 57 minutes plus extras (EST).

#501543D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

**Somebody’s Daughter**

Pornography is one of the most difficult moral challenges of our time. Because of the internet with its accessibility, anonymity, and affordability, pornography addictions have risen to epidemic levels. Watch and listen as three men and a husband and wife share their intensely personal struggle of how pornography crept in and ravaged their lives. From abuser to victim, its introduction seemed harmless but proved to be an infectious destroyer. The groundbreaking DVD/CD, _Somebody’s Daughter_, confronts the darkness and lies of this alluring vice with compelling honesty and hope. 62 minutes (EST).

#501284D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

**Find Me**

Thousands of Chinese children now find themselves in the homes of families across America. With great love and personal sacrifice, people adopt these precious little ones, bringing them home to love them and raise them as their own. We see these children in our neighborhoods and communities. While many know of families that adopt, few are aware of the veiled back-story. Why do so many Chinese families feel they can’t keep their children? How do parents feel when they leave their sons or daughters behind? Who raises these children? What is it like for orphanage nannies to say goodbye to the children they’ve loved and raised for months... or years? So many unanswered questions. This film follows three families who have answered the quiet cry of China that says, “Find me.” 77 minutes (EST).

#501652D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

**Into My Arms**

This documentary shares the personal stories of five women who chose abortion. In their own words, they bravely share their struggles with remorse and the psychological challenges faced after their decision. Their stories are explored by some of the world’s leading Christian counselors who offer hope for forgiveness, healing, and restoration. It also offers vital information for those considering abortion. Featuring insightful commentary from John Eldredge, Dr. Diane Langberg, Christopher West, Georgette Forney, Theresa Burke, Jan Frank, and others. 58 minutes. (EST).

#501504D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
More Than Chocolate and Cheese
What comes immediately to mind when you hear the word Switzerland? The majestic Alps, Swiss watches, international banking, chocolate, and cheese? Switzerland encompasses all these things and more. Take an armchair journey through the sites and sounds of the real Switzerland in this fast-paced, fun, and informative documentary. You’ll learn about Switzerland’s Christian heritage, its unique form of democracy, and its sometimes controversial position of neutrality in world affairs. From small quaint villages to magnificent mountain landscapes, you’ll see why Switzerland is so much more than chocolate and cheese. 28 minutes (G).

#501421D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Storytelling Know-How
Teachers, preachers, and speakers who could tell a story are fondly remembered. Storytelling Know-How for Teachers, Preachers, and “Speech-ifiers” shows how to tell such stories, how our eyes, voice, face, hands, and props can be used to make our listeners’ imaginations soar. Learn firsthand from Rick Sowash, an enthusiastic and entertaining master storyteller whose tips are illustrated throughout the film with hilarious animations and clips from comedy classics of the silent film era. This film will show you how to enrich your listeners’ hearts, minds, and souls. 29 minutes.

#501330D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Eric Liddell: Champion of Conviction
This documentary presents the life of Eric Liddell, the athlete in the 1924 Olympics depicted in the Academy Award-winning film, Chariots of Fire. Following the Olympics, Eric went to China as a missionary. By 1941, however, China was becoming more unstable and Japan was increasing its control. It wasn’t long until the Japanese began moving people into internment camps. There, Eric continued to live out his faith, impacting the lives of many fellow prisoners, including some 300 children who were separated from their parents. Includes 50-minute and 110-minute versions (EST, S).

#501234D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Blessedness out of Brokenness
In October 2008, Ken Curtis, founder of Gateway Films/Vision Video, arrived as a guest at Angola State Penitentiary. As he was reflecting on the beatitudes in light of his journey with cancer, Ken wanted to learn from people who knew well the brokenness Jesus describes as blessed. This documentary presents the stories of inmates that bring clarity to Jesus’ teaching as they share the blessedness of the beatitudes in their own lives. Ken interviews Angola inmates who have found new life and purpose through their faith in Jesus Christ. Blessedness out of Brokenness demonstrates the power of God to transform the darkest of circumstances into opportunities for mission. 60 minutes (EST).

#501676D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

With God on Our Side
With God on Our Side takes a hard look at the theology and politics of Christian Zionism, which teaches that because the Jews are God’s chosen people, Israeli government policies should not be questioned, even when these policies are unjust. Critics of Christian Zionism argue that this flawed ideology has led to ethnic discrimination and great suffering among the Palestinian people, including thousands of Palestinian Christians. Is there a Biblical alternative for Christians who love and support the people of Israel? 82 minutes.

#501547D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

The Great Deceiver
Popular culture may paint the devil as a cartoon character in a red jumpsuit, but that depiction makes light of the reality of Satan’s sinister and diabolical nature. His approach is straightforward, his objective: to separate every man, woman, and child from God using any means necessary. In this documentary, Pastor Michael Newman unfolds the Bible’s teaching on the devil, using interviews with ordinary people who relate their stories about spiritual warfare. Leading theologians provide insight and context. The Great Deceiver reveals the devil’s tactics and shows how God ultimately has the victory. DVD includes a 49-minute documentary and four-part study with a PDF discussion guide (EST).

#501667D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99

Order online at www.VisionVideo.com
One Generation Away
Have we lost our first and most important freedom? One Generation Away exposes how radical secularists are working to destroy your freedom of conscience. You will see why they want to take down the cross at the veteran’s memorial in San Diego, muzzle military chaplains, and force a florist and cake baker to pay the price of not participating in same-sex weddings. Get ready to see what we are losing and how we can reclaim our fundamental God-given rights again. 86 minutes.

#700030D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

In the House of Islam
God at Work in the Muslim World
Radical terror groups invade our cable news channels every day. But there is an even greater story that is unfolding across the Muslim world today. Join Dr. David Garrison, mission researcher and author of the book A Wind in the House of Islam, as he opens each room in the House of Islam. You’ll learn about the Qur’an and the five pillars of Islam, and get to know ordinary Muslim men and women from West Africa to Indonesia. Most importantly, you’ll learn how God is at work drawing unprecedented numbers of Muslims to new life in Jesus Christ. 56 minutes (EST, SST).

#701303D, $22.99 SALE! $15.99

Cody High
Cody High: A Life Remodeled Project focuses on the efforts of Detroit’s impoverished Cody Rouge community to create a safe environment for students at the local schools, including the hundreds of students who attend Cody High School. In 2014, residents of Cody Rouge, in partnership with Life Remodeled, a Detroit-focused non-profit organization, and 10,000 volunteers rose up to bring new life to the troubled neighborhood. Together they remodeled three schools, tore down three burned-out houses, remodeled 25 homes of students and their families, boarded up 254 vacant houses, and brought beauty back to 303 blocks of Detroit. 78 minutes (EST).

#501675D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99

Patterns of Evidence: Exodus
Most archaeologists today have concluded that there’s no evidence that the Exodus of Israelite slaves from Egypt ever happened. Filmmaker Timothy Mahoney embarks on a 12-year journey around the world to search for answers. Patterns of Evidence: Exodus combines a scientific investigation with a retelling of the Exodus story to reveal an amazing pattern of evidence matching the biblical account that may challenge our understanding of history. It features stunning animations, narration by Kevin Sorbo, interviews with leading archaeologists, and guest appearances by Israel’s Benjamin Netanyahu and Shimon Peres. 119 minutes.

#27167D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Inspiration

It’s a Miracle
Six different kinds of miracles that are inspiring and heartwarming.
1. Romantic Providence - In these seven miraculous stories, divine forces provide blessings from above; 2. The Spirit of Strength - In times of adversity, a heavenly nudge can make all the difference between giving up and going on; 3. All God’s Creatures - When danger is present, animals show they can do God’s work; 4. Remarkable Rescues - When all hope is gone, these eight stories demonstrate how we are guarded by His mighty power; 5. The Gift of Life - We can rejoice in each new day because we can count on God’s promises; 6. Divine Intervention - Lord, where are you? When strife, illness, or tragedy cut across our lives, His supernatural work through prayer proves we’re never alone. Hosted by Richard Thomas. 2 discs, 360 minutes.

#704365D, $29.99 SALE! $14.99

It’s a Miracle: 50 More Stories
Eighty-four percent of Americans believe in miracles. Forty-eight percent claim to have witnessed a miracle. Hosted by Richard Thomas, these videos feature 50 stories of hope and inspiration. Dramatic real-life accounts of healing, divine intervention, and personal transformation are told by people from every culture and belief. These riveting tales will provide the viewer with encouragement and a true perspective into the meaning of life-altering miracles. Three discs, 600 minutes total.

#704389D, $24.99 SALE! $14.99

Both DVDs above for $26.99, #97513D

About Miracles
About Miracles features four dramatic, true stories about modern-day miracles told by the people involved and featuring gripping reenactments. A man is robbed, then shot in the head at point-blank range and left for dead. A woman hears a voice telling her to go to the ER even though she has no physical symptoms. A student has just one week to raise thousands of dollars for a mission trip. A baby is injured in a car accident and gradually loses his sight while his parents pray for healing. About Miracles offers the facts surrounding these true stories and concludes that sometimes...the only logical explanation is God. 59 minutes (E15).

#501546D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Encounters with Angels
This program features many eyewitness reports of people who have seen and heard angels. Their experiences are real and genuine and offer insight into the character of God as He uses His angels to encourage and protect. Mentioned in over 300 verses in the Bible, angels are still alive today in the 21st century as they continue the spiritual battle which will eventually reconcile man with God. 47 minutes.

#501092D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Fully Alive
Ken Davis shares his journey from lethargic resignation to a new life of adventure, spiritual renewal, and health. You’ll laugh and be inspired to live in the power of Christ’s resurrection. 102 minutes.

#21712D, $18.99 SALE! $14.99

Blessing Europe
Discover the origins of Christianity in Ireland and journey with the Irish monks on their great adventure through France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and Italy. Follow the path of four major Celtic saints who played a major role in bringing Christianity to Europe. 60 minutes (F, G).

#501488D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Both DVDs in this box for $16.99, #97826D

My Journey to Life
Journey back in time to the origins of Christianity in Ireland and Britain. Travel from Dublin to Lindisfarne. Find out about St. Patrick, Columcille, Brigid, Aidan, and Cuthbert. Discover how a daily rhythm of life—with set times for solitude and for Christian communion—benefits our spiritual well-being. 75 minutes. (G).

#501389D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
STUDIO CLASSICS

The Bible...In the Beginning
The greatest stories of the Old Testament are brought to the screen with astounding scope and power in this international film which depicts the first 22 chapters of Genesis. Widescreen, 171 minutes (E61, S61, F).

#2079D, $14.99 $11.99

The Agony and the Ecstasy
When Pope Julius II commissions Michelangelo (Charlton Heston) to paint the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel, the project becomes a battle of wills. Widescreen, 139 minutes (S, S61, F).

#24833D, $12.99 SALE! $9.99

Demetrius and the Gladiators
In this sequel to The Robe, Demetrius is entrusted with the robe by Peter. But, when his faith is tested, he turns his back on God. Starring Victor Mature, Susan Hayward. Widescreen, 101 minutes (E61, S61, F). (Not available individually).

#2082D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

Hazel's People
Eric meets a young Mennonite girl named Hazel. As he works with the Mennonites, Eric comes to understand the source of their peace and finds a personal faith in Christ. Starring Geraldine Page, Pat Hingle, Graham Beckel, and Rachel Thomas. Viewer discretion advised for language. 105 minutes.

#501691D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

The Trouble with Angels
Hayley Mills and June Harding star in this delightful comedy about two mischievous students who turn a convent school upside down with their pranks. Also starring Rosalind Russell. 110 minutes.

#601677D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Cromwell
Richard Harris and Sir Alec Guinness star in this epic drama recounting the battle which raged between the monarchy and a commoner over the very soul of Great Britain. Widescreen. 139 minutes (E61, S61, F61, F).

#600859D, $14.99 SALE! $12.99

Becket
This drama depicts the historical account of King Henry II and Thomas Becket, his closest confidant and advisor. Becket finds himself moved to an uncompromising devotion to God, a rival with whom Henry II cannot compete. Parental discretion advised. Rated PG-13. Widescreen, 150 minutes (E61, F61, F, S).

#10539D, $26.99 SALE! $14.99

Classic Family Movies

Roy Rogers / Dale Evans
Roy Rogers and his wife Dale Evans entertain in two of their films: Bells of San Angelo (1947, color) and Bells of Rosarita (1945). DVD includes a rare episode of “The Roy Rogers Show,” and Roy leads the audience in The Cowboy’s Prayer. 172 minutes total.

#501690D, $14.99 $9.99

Shirley Temple
See Shirley Temple in her first color feature, The Little Princess (1939). DVD includes three of Shirley’s early shorts: Dora’s Dunning Donuts (1933), Merrily Yours (1933), and Pardon My Pups (1934). 154 minutes total.

#501691D, $14.99 $9.99

Jackie Cooper
Films include The Streets of New York (1939), also known as The Abe Lincoln of 9th Avenue. Then he brings a famous literary character to life in Peck’s Bad Boy (1934). Then watch Jackie blush with puppy love for teacher Miss Crabtree in the Our Gang short School’s Out (1930). 166 minutes total.

#501692D, $14.99 $9.99

Places in the Heart
A widow struggles to save her farm during the Depression. Starring Sally Field, John Malkovich, Danny Glover, Ed Harris, Amy Madigan, and more. 112 minutes.

#606976D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Classics

The Miracle Worker
Anne Bancroft and Patty Duke star in the moving story of Helen Keller and her teacher, Anne Sullivan. Widescreen, 106 minutes (E, S, F, Pt).

Fiddler on the Roof
The Academy Award-winning musical about a poor Jewish milkman in a Czarist-era Russian village, who is struggling to find husbands for his three dowry-less daughters. 180 minutes.

Ben Hur/Ten Commandments
Ben-Hur: Charlton Heston plays Judah Ben-Hur, a Jewish nobleman in Palestine whose heroic odyssey includes enslavement by the Romans, vengeance against his tormentors during a furious arena chariot race, and fateful encounters with Jesus Christ. 212 minutes. The Ten Commandments: Charlton Heston and Yul Brynner star in this 1956 Academy Award-winning classic. 3 hours, 51 minutes. 4-disc set - #32255D, $19.99

Les Miserables
Victor Hugo’s stirring novel of redemption and revolution is brought to life in this theatrical version. Liam Neeson stars as Jean Valjean, a heartless convict who is transformed by a single act of mercy. Parental discretion advised. 134 minutes. (2 discs) - #43514D, $19.99

Tender Mercies
A down-and-out country singer named Mac meets a young widow in a small Texas town. Will Mac find a way to move past his sorrow and start a fresh, new life? Starring Robert Duvall, Tess Harper, Betty Buckley, and Ellen Barkin. 92 minutes.

The Story of Ruth
She wins the hearts of two powerful men, Boaz and Tob, who vie for her affections, but Ruth’s first loyalties are to Naomi and her faith. 132 minutes (E, S, S, F).

Sergeant York
The story of Alvin C. York, who captured 132 German soldiers during the savage fighting in Argonne. The renowned WWI hero is brilliantly portrayed by Gary Cooper and costars Walter Brennan. B&W, 134 minutes (S, F).

Scarlet and the Black
Gregory Peck stars in the thrilling true story of an Irish priest who organizes an underground network hiding Jews and others during World War II.

Francis of Assisi
Shot on location in Assisi, this beautiful film stars Bradford Dillman as St. Francis and Dolores Hart as St. Clare in the story of one of the most popular saints who ever lived. 102 minutes (E, S, F).

King of Kings
Jeffrey Hunter stars in this beautifully filmed life of Christ. Panoramic scenes of battles between Roman legions and Judean rebels contrast with the serene faith of Jesus. Includes scenes of Christ’s Sermon on the Mount, His selection of the apostles, His Passion, Crucifixion, and Ascension. Widescreen, 170 minutes.

The Greatest Story Ever Told
In this Hollywood version of the life of Jesus Christ, internationally acclaimed actor Max Von Sydow gives the performance of a lifetime, revealing the anguish and glory of Jesus. He is supported by an all-star cast including Charlton Heston, Jose Ferrer, Telly Savalas, and many others. Widescreen, 199 minutes.

Sense and Sensibility
The story of two sisters whose chances at matrimony seem doomed by their family’s loss of fortune. Starring Emma Thompson, Kate Winslet, and Hugh Grant. 136 minutes (E, S, F, Pt).

How Green Was My Valley
A sixty-year-old man reminisces about the disintegration of his closely-knit family. 118 minutes (E, S, F).

Available in the video section. Read your video rental terms for usage restrictions. Download and watch whenever and wherever you want, as many times as you like. 

Call 1-800-331-9437 to order.
Pride and Prejudice
In a world where obtaining an advantageous marriage is a woman’s sole occupation, Elizabeth’s independent manner threatens her family’s future. Widescreen, 300 minutes (extras).

DVD (2) - #2545D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99

Saint Peter
Peter comes up against many obstacles, including those who want to put an end to Christianity—and ultimately gives up his own life to spread Christ’s love and save the souls of many. Starring Omar Sharif. 186 minutes (E, S). #21074D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Quo Vadis
This 1951 Biblical epic stars Robert Taylor as the Legion commander whose love for a Christian slave girl crosses the divide between Empire and a sect with a higher loyalty. 171 minutes plus extras. (E, F, S, J). #902662D, $20.99 SALE! $16.99

Little Women
Winona Ryder, Kirsten Dunst, Clare Danes, and Susan Sarandon star in a wonderful rendition of Louisa May Alcott’s classic story. 120 minutes.

#605044D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

Mother Teresa
Olivia Hussey illuminates the life story of Mother Teresa, the selfless missionary who brought hope, love, and salvation to the poorest of the poor. Widescreen, 177 minutes (E, S). #24558D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

The Sound of Music: 50TH ANNIVERSARY
One of the most popular films of all time about the true story of the Von Trapp family of Austria and their narrow escape from the Nazi takeover in 1938. Widescreen, 174 minutes (S).

#302931D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

Seven Alone
On a harrowing 2,000-mile trek across America, the death of their parents leaves seven youngsters alone and facing nearly certain death. With unbelievable courage, they decide to press on to fulfill their deceased parents’ wishes. 80 minutes.

Gulliver’s Travels
Gulliver, an ordinary sailor, washes ashore on the island of Lilliput where the people are small enough to fit in the palm of his hand. There, he tries to prevent war between Lilliput and a rival island. 76 minutes.

#500876D, $7.99 SALE! $5.00

Where Angels Go, Trouble Follows
In this sequel to The Trouble with Angels, Stella Stevens stars as a modern nun who convinces the Reverend Mother to take the girls on an unforgettable bus trip to a California peace rally. An all-star cast. 94 minutes.

#601680D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Christopher Columbus
This classic 1949 production stars Fredric March as the world’s most daring explorer! Follow his incredible journey as he battles mutiny, exhaustion, and desperation on his way to the new world! 104 minutes.

#501066D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

Daniel Boone: Trail Blazer
Bruce Bennett stars as Daniel Boone, who leads settlers into Kentucky to build a new frontier. There they must battle hostile Shawnee Indians who think the settlers are there to kill them and steal their land. 76 min.

#501100D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

Heidi
The original heart-warming story of Heidi is a timeless saga of love, courage, and the power of family. The whole family will love this poignant modern retelling of the classic tale. Starring Maximilian Schell. 104 minutes.

#500871D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

Samson and Gideon
This 1966 classic tells the story of two Old Testament leaders from the Book of Judges. Ivo Garrani stars as Gideon, the reluctant leader who defended the Israelites against the Midianites. Anton Geesink stars as Samson, the Nazirite who was empowered by God to do great things until he disobeyed. 86 minutes.

#501095D, $7.99 SALE! $5.00

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
**Touched By an Angel**

A trio of angels—Monica (Roma Downey), Tess (Della Reese), and Andrew (John Dye)—are dispatched from heaven with a special mission: to inspire people facing sometimes unseen crossroads in their lives. Monica, an angel who at times still needs some guidance with her earthly assignments, reports to Tess, her tough, wise, and always loving supervisor. Also on hand is Andrew, who, in addition to his duties as the Angel of Death, now helps out as a caseworker on various assignments. Gloria, an angel for the 21st century, continues to seek guidance from Monica performing her angelic duties. While the angels may not bring solutions to every problem, they always deliver a message of hope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>DVDs</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>*not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>*not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$49.99</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$53.99</td>
<td>$33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>$53.99</td>
<td>$33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$53.99</td>
<td>$33.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>*not available</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Little House on the Prairie**

Dirt poor and alone, the Ingalls family moves to Minnesota and fights to build their new home. This dramatic and gripping story of a young pioneer family’s struggle to build a new life for themselves on the American Frontier of the 1870’s captured the hearts of viewers around the world. Starring Michael Landon, Melissa Gilbert, and Karen Grassle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>DVDs</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complete seasons of Little House on DVD:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>DVDs</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Original Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$29.99</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Little House on the Prairie - All 9 seasons**

Use item #97590D, $269.99 - $149.99

**Prices in this catalog are subject to change.**
Television Series

*I Love Lucy*  
Here’s the wild and wacky series that changed TV forever! By the end of its initial season, “I Love Lucy” was TV’s first bona fide smash hit, the very first program seen in more than 10 million homes.

- **Season 1** (7 discs), #27454D, $19.99 **SALE! $18.99**
- **Season 2** (5 discs), #79694D, $19.99 **SALE! $18.99**
- **Season 3** (5 discs), #47354D, $19.99 **SALE! $18.99**
- **Season 4** (5 discs), #147364D, $19.99 **SALE! $18.99**
- **Season 5** (4 discs), #47374D, $19.99 **SALE! $18.99**
- **Season 6** (4 discs), #47384D, $19.99 **SALE! $18.99**
- **Seasons 7-9** (4 discs), #47394D, $19.99 **SALE! $18.99**

Use item #97687D, $99.99

*Signed, Sealed, Delivered: From Paris, with Love*  
The Postables investigate the story behind two-year-old divorce papers that have been lost in the mail. But work takes a personal turn when Shane finds an old note from Oliver to his estranged wife Holly. Watch as past heartache leads to the possibility of happily ever after. Widescreen, 84 minutes.

- **Signed, Sealed, Delivered**  
  - **From Paris, with Love**  

Use item #97465D

*Signed, Sealed, Delivered: The Series*  
This television series, based on the movie (above), features Eric Mabius as the charming Oliver O Toole, a genius postal detective and the group’s leader; Kristin Booth as new team member Shane McInerney, a technophile who brings 21st century sensibility to the group; Crystal Lowe as the free-spirited, girl next door Rita Haywith who has a photographic memory; and Geoff Gustafson as lovable Norman Dorman, a master in conventional research methods. Two discs, 427 minutes total.

- **#14694D**, $29.99 **SALE! $19.99**

Also available:  
- **Signed, Sealed, Delivered for Christmas**,  

Use item #97456D

*The Waltons*  
Richard Thomas plays the key role of John-Boy Walton, a youth on the verge of manhood during the Great Depression. Each season is approximately 20 hours.

- **Season 1**, 5 DVDs - #22622D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 2**, 5 DVDs - #68139D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 3**, 5 DVDs - #76859D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 4**, 5 DVDs - #110884D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 5**, 5 DVDs - #110971D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 6**, 5 DVDs - #120113D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 7**, 3 DVDs - #901023D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 8**, 3 DVDs - #905181D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**
- **Season 9**, 3 DVDs - #905781D, $29.99 **SALE! $22.99**

Use item #97698D, $289.99 **SALE! $199.99**

*Signed, Sealed, Delivered: All 3 movies + the series*, $69.99 **SALE! $49.99**

Use item #97465D
Polycarp
Ann,...
Historical Dramas

**The Ninth Day**
Inspired by the true tale of a dissident priest’s temporary furlough from Dachau. From inside the Dachau concentration camp “Priest Block,” Father Henri Kremer (Ulrich Mattes) clings to a fragile life and fading faith. But Gestapo officer Gebhardt (August Diehl), a young and ruthless lapsed seminarian, arranges a nine-day reprieve for the priest. If Kremer can persuade his staunchly anti-Nazi Bishop to capitulate to Nazi occupation, he’ll go free. But if he fails or tries to escape, certain death awaits. Torn between duty, faith, fear for his own life and for the lives of his loved ones, in just nine days Kremer must find a way to ease his conscience, protect his family, and uphold his vows. *In German with English subtitles*. Widescreen, 98 minutes. #101061D, $19.99

**Albert Schweitzer**
For generations the name Albert Schweitzer has been synonymous with hands-on compassion and the power of Christ-like sacrifice. Now director Gavin Miller presents a landmark drama about the legendary medical missionary and Nobel Peace Prize Laureate. The year is 1949, the Cold War has begun, and a climate of fear pervades. Christian medical missionary and theologian Albert Schweitzer (Jeroen Krabbé) is regarded as one of the world’s most eminent humanitarians due to his life-saving work in Africa. But when Schweitzer takes a controversial political stand, powerful adversaries launch a smear campaign designed to discredit and silence him. His enemies sabotage his medical clinic, endangering the patients and threatening to put an end to the work. Co-starring Golden Globe and Emmy Award-winning actress Barbara Hershey as Helene Schweitzer. 114 minutes (E.ST). #501633D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

**Woodlawn**
Tony Nathan joins fellow African-American students at Woodlawn High School after its government-mandated desegregation in 1973. The Woodlawn Colonels football team is a microcosm of the problems at the school and in the city, which erupts in riots, and Coach Gerelds is at a loss to solve these unprecedented challenges. When Hank, an outsider who has been radically affected by the message at a Christian revival meeting, convinces Coach Gerelds to let him speak to the team, something truly remarkable begins to happen. More than 40 players, black and white, give their lives over to Jesus, and the change is so profound in them it affects their coach, their school, and their community in ways no one could have imagined. Starring Caleb Castille and Sean Astin. 123 minutes. #100759D, $22.99 SALE! $14.99

**C.S. Lewis through the Shadowlands**
This film is about the agonizing spiritual crisis of C. S. Lewis when his wife died from cancer. The love, grief, pain, and sorrow were so shattering to Lewis that his basic Christian beliefs, magnificently communicated in his many books, were now called into serious doubt. You will be able to see his commitment to Christ despite severe trials. He picked up the pieces and moved out of the depressing “shadowlands,” realizing that “real life has not even begun yet.” Starring Joss Ackland and Claire Bloom. 73- and 90-minute versions. #4813D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

**Florence Nightingale**
Florence Nightingale was an aristocratic woman who defied Victorian society to reform hospital sanitation and to define the nursing profession as it is known today. Through her selfless acts of caring, she became known as “The Lady with the Lamp,” the caring nurse whose shadow softened those wounded. Starring Jaclyn Smith, Claire Bloom, Timothy Dalton, and Jeremy Brett. 140 min. #27207D, $14.99 SALE! $9.99

**Joan of Arc**
At age seventeen, Joan of Arc led one of the greatest campaigns for freedom the world has ever witnessed. Gaining an audience with the young French king, Joan convinces him to allow her to command an army into battle—an adventure that leads to thrilling victories and heartbreaking betrayals—as Joan of Arc defies all odds and marches into history. Starring Leelee Sobieski, Peter O’Toole, Robert Loggia, Neil Patrick Harris, and others. 180 minutes. #101063D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Popular Dramas

**The Bridge**
In Karen Kingsbury’s *The Bridge*, Molly and Ryan are two young students who share a profound friendship their first semester in college, a time that becomes the defining moment of their lives. At their favorite bookstore, The Bridge, they spend hours studying, inspiring each other to dream, and bonding with the store owners, Charlie (Ted McGinley) and Donna Barton (Faith Ford). But when a misunderstanding tears Molly and Ryan apart, it takes a tragedy to bring them back together. 174 minutes.

*NEW!*

**#15159D**，$19.99 **SALE! $9.99**

**Where Hope Grows**
Calvin Campbell is a self-destructive former pro-baseball player whose faith in God is restored when he meets Produce, an inspirational man with Down syndrome. As their friendship develops, Calvin is reminded that hope grows in the most unlikely places. Starring Danica McKellar, Brook Burns, William Zabka, and more. Rated PG-13. Wide screen, 98 minutes.

**#22382D**，$19.99 **SALE! $12.99**

**Joshua**
Joshua moves to Auburn and awakens the curiosity of the sleepy town. They don’t know who he is or where he came from. As he begins to rebuild a burned church, he also helps the townspeople rebuild their lives and their trust. Joshua is a modern parable about how compassion and charity can transform our troubled world. 92 minutes (extras).

**#99051D**，$14.99 **SALE! $11.99**

**Because of Winn Dixie**
When a little girl named Opal and her preacher father move to a small southern town, she adopts a scruffy, fun-loving pooch named Winn-Dixie. The special bond between them works magic on her dad and the eccentric townspeople they meet during one unforgettable summer. 106 minutes.

**#18971D**，$14.99 **SALE! $12.99**

**90 Minutes in Heaven**
During the 90 minutes he is declared dead after a traffic accident, Don Piper experiences love, joy, and life like he’s never known. But when he finally wakes in the hospital, Heaven’s bliss is replaced by excruciating pain and emotional turmoil. With the support of his family and community, Don clings to his faith and fights to recover the life he’s lost. Featuring Hayden Christensen and Kate Bosworth, *90 Minutes in Heaven* is an emotional and inspiring story of perseverance that will bring hope and encouragement to all who see it. Based on a true account and The New York Times best-selling book. Widescreen, 122 minutes (EST, SST, FST).

*NEW!*

**#32689D**，$29.99 **NOW! $15.99**

**Do You Believe?**
A dozen different souls—all moving in different directions, all longing for something more. As their lives unexpectedly intersect, they each are about to discover there is power in the Cross of Christ … even if they don’t believe it. Yet. When a local pastor is shaken to the core by the visible faith of an old street-corner preacher, he is reminded that true belief always requires action. His response ignites a faith-fueled journey that powerfully impacts everyone it touches in ways that only God could orchestrate. Starring Mira Sorvino, Sean Astin, Alexa Penavega, Cybill Shepherd, Lee Majors, Ted McGinley, Madison Pettis, Brian Bosworth, and more. 119 minutes.

**#300391D**，$24.99 **SALE! $14.99**

**Cokeville Miracle**
On May 9, 1986, in the small, ranching community of Cokeville, Wyoming, David and Doris Young took an elementary school hostage for several hours before detonating a bomb inside a classroom that held every teacher and student in the school. In the wake of the madness, Ron Hartley, whose children were inside the classroom, must fight his skepticism and unbelief as he hears eyewitness accounts from the students about miraculous, heavenly intervention during the crisis. When tragedy strikes … what do you see? 94 minutes.

**#701439D**，$19.99 **SALE! $14.99**

We offer a 30-day unconditional money-back guarantee. See order form.
**Popular Dramas**

**Love Finds You in Charm**
Young Emma Miller is an Amish beauty with a loving family and a marriage offer from the community’s most eligible young man. Yet she yearns for adventure and romance and when given the opportunity to spend the season helping her widowed cousin’s market business in scenic Charm, Ohio, she jumps at the chance to see what else the world has to offer. She soon finds herself pulled between two worlds and two men. Emma must decide whether to stay amongst the Amish, or leave behind everyone and everything she’s ever known to venture out into the world. 93 minutes.

**Miracles from Heaven**
Based on a true story. When Christy Beam (Jennifer Garner) discovers her 10-year-old daughter Anna (Kylie Rogers) has a rare, incurable disease, she becomes an advocate for her daughter’s healing as she searches for a solution. After Anna has a freak accident, an extraordinary miracle unfolds in the wake of her dramatic rescue that leaves medical specialists mystified, her family restored, and their community inspired. Rated PG. 109 minutes.

**The Reckoning**
The powerful conclusion to *The Shunning* and *The Confession* (page 74). Shunned by the town she was raised in, young Amish woman Katie Mayfield finds herself enjoying an affluent life in the secular world and engaged to a successful businessman. But then a long-lost love appears with a startling revelation. Torn between her modern life and her humble past, which path—and man—will she choose? Based on the book by Beverly Lewis. 86 minutes.

**Films to Inspire: 4-Movie Pack**

- **Abel’s Field** — Without his parents, high school senior Seth McArdle is under pressure to support his little sisters. The reluctant Abel may be the one person who can point him back towards the light.
- **Mighty Macs** — Hired to coach the women’s basketball team at a small college, Cathy Rush struggles to focus her team and inspire the nuns who run the school during a journey through an unlikely championship season.
- **Soul Surfer** — Teen surfer Bethany Hamilton tragically loses her arm in a shark attack and courageously overcomes all obstacles to become a champion again. Starring AnnaSophia Robb, Helen Hunt, Carrie Underwood, and Dennis Quaid.
- **When the Game Stands Tall** — Inspired by the true story. Jim Caviezel plays high school football coach Bob Ladouceur during the season that changed everything.

Four movies, 424 minutes total.

**God’s Not Dead 2**
When high school history teacher Grace Wesley (Melissa Joan Hart) is asked a question about Jesus in class, her reasoned response lands her in deep trouble. The ensuing epic court case could expel God from the classroom—and the public square—once and for all! *God’s Not Dead 2* is a powerful call to action: Where will you stand? 98 minutes.

**God’s Not Dead** & **God’s Not Dead 2**, only $23.99. Use item #97466D

**God’s Not Dead & God’s Not Dead 2**, only $23.99. Use item #97466D

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
After hours, “Audrey,” our automated order taker, is standing by to serve you.

**Popular Dramas**

**Nikki and the Perfect Stranger**

More than a decade ago, cynical lawyer Nikki Cominsky encountered The Son of Man in a face-to-face meeting and the ‘abundant life’ seemed like a breeze—for a while. Now in her 40’s and having done everything she knows to grow spiritually, she wonders where her closeness with Jesus has gone. She finds Jesus once again and a nighttime of adventure ensues beyond anything Nikki could have ever imagined. 62 minutes.

![Nikki and the Perfect Stranger](image)

$**SALE! $9.99**

**The Stranger**

Seven stories: “The Woman at the Well”—A woman struggles with not being perfect; “The Prodigal Son”—A young man turns his back on family fortune; “Mary and Martha”—Two sisters run a family diner; “Salt”—A grad student faces an outspoken professor and his agnostic viewpoints; “Thomas”—A radio talk show host berates his listeners on “The Insanity of Faith”; “Mary Magdalene”—A senator must cast the deciding vote on a landmark abortion bill; and “Walk on Water”—A teenager is harassed for her beliefs. Four-disc set, 3 hours, 30 minutes total.

![The Stranger](image)

**SALE! $19.99**

**Pieces of Easter** *(formerly Backroads and Lilies)*

Alza Bennett wants to get home to her family for the Easter holiday. An auto mishap leaves her more than 700 miles short of her destination and standing on the doorstep of a reclusive farmer whose goal in life is to be left alone. After a deal is struck, the mismatched pair sets out on a three-day odyssey of misadventures. 97 minutes.

![Pieces of Easter](image)

**SALE! $9.99**

**A Place in the Heart**

During spring break, Nathan Hanighan returns home with a ring in his pocket for his high school sweetheart, only to find she has fallen for his best friend. Soon, Hanighan begins falling for his grandmother’s caregiver, Miranda, his former best friend’s sister. Widescreen, 101 minutes.

![A Place in the Heart](image)

**SALE! $7.99**

**The Perfect Stranger**

Nikki Cominsky is troubled by the fact that her life isn’t perfect. One day, a mysterious invitation shows up on her desk that reads, “You are invited to Dinner with Jesus of Nazareth.” Thinking it’s a prank, she shows up and finds herself in the middle of a whirlwind evening with the most unforgettable man she would ever meet. 105 minutes.

![The Perfect Stranger](image)

**SALE! $9.99**

**Another Perfect Stranger**

How would you react if your mom told you she had dined with the Almighty? Probably with disbelief—just like Sarah Cominsky after her mother, Nikki, reveals she spent an evening with Jesus. Traveling to college, Sarah strikes up a friendship with someone who shares her disdain for religion. Listen to their conversation—and be challenged and renewed! 96 minutes.

![Another Perfect Stranger](image)

**SALE! $9.99**

**Love Comes Softly Series**

Celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the original Love Comes Softly movie with a 10-Disc DVD Gift Set. Over 18 hours of beloved, heartwarming movies and extras provides more value than ever! Each of the 10 movies is inspired by the best-selling book series from Janette Oke and features an all-star cast including Katherine Heigl, Lou Diamond Philips, January Jones, Cheryl Ladd, and many more.

![Love Comes Softly Series](image)

**SALE! $19.99**

**Individual episodes available at $7.99 each:**

- Love Comes Softly - #11448D
- Love’s Enduring Promise - #26547D
- Love’s Long Journey - #22237D
- Love’s Abiding Joy - #24563D
- Love’s Unending Legacy - #21925D
- Love’s Unfolding Dream - #50320D
- Love Takes Wing - #58089D
- Love Finds a Home - #62532D
- Love Begins - #74560D
- Love’s Everlasting Courage - #78331D

**Also available:**


**Additional Titles:**


**90 Minutes**
Popular Dramas

When Calls the Heart Series

From the best-selling author, Janette Oke, *When Calls the Heart* is the story of Elizabeth Thatch-
er, a young teacher accustomed to her high society life, who receives her first classroom post
in a small prairie town in the Western Frontier led by two strong coal miner widows, Abigail Stanton
and Frances Tunnecliffe. Stars Maggie Grace, Jean Smart, and Lori Loughlin.

Season One (also sold individually):
- When Calls the Heart - #801048D, $19.99, $5.00
- Lost and Found - #801074D, $19.99, $5.00
- Second Chances - #801112D, $19.99, $5.00
- A Telling Silence - #801095D, $19.99, $5.00
- Change of Heart - #801118D, $19.99, $5.00
- The Dance - #801110D, $19.99, $5.00
- Rules of Engagement - #801120D, $19.99, $5.00

Season Two (also sold individually):
- Trials of the Heart - #801140D, $19.99, $5.00
- Heart and Soul - #801141D, $19.99, $5.00
- Heart of the Family - #801142D, $19.99, $5.00
- Heart and Home - #801143D, $19.99, $5.00
- Follow Your Heart - #801144D, $19.99, $5.00

Season Three (also sold individually):
- It Begins with Heart - #801159D, $19.99, $9.99
- Forever in My Heart - #801163D, $19.99, $9.99

BEST BUY: All 3 complete seasons above - #97467D, only $79.99

Sue Thomas: F.B.I

Inspired by the remarkable true story, this series stars Deanne Bray as a profoundly deaf woman
whose unique lip-reading ability lands her on the FBI’s elite surveillance team. Tackling tough cases while catching the eye of handsome Agent Jack Hudson, Sue and her hearing dog Levi are suddenly
on the adventure of a lifetime!

Volume 1, 3 DVDs - #97819D, $24.99 $22.99
Volume 2, 3 DVDs - #97818D, $24.99 $22.99
Volume 3, 3 DVDs - #97817D, $24.99 $22.99
Volume 4, 3 DVDs - #97816D, $24.99 $22.99
Volume 5, 3 DVDs - #97815D, $24.99 $22.99

Anne of Green Gables

Based on the best-selling book by Lucy Maud Montgomery, this special is filmed on beautiful Prince Edward Island, Canada. Megan Follows stars as Anne Shirley, a young, spirit-
ed orphan girl who joins the Cuthbert family and becomes the pride of both the Cuthberts and the community. Also stars Colleen Dewhurst and Richard Farnsworth. 202 minutes (E, S).

#22072D, $24.99 $19.99

Also available:
- The Sequel, #22322D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99
- The Continuing Story, #23042D, $24.99 SALE! $19.99
- Special price! All 3 above for $49.99 - #98956D

A Matter of Faith

A Christian girl, Rachel Whita-
er, goes off to college for her freshman year and begins to
be influenced by her popular Biology professor who teaches that evolution is the answer to the origins of life. When Ra-

Volume 1 - #801121D, $29.99

Volume 2 - #801146D, $29.99

Volume 3 - #801187D, $29.99

Use item #97814D, $124.99 $99.99

SALE! $11.99

Also available:

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Powerful Dramas

Belle and the Beast
Eric Landry is a cold-hearted man that people have nicknamed “the Beast.” But Belle Watson is the exact opposite. She’s caring, kind, and works hard to help her family. When her father accidentally breaks a valuable work of art at the Landry mansion, Belle agrees to work for Eric in an effort to repay him and save her father’s job. She discovers there just might be more to Eric. 91 minutes.

#101573D, $14.99

Soul Surfer
This dramatic motion picture tells the inspiring true story of teen surfer Bethany Hamilton. Bethany tragically lost her arm in a shark attack and courageously overcame all obstacles to become a champion again, through her sheer determination and unwavering faith. In the wake of this life-changing event that took her arm and nearly her life, Bethany’s feisty determination and steadfast beliefs spur her toward an adventurous comeback that gives her the grit to turn her loss into a gift for others. Based on a true story. Starring Anna Sophia Robb, Helen Hunt, Dennis Quaid, and Carrie Underwood. 106 minutes (EST, FST, SST).

#38019D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

Also Available:
Heart of a Soul Surfer, 31 min.

#63303D, $19.99 SALE! $9.99

Saving Sarah Cain
Based on the best-selling novel The Redemption of Sarah Cain by award-winning novelist Beverly Lewis. Sarah Cain unexpectedly becomes the caretaker of five Amish orphans. She must determine whether to make a new life for them in Portland or to sacrifice her career and raise her newfound family in the heartland of Amish Country. Directed by Michael Landon, Jr. 87 minutes (SST, FST, extras).

#48593D, $14.99 SALE! $8.99

Amish Grace
When a tragedy takes the lives of five Amish schoolgirls in Pennsylvania, the mother of one of the girls faces a profound test of faith. As she begins to feel like an outsider within her own community, she must decide whether or not to stay with the Amish, and her beloved husband. Based on a true story. 94 minutes.

#70083D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

Badge of Faith
Based on a true story. Everyone loves Officer Lawrence. He helps ‘at-risk’ kids and raises money for great causes. He promises his future daughter-in-law he’ll walk her down the aisle since her own dad is out of the picture. Then it happened. One night, while chasing two suspects, Bryan is kicked in the face and instantly paralyzed. Forced to depend on others for the simplest things, Bryan is determined to keep his promise to his son’s fiancée. The doctors say he’ll never walk again. Can his faith sustain him? Widescreen, 98 minutes (EST).

#99796D, $19.99 SALE! $14.99

The Note Trilogy
The Note - When Peyton MacGruder, a newspaper columnist, discovers a note written by a father during his final moments, a nationwide search for the intended recipient begins.
The Note II - Haunted by past mistakes, Peyton hesitates to take the next step with the man she loves (Ted McGinley, “Hope & Faith”). But a note from a reader warns about the regret caused by passion denied.
The Note III - A romantic getaway for Peyton and her husband takes an unexpected detour when an infant is abandoned at their doorstep. Three movies, 261 minutes total.

#47448D, $14.99 SALE! $11.99

Seven Days in Utopia
Talented young golfer Luke Chisolm (Lucas Black) is set on making the pro tour. When his first big shot turns out to be a public disaster, Luke escapes the pressures of the game and finds himself unexpectedly stranded in Utopia, Texas, home to eccentric rancher Johnny Crawford (Robert Duvall). But there is more to Johnny than meets the eye, and his profound ways of looking at life force Luke to question not only his past choices, but his direction for the future as well. 100 minutes.

#82451D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

Prices in this catalog are subject to change.
Popular Dramas

I Am David
This is the story of a 12-year-old boy, David, who escapes a Communist concentration camp with little more than a compass, a sealed letter, a loaf of bread, and instructions to carry the letter to Copenhagen, Denmark. David is thrust into the free world for the first time in his young life as he travels across Europe. It is a spiritual voyage of discovery, where David slowly loses his instinctual mistrust of humanity and begins to smile, share, trust, and ultimately, love. Starring Jim Caviezel. Widescreen, 90 minutes (SST).

Ragman
This is Emmy Award-winning director Dale Ward’s adaptation of National Book Award recipient Walter Wangerin Jr.’s classic short story of unconditional love and self-sacrifice that follows businessman Will who, on his quiet walk to work, meets the mysterious Ragman with his call of “new rags for old!” Will shadows the Ragman as he moves through the city encountering the broken, hopeless people that inhabit it, and he learns about life, hope, and redemption. 18 minutes.

Civil Love
Rachel is a widow during the Civil War who blames the South for her husband’s death. When a wounded enemy soldier takes refuge in her barn, Rachel reluctantly helps him. As she gets to know him more, she realizes she must protect him from the dangerous men pursuing him, and discovers a courage she didn’t know she had: the courage to love again. 90 minutes.

Double Feature: Man from Snowy River / Escape to Grizzly Mountain
**Man from Snowy River** A rancher sets his sights on the hills of Snowy River country. Before he can stake his claim, however, a cowboy steals his daughter’s heart and uncovers a secret in those hills.

**Escape to Grizzly Mountain** A rugged adventure set in the splendor of the Pacific Northwest, Escape to Grizzly Mountain follows a brave boy back through time in a race to save one of Earth’s cutest and most loveable creatures! Rated PG. Widescreen, 199 minutes.

The Blind Side
Here is the acclaimed, Academy Award-winning feature film about the transforming power of Christian family love. Street kid Michael Oher knows little about family. Less about football. What the homeless teen knows are the streets and projects of Memphis. Well-to-do Leigh Anne Tuohy knows little about his world. Yet when she and Michael meet, he finds a home. Starring Sandra Bullock, Tim McGraw, and Quinton Aaron. Rated PG-13. 129 minutes.

Hachi
Professor Parker Wilson finds a lost Akita puppy on his way home from work. Despite objections from Wilson’s wife, Hachi endears himself into the Wilson family and grows to be Parker’s loyal companion. As their bond grows deeper, a beautiful relationship unfolds embodying the true spirit of family and loyalty, while inspiring the hearts of an entire town. Starring Richard Gere. 93 minutes.

Pilgrim’s Progress: Journey to Heaven
This modern adaptation of John Bunyan’s classic tale brings to life the story of Christian and his companions on the great journey from the City of Destruction to the gates of Heaven. Widescreen, 103 minutes (extras).

Friends for Life
After his wife’s death, big city attorney Jim Crawford is left to face a lonely future. But suddenly, an unexpected twist of fate leads Jim to discover four orphaned wolf pups who face certain death unless he takes them in. 91 minutes.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Faith of Our Fathers
Twenty-five years after the Vietnam War, two men, guided by their father’s battlefield letters, discover the truth about war, faith, and the meaning of self-sacrifice. Starring Kevin Downes, David A.R. White, Stephen Baldwin, Rebecca St. James, with Si Robertson and Candace Cameron Bure. 95 minutes.

$5.00

The Shunning
When a wealthy outsider begins asking questions about her family, Katie Lapp begins to wonder about her origins. What connection does this woman have to her life? 88 minutes. (E1V, F1V)

DRAMA #38022D, $14.99 $5.00

Kung Fu Panda
Po is the biggest fan of Kung Fu around... which doesn’t exactly come in handy while working every day in his family’s noodle shop. Unexpectedly chosen to fulfill an ancient prophecy; Po’s dreams become reality when he joins the world of Kung Fu. Can he turn his dreams of becoming a Kung Fu master into reality? 92 minutes.

#17954D, $9.99 $5.00

The Confession
In this sequel to The Shunning, Katie Lapp is searching for her birth mother. Along the way, two men try to help her overcome a devious scheme to steal her rightful inheritance. Katie’s heart is divided between two worlds as love reveals the truth. 88 minutes.

DRAMA #41726D, $22.99 $5.00

The Investigator
Police Sergeant James Buana-core is forced to quit the job he loves and take a job at a local Christian high school as a Criminal Justice teacher to troubled students. Just when James is thinking of giving up, a student challenges him to begin the investigation that will change all their lives forever—an investigation into the existence of Jesus Christ. 101 minutes.

DRAMA #801371D, $9.99 $5.00

Spirit of the Eagle / Sign of the Otter
Spirit of the Eagle and Sign of the Otter are adventure stories featuring wilderness families and their encounters with American Indians. Both films star Dan Haggerty. 183 minutes total.

#62529D, $14.99 $5.00

I Will Fight No More Forever
An army commander must force his friend’s tribe to move onto a reservation. Starring Sam Elliott and James Whitmore. 103 minutes.

#81769D, $12.99 $5.00

Waiting for Butterflies
On her deathbed, a Grandmother’s last wish is for her estranged family to come together for her final days. Upon their arrival, intrigue begins to build around a secret letter she has placed in a locked wooden box, but little do they know, a miracle is on the horizon. 119 minutes.

#700505D, $11.99 $5.00

Sign of the Beaver
A colonial family seeks a new life in the uncharted Maine wilderness in 1768. Their hopes, dreams, and survival as a family are put to the supreme test when Will, the father, is forced to leave his thirteen-year-old son, Matt, alone to protect their claim while Will returns home to retrieve the rest of his family. 93 minutes.

#703698D, $14.99 $5.00

Elevator to Salvation
On Christmas Eve two men enter a mysterious 1930’s elevator by mistake. The men soon realize that the elevator has a mind of its own. Equipped with only the clothes on their backs, they must figure out how to escape every challenge the elevator forces upon them. Dove approved (12+). 89 minutes.

#700514D, $16.99 $5.00

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.
$5 DVDs

Miracle in the Woods
Wanda and Sarah are at odds over what to do with a pecan grove they’ve inherited. They find an elderly woman living on the property and claiming it as her own. 92 minutes.

> DRAMA  #703687D, $14.99 $5.00

Hardflip
Caleb, a young skater, finds a stack of old love letters and sets out to find the father he never knew, inadvertently beginning a journey he never could have expected. 108 minutes (EST).

> DRAMA  #88469D, $19.99 $5.00

The Color of Rain
When Gina Kell loses her husband on Christmas day, she soon finds a kindred spirit in Michael Spehn, who loses his wife at the same time. As they grow closer and fall in love, they must ask themselves if their newfound love is strong enough to overcome the grief or if it is simply too soon for either of them to think about moving on. 87 minutes.

> DRAMA  #14487D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Hope Bridge
After his father’s shocking suicide, Jackson begins a search for the truth behind the devastating decision his father made. His search leads him to a decades-old secret that could destroy him. Will he be doomed to repeat the same cycle, or will he choose to journey forward and find hope for his future? 90 minutes.

> DRAMA  #300388D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Alleged
Love and faith are put to the test in this stirring romantic drama set against the landmark Scopes “Monkey Trial” of 1925. A talented young reporter is caught up in the media circus and becomes torn between his journalistic integrity and impressing his boss, who presses him to “make a story” instead of report one. 93 minutes.

> DRAMA  #75602D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Rugged Gold
Inspired by a true story. A widowed socialite raising Lloyd, her son, Martha finds love again with Don, a rugged outdoorsman who convinces her to move north. When Lloyd and Don go missing during a dangerous earthquake, Martha is forced to endure an Alaskan winter on her own. 95 minutes.

> DRAMA  #501694D, $9.99 SALE! $5.00

Moms’ Night Out
Allyson and her friends want a moms’ night out. But they need their husbands to watch the kids for three hours. What could go wrong? Starring Sarah Drew, Sean Astin, Patricia Heaton, and more. Widescreen, 99 minutes.

> DRAMA  #501559D, $19.99 $5.00

Sidewalk Singer
Kris Kivi has lost his family and his job. Forced to play his guitar on the street for money, Kris must overcome harassment and prejudice. 103 minutes.

> DRAMA  #501649D, $19.99 $5.00

Out of the Woods
A lawyer heads into the wilderness to check on his grandfather and is faced with a decision that will change his life forever. Starring Jason London and Edward Asner. 87 minutes. DVD includes four other movies: Undercover Angel, Solomon’s Choice, Fielder’s Choice, and Where There’s a Will. 440 minutes total.

> DRAMA  #22844D, $14.99 $5.00

Alleged
Love and faith are put to the test in this stirring romantic drama set against the landmark Scopes “Monkey Trial” of 1925. A talented young reporter is caught up in the media circus and becomes torn between his journalistic integrity and impressing his boss, who presses him to “make a story” instead of report one. 93 minutes.

> DRAMA  #75602D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Rust
A former pastor who walked away from his calling returns to his small hometown to discover that a mysterious fire tragically struck a local family. When he learns that his childhood friend is implicated, he starts out on a mission to find the truth...and in the process rediscovers his faith. Starring Corbin Bernsen. Rated PG. 91 minutes.

> DRAMA  #35750D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
### Hugo
Welcome to a magical world of spectacular adventure! When wily and resourceful Hugo discovers a secret left by his father, he unlocks a mystery and embarks on a quest that will transform those around him and lead to a safe and loving place he can call home. Rated PG. Widescreen, 126 minutes (E”, S”, F”).

**Price:** $9.99

### A Time for Miracles
This is the inspiring story of America’s first native-born saint, Mother Seton. She overcame the tragedy of the deaths of her young husband and two children, and went on to found the American Sisters of Charity and the first American Catholic schools. Starring Kate Mulgrew, Lorne Greene, John Forsythe, and Rossano Brazzi.

**Price:** $14.99

### Race to Freedom
*Race to Freedom: The Underground Railroad* chronicles the dangerous flight of four determined slaves from a cotton plantation in America to the “Promised Land” in Canada. It is the story of those who risked their lives by taking charge of their destiny, all for the chance to be free. Starring Janet Bailey and Michael Riley. 95 minutes.

**Price:** $14.99

### Angel in the House
After a toy factory owner and his wife get an unexpected visit from a precocious 7-year-old boy, their world is turned upside down! Taking him in as a foster child, they begin a miraculous adventure that showcases the joy of family. Widescreen, 90 minutes.

**Price:** $14.99

### Huckleberry Finn
This classic 4-movie pack includes *Huckleberry Finn, Lassie: The Painted Hills, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, and Where the Red Fern Grows*. Rated PG. 333 minutes total.

**Price:** $14.99

### Behind the Sun
*Behind the Sun* follows the story of Samir Majan, a young man born and raised a Muslim in the Middle East who attended college in America. Samir knows trouble and persecution lie ahead because he has done the unthinkable. Samir has become a Christian. 56 minutes (S).

**Price:** $14.99

### Charade
Newly widowed Regina finds herself being pursued through the streets of Paris by three men seeking the fortune her murdered husband had stolen from them. This timeless classic will keep you guessing until the very end. 113 minutes.

**Price:** $14.99

### Letters to God
Tyler Doherty is an eight-year-old boy battling cancer. Tyler sends prayers in the form of letters he writes to God. These letters find their way into the hands of Tyler’s postman, Brady, who is at a crossroads in his life. Inspired by a true story. 110 minutes.

**Price:** $14.99

**$5 DVDs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hugo</td>
<td>$9.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Time for Miracles</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race to Freedom</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel in the House</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huckleberry Finn</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behind the Sun</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charade</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters to God</td>
<td>$14.99</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.
$5 DVDs

What I Did For Love
A city slicker tries to win over his future father-in-law by pretending to be a cowboy. Starring Sally Struthers, James Gannon, Jeremy London, and Dorie Barton. 88 minutes.

Hand in Hand
A moving story of the friendship between a little Catholic boy and a Jewish girl who learn for themselves, and remind those who might doubt it, that one God watches over all. This intelligent, sympathetic children’s film makes a gentle plea for tolerance and love. B&W, 73 minutes.

Expecting a Miracle
Jason Priestly and Teri Polo star in this touching story about a troubled couple on a quest to rebuild their marriage. Hoping to rekindle a fading flame, Pete (Priestly) and Donna (Polo) set off on a romantic, beachfront getaway.

Jesus for Kids
These delightful animated stories of Jesus are based squarely on the Gospels and geared for children 4-6 years old. Five segments: The First Christmas, Jesus the Storyteller, Jesus the Miracle-Worker, Jesus the Healer, and The First Easter. A companion guide in PDF format is included on the DVD. 50 minutes. (S).

Beyond the Manger
Beyond the Manger is a thrilling show about Jesus’ birth, life, and His victory on the cross. It teaches us that there is more to Easter than just eggs and bunnies and explains how they became a part of the celebration. Jesus died and rose again for all of us! Join Pete and his Storyteller Cafe friends as they discover the real meaning of Easter! 27 minutes (E*, S).

Lourdes
Pilgrimage and Healing
This documentary begins by recounting Bernadette’s account of the apparitions of Our Lady to her by the River Gava in Lourdes in 1858 and then focuses on the four messages which Our Lady gave to her. 40 minutes.

Waiting for the Wind
Walter faces a terminal illness while his son-in-law struggles with grief over the death of his wife and his disbelief in God. Walter’s rugged faith is conveyed to his grandson. Starring Robert Mitchum, Rhonda Fleming, and Jameson Parker. 22 minutes.

All Roads Lead Home
Belle, an animal-loving 12-year-old, becomes withdrawn after her mother’s death in an automobile accident. Rebelling against her father, she is sent to live at the horse farm of her gruff maternal grandfather. With the help of the animals, Belle’s work on the farm transforms the entire family. Rated PG. 112 minutes (E*).

Prayers for Little Children
Through traditional and original prayers, stories, and songs, your little ones will learn the joy of daily prayer. 35 minutes.

To order, call 1-800-523-0226 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
$5 Favorites

David
Here is one of the greatest sagas in all human history—the story of Israel’s greatest king. He became a nationally known hero while still a teenager in his battle with the giant Goliath. Starring Nathaniel Parker. 185 minutes.

#68932D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Moses
Moses is awe-struck when God, in the form of a burning bush, calls him to guide the Israelites out of bondage. The reluctant leader and his flock begin the treacherous journey to the Promised Land. However, Pharaoh intends to stop the exodus. Starring Ben Kingsley. 182 minutes.

#6896D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Samson and Delilah
Samson and Delilah is the powerful tale of a deception that brought down an empire and sealed their names in eternity. Starring Eric Thal, Dennis Hopper, and Elizabeth Hurley. Parental discretion is advised. 180 minutes.

#68972D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Solomon
When the Queen of Sheba returns to her homeland, Solomon falls into a deep depression while his kingdom threatens to collapse. Ben Cross, Vivica A. Fox, and Max von Sydow star in the story of Solomon, who is crowned King of Israel. 172 minutes.

#7453D, $14.99

Joseph
Joseph, the enemy of his jealous brothers, is sold to a powerful Egyptian and faces unbearable tests of cruelty and pain. Starring Paul Mercurio and Ben Kingsley. 185 minutes.

#6895D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Jacob
Jacob works for seven years in order to marry the woman he loves, only to be deceived by her father. Forced to start a family with another woman, Jacob agrees to continue his labor to win the love of his life. Starring Matthew Modine and Lara Flynn Boyle. 94 min.

#6894D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Abraham
An ordinary shepherd is called upon by God to show his abiding faith in extraordinary ways. Abraham and his wife, Sarah, embark on a difficult journey through the desert to the Promised Land where Abraham would become father to countless generations. Starring Richard Harris and Barbara Hershey. 120 minutes.

#6892D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

The Book of Ruth
Ruth follows her mother-in-law Naomi to Israel after the death of her husband. This chain of events sets the stage for the future kings of the nation of Israel and the glorious coming of the Messiah. 91 minutes.

#100186D, $14.99

Daniel and the Lion’s Den
This animated 6-movie pack includes Daniel, David and Goliath, Samson and Delilah, Sodom and Gomorrah, The Story of Moses, and Joshua and the Battle of Jericho. 290 minutes total.

#903554D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Life With Jesus
This animated 6-movie pack includes Life with Jesus; The Miracles of Jesus; The Apostles; The Last Supper, Crucifixion and Resurrection; Jonah and the Whale; and Joseph and the Coat of Many Colors. 254 minutes total.

#903544D, $14.99 SALE! $5.00

Get all six DVDs above in a boxed set for only $24.99. Use item #68982D

$5 prices subject to availability. Order early to avoid disappointment.
THE FILMS OF FAITH COLLECTION

The Nun’s Story
Audrey Hepburn portrays a nun who works as a surgical nurse in the Belgian Congo. But when World War II breaks out, she is torn between the needs of the Resistance and the church’s neutrality. 151 minutes (E5, F5, S5).

DRAMA #73986D, $14.99

The Shoes of the Fisherman
The new pontiff may be the only person who can bring peace to a world on the brink of nuclear nightmare. From Morris L. West’s bestseller. Starring Anthony Quinn and Laurence Olivier. 160 minutes.

DRAMA #51742D, $14.99

The Miracle of Our Lady of Fatima
The famous Warner Brothers production of the true story of the appearance of Our Lady to three children at Fatima in 1917. It gives a moving account of Mary’s appearances and the events surrounding the apparitions. Starring Gilbert Roland. 102 minutes.

DRAMA #75692D, $19.99

All three above, only $29.99 SALE! $24.99, Use item #75622D — SAVE $25

Gifted Hands
Young Ben Carson didn’t have much of a chance. Growing up in a broken home amongst poverty and prejudice, his grades suffered and his temper flared. And yet, his mother never lost her faith in him. Insisting he follow the opportunities she never had, she helped to grow his imagination, intelligence and, most importantly, his belief in himself. That faith would be his gift — the thing that would drive him to follow his dream of becoming one of the world’s leading neurosurgeons. 90 minutes.

DRAMA #31452D, $14.99 SALE! $7.99

Molokai
To deal with the leprosy problem in the Hawaiian Islands in 1872, sufferers were exiled to Molokai, a barren isle off the coast. They lived in miserable surroundings, abandoned by the outside world, in their labor colony. To alleviate their fate, Father Damien was the first priest to go to Molokai. Damien earned the trust of the lepers, and eventually his appeals for nuns and supplies resonated throughout the world, much to the displeasure of his superiors. Even when Damien contracted leprosy, he carried on working for the well-being of his “fellow lepers” to the end. Starring David Wenham, Sam Neill, Kris Kristofferson, and Peter O’Toole. 112 minutes (E5).

DRAMA #4714D, $19.99 SALE! $12.99

Mary of Nazareth
Mary of Nazareth is an epic motion picture on the life of Mary, from her childhood through the Resurrection of Jesus. Shot in high definition and filmed in Europe, the film vividly captures the essence of Mary’s profound faith and trust in God amidst the great mysteries that she lived with as the mother of the Messiah. The movie underscores her special role in God’s plan for our redemption, her unique relationship with Christ, and the tremendous suffering that she endured in union with his passion and death, as well as her serene joy at his Resurrection. 153 minutes.

DRAMA #101047D, $29.99 SALE! $19.99

Restless Heart
This stirring and epic film on the life of St. Augustine of Hippo follows the great saint as he rises from his reckless days as a youth to his accomplishments as a renowned but dissolute orator. Though worldly success and riches come his way, including a position in the imperial court of Milan, satisfaction and peace elude him. It takes a confrontation with the Christian bishop Ambrose and the countless prayers offered by his patient mother, Monica, to break through his intellectual pride. Starring Alessandro Preziosi, Monica Guerritore, Johannes Bandrup, and Franco Nero. Widescreen; includes two DVDs with 133-minute theatrical film version, original 200-minute version, and a 24-page illustrated companion booklet.

DRAMA #101023D, $29.99 SALE! $19.99

To order, call 1-800-476-2492 8-8 Eastern time M-F and 9-4 Sat.
Road to Emmaus

Mourning the death of Jesus, two first-century travelers were joined by a mysterious stranger. Over the next few hours, the stranger revealed many mysteries that lay hidden in the ancient Scriptures. Soon, the purpose of Jesus’ life became clear...and the travelers’ sadness turned to great joy. Now you can learn what they learned. Discover the key to life...on the Road to Emmaus. 30 minutes (S).

#501354D, $14.99 \$5.00

See page 9.

Gifted Hands

Ben Carson grew up in a broken home amongst poverty and prejudice. Insisting he follow the opportunities she never had, his mother helped to grow his imagination, intelligence and, most importantly, his belief in himself. That faith would be the thing that would drive him to become one of the world’s leading neurosurgeons. 90 minutes.

#31452D, $14.99 $7.99

See page 79.

$5 SALE!

See pages 15-25, and 74-78 for more!

Come Follow Me

This short film beautifully illustrates Peter’s transformation from fearful denier to the bold leader of the early church. 30 minutes (EST, S).

#501561D, $14.99

Resurrection

Based on a story by Max Lucado. A Roman guard finds himself in the midst of a cover-up regarding the tumultuous events after Christ’s execution. 50 minutes (EST).

#88348D, $14.99

Moses

Moses is awestruck when God, in the form of a burning bush, calls him to guide the Israelites out of bondage. 185 minutes.

#6896D, $14.99

See page 27.

Gifted Hands

Ben Carson grew up in a broken home amongst poverty and prejudice. Insisting he follow the opportunities she never had, his mother helped to grow his imagination, intelligence and, most importantly, his belief in himself. That faith would be the thing that would drive him to become one of the world’s leading neurosurgeons. 90 minutes.

#31452D, $14.99 $7.99

See page 79.